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PREFACE

The application of catalytic science envisages the production of materials and

development of processes which}address the critical needs of society through economic

growth and environmentally sustainable progress. Though homogeneous catalysts have

the potential to achieve these targets through efficient. selective chemical

transformations at milder conditions, it has grown only at a slower rate due to economic

and technical limitations. Heterogenization of homogeneous catalysts has emerged as a

welcome alternative. However, efforts are still required to refine the conventional

heterogeneous systems like metal oxide catalysts to maximize the yield of desired

product at commercially more acceptable conditions.

Zeolite encapsulated transition metal complexes have received wide attention as an

effective heterogenized system that combines the tremendous activity of the metal

complexes and the attractive features of the zeolite structure. Zeolite encapsulated

complexes offer a bright future for attempts to replace homogeneous systems retaining

its catalytic activity and minimizing the technical problems. especially for the partial

oxidation of organic compounds. Studies on some zeolite encapsulated transition metal

complexes are presented in this thesis. The ligands selected are technically important in a

bio-mimetic or structural perspective. Attempts have been made in this study to

investigate the composition, structure and stability of encapsulated complexes using

available techniques. The catalytic activity of encapsulated complexes was evaluated for

the oxidation of some organic compounds. The recycling ability of the catalyst as a

result of the encapsulation was also studied.

Our studies on Cu-CrlAb03, a typical metal oxide catalyst. illustrate the use of

design techniques to modify the properties of such conventional catalysts. The catalytic

activity of this catalyst for the oxidation of carbon monoxide was measured. The effect

of additives like Ce02 or Ti02 on the activity and stability of this system was also

investigated. The additive is potent to improve the activity and stability of the catalyst so

as to be more effective in commercial usage.



The thesis is structured into eight chapters. Chapter I gives a comprehensive

account of the attractive features of zeolite encapsulated complexes. The experimental

techniques used in the present study are described in Chapter 11. The chapters III to VI

deal with the synthesis and chafacterization of zeolite encapsulated complexes. The

catalytic activity studies of the zeolite encapsulated complexes are discussed in Chapter

VII. Chapter VIII gives the details regarding the catalytic studies on the metal oxide

catalyst. A gist of the conclusions arrived at on the basis of our investigation is provided

at the end ofthe thesis.
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CHAPTER I

GENERAL INTRODUCTION



1. 1 INTRODUCI10N

Civilization has traversed a path of astonishing progress and has made rapid strides

of development in the twentieth ~entury. In order to achieve this development, it was
,

necessary to invent a number of Itew materials and to evolve ways and means for their

fast and cheap production in large quantities. The development of the science and

practice of catalysis has opened up new vistas for the fast and selective production of

desired chemical molecules. This scientific revolution has triggered the advent of

molecular design techniques which have unlimited scope and potential to provide for the

most basic of all human needs- health, food, energy and materials. The dictum that

underlines all catalyst research is the development ofcost effective methods that have an

inherent commitment to environmental sustainability. Catalyst technology has become all

pervasive in our society and includes in its domain enzymes (biocatalysts),

pharmaceuticals, petrochemicals, energy, plastics and fibers and what not.

1.2 RECENT TRENDs IN CATALYSIS

Catalysis is directly or indirectly involved in almost all processes in modern

industries. In early days, the preparation of heterogeneous catalysts and their operation

were considered to be more an art than a science. Later, with the advent of modern

sophisticated surface science techniques, catalysts and catalyst based technologies have

undergone tremendous changes. A catalyst is a surface active material i.e. catalysis

occurs at the surface of the catalyst and hence the activity of the catalyst depends very

much on the nature of its surface. The performance of industrial catalytic processes is

determined not only by the activity of the catalyst but also the process parameters like

nature of feed and operating conditions such as temperature, pressure, space velocity,

etc. All these factors ultimately determine the exact nature of chemical species and their

relative concentration on the catalyst surface under actual process conditions.

Recognizing the exact nature of these surface species and fine tuning them for still better

catalytic performance are the main objectives ofcatalyst-research.
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The rapid growth of human population and high standard of living of modern

society necessitate considerable enhancement in the production of materials. Increased

production results in an increase of undesirable by-products and therefore in elevated

levels ofenvironmental pollution. Therefore, chemical technology focuses on developing
I

novel environment-friendly catalysts that can provide high selectivity leading to

minimum toxic effluents, without sacrificing on yield and energy requirements. The

development of a three-way catalytic converter for controlling auto exhaust

emissions I. 2, application of molecular sieves for better selectivity 3 and alternative

chemical routes via catalytic oxidation, hydroxylation, etc. for fine chemical 4. 5 are some

of the achievements of these efforts.

Progress in the science of catalysis and its industrial applications is highly essential

to cater to the demands of modem society. In order to achieve this it is necessary to

replace present technologies with new, energy-efficient, environment-friendly catalytic

processes of high selectivity. This quest has triggered a renewed interest in metal

complexes which are known to exhibit remarkable catalytic properties. Furthermore, the

heterogenization ofhomogeneous catalysts has also received considerable importance as

it avoids the technical problems in using homogeneous catalysis, but preserves the

catalytic performance.

1. 3 CATALYSTS IN INDUSTRY

Traditionally, industrial catalysts have been classified as homogeneous and

heterogeneous. Metal complexes and organometallic compounds are the important

homogeneous catalysts. These catalysts are soluble in the reaction medium and are used

in the production of high purity, high value chemicals. Usually, homogeneous catalytic

reactions are very complex and proceed as a closed cycle of linked chemical reactions

which involve different intermediate species. However, they exhibit high efficiency and

selectivity and operate at milder conditions of temperature and pressure. Moreover,

homogeneous catalysts of definite stoichiometry and structure can be easily made with

more reproducibility. In contrast to homogeneous catalysts, heterogeneous catalysts are

3



usually solid surfaces or species attached to solid surface. They are mainly used for the

production of large scale commodity chemicals such as methanol and ammonia and in

the production ofgasoline from petroleum.

l

B h h 6 7 d It' 8-10 I . Id'ot omogeneous: an eterogeneous cata ysts were extensive y use m

industry since the beginning of the twentieth century. But, heterogeneous catalysis has

grown at a faster rate than homogeneous catalysis in industry. The main technical

problem in the use of homogeneous systems is the separation ofcatalysts from reactants

and products, which is practically very easy in the case of heterogeneous catalysts. The

deactivation of homogeneous catalysts by the self aggregation of the active sites may

also restrict its application in industrial processes, whereas heterogeneous catalysts are

relatively more stable. The above mentioned facts may be the reason for the tardy

growth of homogeneous catalyst systems in industry. However, the ability of

homogeneous systems to catalyse a variety of specifically designed chemical

transformations promises lot of scope for future developments.

1·3·1 Homogeneous catalysts

One of the first industrially applied homogeneous processes is Oxo process 11

discovered by OUo Roelen in 1938. In this process, the hydrofonnylation of olefins

occurs in presence of carbon monoxide and hydrogen at 140-180 °C and a pressure of

200-300 atm over cobalt hydride carbonyl complexes. Later, this catalyst was modified

with trialkyl phosphine to lower the reaction pressures and to obtain higher selectivity.

The technical importance of this process is because the primary reaction product, the

aldehyde, can be easily converted to industrially important secondary products like

alcohoIs, acids, dio Is, arnines 0 resters 12.

Another interesting achievement in this field was the use of Reppe reactions for the

commercial production of various chemicals 6. This reaction involves the addition of a

base to olefinic or acetylenic C-C bond with simultaneous insertion ofCO. The synthesis

of acrylic acid from acetylene. CO and water with activated nickel carbonyl catalyst.



HNi(COhX, is one of such reactions. Reppe carbonylations also include reactions such

as propionic acid from ethylene and water, and acetic acid from methanol.

Catalysis by protons using asids (H2S0 4, BF3, H3P04) was employed to a large
1

extent in alkylation reactions, for example, in the production of alkylated gasoline from

isobutylene and in the production of cumene, xylene and styrene from benzene 6. A

similar acid catalysed reaction is Koch synthesis 6 in which olefins and other compounds

readily react with CO and water or alcohol to produce carboxylic acid or corresponding

ester respectively. The carboxylic acids formed from isobutylene, diisobutylene and from

mixture of olefins in the range C6-CIO are used as starting materials for resins, lacquers

and synthetic lubricating oils.

Another significant discovery m the field of homogeneous catalysis was the

development of Wacker process for the production of acetaldehyde from ethylene 13.

Soluble metal complex salts like palladium(II) chloride were used as catalysts for this

process. This catalyst operates at 10.5 atm and 125-130 QC to obtain a yield of 95%.

Wacker process is widely accepted in industry as it replaced expensive acetylene with

cheap ethylene for the manufacture ofacetaldehyde.

Rh complexes have been found to be more efficient catalysts than that based on

cheaper and abundant metals. One of these complexes, RhCI(PPh3)3, widely known as

Wilkinson's catalyst, can be used for the hydrogenation ofolefins 14. Also, the complexes

such as RhH(CO)PPh3 catalyse hydroformylation of propene to n-butraldehyde at 10-20

atm and give a yield of> 90% for the linear product, whereas CO2(CO)8 catalyst

performs this reaction only at high pressures ( -200 atm) and produces a lower yield of

70% IS. Monsanto's rhodium catalysed carbonylation of methanol to acetic acid is also

very attractive as it replaces conventional high pressure processes with low pressure

ones and shows a high selectivity 16. A similar example is the use of rhodium complexes

for oxo-process in presence of triphenylphosphine as eo-catalyst 6. The advantages of

this rhodium based oxo-process are lower operating pressure and better selectivity for

straight chain product.

5



Olefms and dienes can be oligomerised by means of homogeneous catalysts under

mild conditions. The Esso process with alkyl aluminium chloride and titanium

tetrachloride 6, 7, the shell process with nickel-phosphine catalysts 6, 17 and the Ethyl

process with the classical Ziegler trialkylaluminium catalyst 7, l3 are some of the
l

industrially important homogeneous processes for ethylene oligomerisation.

Homogeneous oxidation catalysis 6 is also known, for example, cyclohexane to adipic

acid, butane to vinegar, propylene to propylene oxide and p-xylene to terephthalic acid.

Furthermore, the direct addition of hydrocyanic acid to butadiene can be performed over

nickel(O) phosphine or phosphite complexes at atmospheric pressure and 30-150 GC 18.

Besides above established homogeneous processes, some relatively new catalytic

processes were developed and commercialized. The application of Wilkinson's metal

complex to selectively hydrogenate biologically active substrates like steroids is an

excellent example for such achievements 6. In addition, Monsanto has introduced a

process 15 using Wilkinson's catalyst for producing L-dopa (3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine),

an effective drug against Parkinson's disease. The introduction ofthis process was highly

significant as it was a classic example for the application of homogeneous catalysts in

the synthesis of fine chemicals and also it is one of the most selective catalytic reactions

known 19. Some of the recent studies have focused on the use of homogeneous catalysts

for regioselective and enantioselective reactions 20,21. Since homogeneous catalysts are

generally active at low temperatures, more new developments can be expected in this

area. There is scope for new catalysts and new reactions in wake of energy and raw

material considerations that will determine the direction of worldwide developments in

chemical technology.

1.3. 2 Metal oxide catalysts

Heterogeneous transition metal oxide catalysts are extensively used for various

industrial applications where working conditions are more economical. A number of

such systems like mixed metal oxide, perovskites, spinels 22-24, etc. were reported to be

active for several reactions. Also, there is a pronounced interest for replacing highly

6



expensive noble metal catalysts with metal oxide alternatives. Main attraction of metal

oxide systems is the low cost and easier methods of preparation as compared to that of

other catalytic materials.

l,
Many of the recent studies show that the performance of an industrial catalyst with

respect to activity and selectivity depends greatly on the nature of the active sites formed

on the catalyst surface during pretreatment or as a consequence of the catalytic reaction

on it. The newly developed sophisticated surface science techniques provide valuable

informations on the nature of active sites and their influence on catalytic activity. The

application of such techniques was reviewed by several authors 25, 26. Furthermore, the

physical properties like thermal and mechanical stability, surface area, porosity, shape,

dimension, etc. are to be optimised for the successful operation of catalytic processes in

industry.

Iron catalyst for ammonia synthesis is one of the classic industrial catalysts 27, 28.

A quite large number of studies have been conducted using a combination of surface

techniques to characterize this catalyst. The catalytic synthesis of methanol has gained

considerable importance in the wake of energy crisis as it can be used as a starting

material for the synthesis of various chemicals. A catalyst consisting ofCuO and ZnO on

alumina support is presently used for the manufacture of methanol 29. CuO-ZnO/Ab03

catalyst is also used for water gas shift reaction in fertilizer plants 30. Supported nickel

oxide catalyst is used for the steam reforming of hydrocarbon feedstocks like naphtha,

LPG and natural gas into methane for its further conversion to hydrogen, ammonia,

ammonia based fertilizers and methanol 3l
•

y-Ah03 supported oxides of Mo or W, promoted with oxides of Co or Ni arc used

for the hydrotreating of petroleum fractions 32. The bulk preparation of styrene, one of

the most important monomers in modem petrochemical industry, is based on the

dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene over potassium promoted iron catalyst 33. Some of the

other catalytic processes in this class are ammoxidation of propylene to acrylonitrile

over silica supported bismuth-molybdate catalyst 34, oxidation of methanol to

7



formaldehyde over iron molybdate 35, hydrolysis of acrylonitrile to acrylamide and

hydrogenation of nitrobenzene to aniline over Cu based catalysts 10, oxidative coupling

of methane by Li doped MgO 36, Fischer-Tropsch synthesis over CuO-lnOIAh03

catalysts 37, Claus process by alumina catalysts 10, V205ITi02 catalysed oxidation of,
o-xylene to phthalic anhydride 10 and selective catalytic reduction of NO" over

V205ITi02/Si0 2 catalyst 38.

1·3·3 Noble metal catalysts

Supported noble metal catalysts have found numerous applications in industries

because of the advantages such as high specific activity and mild reaction conditions

compared to metal oxide systems. Another attractive feature of noble metal catalysts is

the ability to enhance the productivity in industrial processes. However, there are some

disadvantages in the use of noble metal catalysts. They are relatively scarce and

therefore expensive, and sensitive to impurities due to low amounts of metal present in

the catalyst. High volatility and case of oxidation of noble metals arc the other problems

encountered in their corrunercial use. In spite of these disadvantages, noble metal

catalysts are the best choice for a number of applications where transition metal oxides

have failed to remain efficient in hostile environment like high temperature, numerous

poisons and fluctuating gas compositions.

Automobile exhaust catalysts comprise a complex formulation composed of

precious metals like Pt, Pd & Rh, additives like Ce02 and alumina stabilized with

La203 39,40. The support and active components are dispersed on a monolith structure

for the effective control of emissions from automobiles 1.2. Catalysts containing Pt or Pd

were used for the high temperature combustion of flue gases 41. 42. In 1991, British

Petroleum and KeUogg announced the development of a new process for ammonia

synthesis using ruthenium supported on a high surface area graphite carrier as catalyst 43.

Bimetallic Pt-Re catalyst is used for the reforming naphtha or other petroleum fractions

with low octane number to gasoline fractions with higher octane number or to aromatic

feedstocks for petrochemical industry 44. Selective hydrogenation of acetylenes to

8



corresponding olefins in C2, Cl and C4 petrochemical streams is generally carried out on

different types of supported Pd catalysts 45.

Supported Pt catalyst is used \or the dehydrogenation of paraffins to olefins 10. The
,

use alumina supported Ru catalyst for the effective conversion ofglucose to sorbitol was

reported 46. A Pt-Rh alloy catalyst is used for the oxidation of ammonia to NOIN02 in

the manufacture of nitric acid 47. 4S. Another important applications of noble metal

catalysts are industrial gas purifications such as deoxo process 49. 50, oxidation of CO to

CO2 51. 52, etc. CO oxidation over noble metal catalysts is generally identified as

structure sensitive reaction and the reported structure sensitivity is higher for Pd which

shows higher activity than Pt 53.

1·3·4 Zeolites & Zeolite based catalysts

Catalysis by zeolites has been extensively studied for a broad range of reactions in

the past few decades 3. 54-57. The characteristic features that make them attractive as

heterogeneous catalysts are well defined crystalline structure, uniformly arranged pores

with one or more discrete sizes, high internal surface area, good thermal stability, highly

acidic sites when ion exchanged with protons, well dispersed metal sites on ion

exchanging with metal cations and reproducibility of various forms. In general, zeolite

catalysis involves both acid catalysed reactions and other chemical transformations. The

former is due to the confinement of acid sites in zeolite pores, whereas the latter is the

result of presence of ion exchanged metal sites along with the acidic sites. The major

achievement in the field of zeolite catalysis was their introduction as cracking catalysts

by Mobil in 1959 58
•

The advantage of molecular sieve catalysts over amorphous silica-alumina is

size/shape selectivity. This remarkable feature of zeolitcs has been exploited to pcrfonn

many large scale selective reactions in the field of petroleum refining, petrochemical

manufacture, synfuels production, NO'( abatement and fine chemical industry 51l,

Generally, zeotites show four types of seleetivities. They are: (I) reactant selectivity
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when pore size limits the entrance of reacting molecules 59, (2) product selectivity when

some of the product formed within the pores are too bulky to diffuse out 59, (3)

restricted transition state selectivity when certain reactions are prevented due to the non

availability of required space fott corresponding transition state 60 and (4) molecular
1

traffic control in zeolites with more than one type of pore system. Reactant molecules

enter the zeolite through one type ofpore system while products diffuse out through the

other type ofpore 61.

The invention of new zeolite materials has enabled the development of improved

technologies for the successful production ofvarious chemicals. For instance, extra large

pore molecular sieve catalysts were developed to perform shape selective catalysis on

reactants too large to enter the pores of large molecular sieves. This idea was illustrated

in some liquid phase and vapour phase reactions 62-64. Furthermore, the catalysts

produced by modifying nonacidic molecular sieves with acidic guest materials were

found industrial applications for shape selective base catalysis 65. This material has also

been used for the industrial production of some chemicals in environmentally friendly

manner as compared to conventional catalytic processes which involve several

hazardous intermediates 66.

Metal exchanged zeolites are known to catalyse a variety of oxidation reactions.

Among them, titanium containing zeolite is a unique material that can catalyse a broad

range of oxidation reactions 67. Another interesting system is vanadium exchanged

zcolites which was found to be effective for high temperature oxidation,

oxyfunctionalisation, oxidation of NO with oxygen 68, etc. In addition, the recent

importanceof enantioselective synthesis has lead to the development of zeoJites that can

performshape selective, asymmetric, heterogeneous catalysis69.

1. 4 ToWARDS HETEROGENIZING HOMOGENEOUS CATALYSTS

Although, homogeneous catalysts show excellent catalytic properties, their

applications are limited as they are difficult to separate from the reaction medium.
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Attempts have been made to combine the high activity and selectivity of homogeneous

catalysts with operational benefits of heterogeneous catalysts by heterogenizing known

homogeneous catalysts 70. Several approaches have been considered for this purpose,

which can be classified into two. They are:

1) Heterogeneous molecular catalysts- prepared by methods which induce

rearrangement ofligands around the metal ccntcr.

2) Supported homogeneous catalysts- prepared by methods which preserve the

structure ofmetal complex as much as possible.

1·4·1 Heterogeneous molecular catalysts

Heterogeneous molecular catalysts are prepared by anchoring the organometallic

complex through a direct bond between the metal center and a surface atom. This direct

linkage leads to changes in the coordination environment around the metal center. The

structure of supported complex can be very different from the precursor complex to

obtain entirely new heterogeneous organometallic catalyst. Metal carbonyl clusters

anchored on siliea support are good example for this class of catalysts 71.74. Although,

the reactivity of this system is promising, it has only limited scope for industrial

applications sinee they are very unstable towards degradation under reaction conditions.

Heterogeneous molecular catalysts of Re were synthesized by supporting its complexes

on inorganic carriers like alumina, alumina-silica and niobia and were studied for the

metathesis of olefins 75. Even though, these complexes have shown catalytic activity, the

presence ofvariety of surface species restrict them to be weU defined 76.

1·4·2 Supported homogeneous catalysts

In supported homogeneous catalysts, the structure of the metal complex is almost

identical to that of the precursor homogeneous catalyst. For this kind of

heterogenization, many different approaches have been considered which belong to three

classes. They are:
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1) Catalysts anchored on functionalised solids

2) Supported liquidphase catalysts

3) Encapsulated, intercalated or entrapped catalysts

~

1
(1). Catalysts anchored onfunciionalised solids

Homogeneous catalysts are anchored to an inorganic oxide or an organic polymer

by bonding the solid with one (more) ligand(s) at a position away from the atom

coordinated to the metal center. These systems can be synthesized in two ways. The first

method consists in functionalising the support by reacting its surface with a bifunctional

ligand and then the metal complex is supported by a ligand exchange reaction with

surface groups. For example, the anchoring ofphosphine complexes to polymers is done

by chloromethylating phenyl rings of the polymer by chloromethyl ethers, then

functionalising by reacting with LiPPh2 and exchanging with homogeneous catalyst 14. In

the second approach, a metal complex containing desired amount of functionalised

ligand reacts with the solid surface to form the supported complex. Ni(CO)4, as an

example, was anchored by reacting it with phosphinated silica at optimum experimental

conditions70, Supported homogeneous catalysts were tested for a number of industrially

important reactions. Although the catalytic activity of these catalysts is as good as their

homogeneous counterparts. the disadvantages including leaching of metal complex in

liquid phase reactions and aggregation to form binuclear species restrict its usage in

. d 77ID ustry .

(2). Supported liquid phase catalysts

Catalysis in biphasic media is one of the efficient methods to solve the problem of

catalysts separation from reaction medium and therefore this technique has found a

number of applications 78-82. However, this method is not effective when the solubility of

reactants in catalyst phase is too low and hence activity is too low as a result of lower

interfacial surface. In such cases, supporting the catalyst in a thin film of nonvolatile

liquid deposited on a solid of high specific surface area improves significantly the
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activity 83-86. The isomerisation of pentene-I catalysed by RhCh supported in a thin film

of ethylene glycol and hydroformylation of propene catalysed by (Ph3P)2Rh(CO)CI in

benzylbutylphthalate film are some the examples of supported liquid phase catalysts 87-88.

Supported aqueous phase catalys~ were developed by supporting water/organic solvent

biphasic catalysts 89. However, a complete evaluation of the catalytic properties of

supported liquid phase systems, such as kinetic analysis, recycling tests, metal leaching,

etc. has to be performed to scale up this class ofcatalysts to industrial applications.

(3). Encapsulated, intercalatedor entrapped catalysts

Transition metal complexes can be immobilized in the voids ofa porous inorganic or

organic solid by encapsulation, intercalation or entrapment. A variety of compounds

have been encapsulated in the porous network of preformed solids mostly in large

zeolites. In contrast to those supported on nonporous inorganic oxides, zeolite

encapsulated complexes are stable under reaction conditions due to reduced dimerisation

or aggregation. Additionally more selectivity is also induced via steric effects of the

zeolite framework

Intercalated catalysts are prepared by introducing cationic complexes as such

between the silicate layers of swelling clays, such as smectites by ion exchanging 90-92.

The increase of interlayer spacing provides evidence for intercalation. The enhanced

selectivity of intercalated catalysts in reactions indicates the presence of steric effects 92.

The special feature of this system is the possibility to adjust the size of interlayers by

incorporating complexes ofdifferent sizes 93, whereas zeolite pores are rigid.

In the case of entrapped catalysts, metal complex is introduced directly in the

mixture of reactants used for the synthesis of the solid support. A number of entrapped

complexes were prepared and successfully tested for reactions such as hydrogenation.

isomerisation and hydroformylation. It is possible to obtain good activity, selectivity and

stability for such systems by the simultaneous choice of the metal complex and support

insuch a way that it allows the diffusion of reactants and products.
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1. 5 EMERGING FRONTIERS IN HETEROGENIZATION-

ZEOLITE ENCAPSULATION

The great interest in zeolites arises from their well defined structures that are

attractive for designing new effic1ent catalysts. The steric constraints imposed on the

reactants in the channels and cages of zeolites can lead to new reaction pathways which

are easier as compared to those on conventional systems. Thus, the architecture of

zeolite provides opportunities for several novel chemical reactions. These unique

properties of zeolites have attracted much attention in scientific research to exploit them

as hosts for catalytically active guest molecules. A wide variety of metal clusters,

organometallic compounds and coordination compounds have been encapsulated in

numerous zeolite hosts. Such catalysts have found several applications including size or

shape selective catalysis, eleetro and photocatalysis and a variety of organic oxidation

and hydrogenation reactions. These composite materials are believed to exhibit activity

and selectivity comparable or enhanced to those ofguest molecules.

1·5·1 Milestones

Much of the initial research work in the field of zeolite catalysis focused on the

catalytic properties of zeolite itself. The crystalline network structure ofzeolite attracted

researchers interested in heterogenizing homogeneous catalysts. Initial goal was to

produce metal clusters within zeolites X and Y 94. Various methods were used for the

synthesis of metal clusters inside zeolite cavity, including decomposition of carbonyl

clusters 95, impregnation with a solution of metal atom 96, reduction of ion exchanged

transition metal cations 97, etc. In spite of having disadvantages such as migration of

metal clusters to the external surface and subsequent agglornerisation, considerable

success was achieved in producing highly dispersed metal particles inside the zeolite

host98.

Carbonyls form another class of compounds of interest for encapsulating in zeolites

as their potential for catalytic applications is quite high. For example, MO(CO)6
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supported in Y zeolite modified with Li was reported to be particularly active for

hydrogenation reactions 99. The intrazeolite chemistry of iron carbonyls also received

much attention. Fe(CO)~, Fe2(CO)9 and Fe3(CO)I2 were adsorbed in V-zeolite without

any change in the structure 100. Zeolite X or Y supported dicobalt octacarbonyls were
1

prepared by either direct sublimation 101 or adsorption from pentane solution 102. Nickel

tetracarbonyl in zeolite support was also studied 103.

Zeolites, X and Y allow the entrapment of certain organometallics like bis

(dithiophosphato)nickel which cannot be supported on carrier like silica gel 104

Tristn-allyljrhodium was a well studied system to illustrate the synthesis of

organometallic compounds in zeolite cavities 105. Metallocenes can be easily exchanged

into zeolites and its interactions with zeolite lattice can be studied using various

spectroscopic techniques. Goder and Ozin exchanged ferrocene and found its

homogeneous distribution in zeolite 106. Zeolites were also used to preferentially support

redox active species, both internally and externally. It is interesting that such systems

allowrapid electron transfer between the surface species and intrazeolite species 107.

Many coordination complexes were prepared in zeolites not only with a view. to

derive active and selective catalysts but also to investigate the interactions between the

zeolite framework and the complexes. The early work was confined to some systems

that are not very stable and can be destroyed by evacuation or gentle heating 108-110.

Intrazeolite hexamethylisocyanide complex of Co was one of such well characterized

complex Ill. Later, several workers focused on the encapsulation of complexes of

monodentate ligands. These studies were first reviewed by Lungford 11r, 112 and later on

by Mortier and Schoonheydt 113 and Ozin and Gil 114
• A few complexes with bi- and

polydentate ligands were synthesized in zeolites and characterized. Among them, metal

complexes of ethylenediamine, pyridine, salen, phthalocyanine and porphyrin have

received much attraction as effective catalysts for various reactions 11~-I18.
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1.5- 2 Structural considerations

Zeolites are microporous, crystalline, three dimensional alurninosilicates composed

of Si04 and Al04- tetrahedra joined through shared oxygen bridges. These tetrahedra
~

are arranged in such a way that two Al atoms never come in the adjoining tetrahedra but

are separated by at least one silicon tetrahedron. The basic building block of A., X and Y

zeolite is a sodalite unit which is a cube-octahedron formed from 24 tetrahedra of Si04

and Al04 and consists of six 4-membered cube faces and eight 6-membered octahedron

faces. When the sodalite units are connected each other at their square faces, the

resulting structure is called A-zeolite and if they are joined at the hexagonal faces, X and

Y structures are formed. The large cavities in these zeolite structures are called super

cage or a-cage while smaller cavities are called sodalite cage or 13-cage. The structure of

Y zeolite is shown in Figure I. 1. The unit cell formulae and other characteristics ofA, X

and Y zeolites 56 are given in Table 1. 1.

Table 1. 1

Properties ofzeolites A., X and Y

Zeolite

A

X

Y

Mol. ratio
Unit cell formula Si02/ a-cage a-cage

AI203
diameter aperture

NadAI02) 12 (Si02) 12 nH20 2 : 1 llA 4A

NaS6(AI02)S6(Si02)106 nH20 2.5: 1 BA 8A

Na56(AI02)so(Si02)136 nH20 5 : I BA 8A

Silicon tetrahedron maintains electrical neutrality whereas a trivalent AI atom when

bound to four oxygen atoms. the resultant AI tetrahedron will have a net negative

charge. In synthetic zeolites. the net negative charge on the lattice is counter balanced by

protons. It is also possible to introduce transition metal ions into the zeolite lattice in

place of protons by ion exchanging Na+ form of the zeolite with desired transition metal

ion. The existence of exchangeable cations in the zeolite lattice provides the possibility

of inclusion of metals and chemically interesting metal complexes.
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(8) (b)

(d) (e)

Figure I. 1

(a). Si04 tetrahedra. (b). AI04" tetrahedral, (c). Sodalite unit

(d). Y Zeolite and (e). Y Zeolite encapsulated iron phthalocyanine
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Metal complexes of about 10 to 13 A in diameter can be synthesized inside the

a-cage of zeolites X and Y. As the openings of the cages are small, the complexes once

formed inside the cages cannot move out through the openings, but remain trapped.

Zeolite can be considered as a solid solvent and the entrapped molecule as a solute
I

which is not mobile. During catalysts, zeolite cage acts as a molecular scale microreactor

containing metal complex catalyst. The reactants can enter through openings, undergo

reaction at metal site and exit as products. In this special microreactor, the framework

atoms (reactor walls) also influence the catalytic activity through its electronic and steric

effects on the encapsulated complexes. Additionally, the well known sieving and

orienting properties of zeolite network structure could be explored in catalytic reactions

whichrequire high selectivity.

1·5- 3 Merits and Demerits

Synthesis of metal complexes in the super cage of zeolites offers several advantages

over their homogeneous counterparts so as to conveniently use them as catalysts for

• 114 119 I . 11 d ha h .. f I I' lutimanyreactions . . t IS genera y state t t t e activity 0 meta comp ex m so ution

phase is retained or improved on encapsulating in zeolite cavities. In addition, the

encapsulated complexes are able to work at milder temperature and pressure as

compared to that of conventional heterogeneous catalysts. The most attractive

advantage of such heterogenized systems is the ease of separation of catalysts from

reactants and products. In fact, zeolite encapsulated metal complexes combine the merits

of both homogeneous and heterogeneous catalytic systems, but at the same time,

minimise the demerits of both.

Zcolites arc attractive hosts for catalytic species due to their high thcnnal stability,

well defined structure, large internal surface area, etc. 120. Enhanced size and shape

selectivitydue to zeolite framework-besides that due to the constraints in guest molecule

is an important feature of encapsulated catalysts. The interaction of metal complex with

zeolite may alter its electronic structure and thereby its catalytic performance. In short,
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besides the tremendous activity of guest compounds, the encapsulated catalysts show

the attractive features of zeolites.

The stability of metal complexes in actual reaction conditions is expected to be
~

improved on encapsulating in zeolije pores 121. This effect may be explained in terms of

the following aspects: (1) the complexes are immobilized inside the cavity, (2)

dimerisation processes of the complexes are retarded resulting longer life and (3) zeolite

imparts additional stability to the complex by acting as ligands. The high stability of the

catalysts provides the ability to work at elevated temperatures which in turn tend to

overcome diffusional restrictions, promote reactions with high activation energy and to

withstand severe conditions of regeneration process.

Like any other catalytic material zeolite encapsulated metal complexes also have

some limitations 114. The various problems associated with zeolite catalysts including

pore plugging, poisoning, migration, leaching and structural defects ofzeolite matrix are

also applicable in the case of catalysts immobilized in them. The catalytic activity may be

severely affected by clogging of pores by products. Such situations make necessary

frequent catalyst regeneration by high temperature operation that is difficult when

encapsulated complex is thermally unstable. Less mobility of molecules in zeolite cavity

due to the entrapped complexes restricts its use for catalysing reactions of bigger

molecules. However, the main issue in encapsulation is the preparation of

homogeneously distributed metal complexes in zeolite framework. The goal ofachieving

well defined intrazcolitc catalysts is possible only by strictly optimising the preparation

conditions.

Enzymes and Enzyme mimics

Enzymes arc one of the most efficient catalysts known which exhibit extreme

selectivities in chemical transformations. Enzymes catalyse reactions at ambient

temperatures, that are possible on heterogeneous systems only at high temperatures and

pressures. It is also interesting to mention that they are environment friendly catalysts
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working without producing any hazardous by-products. A large number of drugs,

pharmaceuticals and specialty chemicals are manufactured by biochemical methods using

enzymes 122-124. In spite of the remarkable achievements in biocatalysis, enzyme

technology has limited to the 10lV volume, high value chemicals due to raw material
i

wastage in cell growth, difficulties in product separation, non-continuous operation and

low stability ofbiochemical catalysts.

Enzymes are composed of a metal complex as active site embedded in a large

protein structure. The functions of protein molecule are: (1) protecting active sites from

self destructing reactions like dimerisation; (2) inducing substrate selectivity due to

protein channels; and (3) providing stereochemical environment at the active centre for

the specific chemical transformation to take place 125. The desire to understand and

exploit the chemistry of enzymes has prompted an extensive research on synthetic

porphyrin, phthalocyanine and Sehiff base models of enzyme active sites 126·128 and later

on superstructured mimics 129 with a controlled steric environment for better selectivity.

The comparative evaluation of activity, selectivity and stability of both synthetic models

and natural enzymes has given very promising results in the case ofbiomimetic oxidation

ofhydrocarbons 130.
132•

It was known that inorganic materials like zeolite could provide the best

arrangement for the catalytically active sites in their cavities and direct substrates

towards it. Furthermore, the channels and cages in zeolite framework are very similar to

those created by the protein structure of enzyme. Hence, new catalysts can be designed

by replacing the protein portion of natural enzymes by the zeolite framework. These

hybrid catalysts combine the attractive features of zeolites and tremendous activity and

selectivity of enzymes, Therefore, zeolite encapsulated metal complexes, referred to as

, Zeozymes have been described as model compounds for mimicking

enzymes117,125.133.

Several zeolite complexes were designed and successfully developed to act as

zeozymes with respect to activity and stability in catalytic reactions. Nature performs
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selective oxidation of organic materials to usable hydrophilic compounds by means of

the monooxygenase enzymes of the cytochrome P450 family 126. The desire to mimic

cytochrome P450 has led to the development of new zeolite based FelPd oxidation

catalysts 133.135. Models of cytocbrome P450 consisting of organometallic complexes,
encapsulated in zeolites were also designed 116, 117. These systems control selectivity and

inhibit autoxidation, but do not show any mechanistic analogy with enzyrnatic processes

and exhibit only low oxidation rate as compared to that ofenzymes.

Recently, an efficient mimic for cytochrome P450 was reported and its catalytic

activity was found to be promising for industrial applications 135, 136. This catalyst

comprises iron phthalocyanine (FePc ) complexes encapsulated in Y zeolite which are in

turn embedded in a polydimcthylsiloxanc ( PDMS ) membrane as represented in

Figure I. 2. The role of polymer is to act as an interface between two immicible phases

as phospholipid membrane in which cytochrome P450 resides. This system oxidises

alkanes at room temperature at rates comparable to those of the enzyme. Furthermore,

the oxidation activity of zeolite encapsulated iron phthalocyanine complex has enhanced

to 300 times higher on supporting in the membrane. Intrazeolite complex preferentially

sorbs polar compounds, whereas membrane embedded system sorbs cyclohexane and

creates a barrier against polar compounds. Moreover, the polymer allows high sorption

and fast diffusion of reagents together with the homogeneous distribution of catalyst

particles.

Zeolite encapsulated cobalt(l) salen was also suggested as a synthetic mimic for

studying the oxygen binding properties of hemoglobin 125. 137. A cross sectional

representation of this system is shown in Figure I. 3. This system is superior to other

reported models with respect to the stability against deterious processes of autoxidation

and dimerisation. However, in contrary to the behaviour of hemoglobin, the rate of

oxygen binding decreases after the initial adsorption. This may be due to the fact that the

binding becomes increasingly difficult as the molecule moves from the exterior to

interior of zeolite erystallitc 125.
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Figure J. 2

Schematic representation of encapsulation of FePc and subsequent incorporation in

PDMS-membrane

Figure J. 3

Cross sectional representation of Cobalt(I ) salcn
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1. 6 ZEOUTE ENcAPSULATION METHODS

Three methods, currently used for encapsulating metal complexes in zeolites are:

1) Flexible ligand method~involves diffusion of ligand molecules through the,
zeolite pores followed by reaction with transition metal ions previously

introduced into the lattice

2) Ship-in-the bottle method- metal complex is synthesized inside the zeolite

cavity from smaller components or assembling the ligand from smaller

species around the transition metal ions inside the zeolite cavities

3) Zeolite synthesis method- involves the synthesis of zeolite structure around
the pre-formed transition metal complex

These three approaches arc discussed below:

1.6.1 Flexible ligand method

In this approach the ligand molecule must be flexible enough to diffuse through the

zeolite pores. Once the ligand has entered the zeolite cage and reacted with previously

exchanged transition metal ions, the complex formed is too large and rigid, and therefore

it cannot escape from the cages.

This concept was first experimented by Herron 137 to prepare Co-salen complexes in

the supercages of faujacite. The salen ligand offers a high desired flexibility to pass

through the zeolite channels due to the possible free rotation around the C-C o-bond

connecting the two salicylidene moisties. This has led to the synthesis of salen

I . h b 1 137 119· 138 h di 13Q d alladi \40·compexes WIt eo at, manganese ,lfon ,r 0 mm an p mm IOns

within Y-zeolite cages. This method was used for preparing complexes ofseveral simple

ligands like bipyridine. Highly selective complexation of these ligands to form bis- or

tris- coordinated complex in zeolite cavities was achieved by adjusting the ligand to

I . . cl h f hesi 141 142 L . . almeta Ion ratio an t e temperature 0 synt esis ' . ater on, transition met·

complexes of several other Schiff base ligands were encapsulated 119, 14J.
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1.6.2 Ship-in-a-Bottle method

Ship-in-a Bottle method was first used by Romanovsky and eo-workers 144. 145. Later

phthalocyanine complexes of cobalt 146. copper 147, iron 148. manganese 149 nickel 14\

osmiwn 145 rhodium 150 and ruthenium 145 were synthesized. This method involves the

diffusion of dicyanobenzenes into the zeolite matrix where it undergoes cyclisation

around a previously introduced metal ion to form a tetradendate macrocycle which is

too large to exit. After mixing the ion exchanged zeolite and 1.2-dicyanobenzenes.

tetrarnerisation is induced by heating in vacuum at temperatures between 250 QC and

350 QC 151. The cornplexation temperature determined by differential scanning

calorimetry 146, 147 varies with the type of transition metal ion and the structure of the

zeolite. The reaction takes place according to Eq. I. 1.

MZ"'y + 4DCBz + H20 ~ MPcY + 1/202 + 2W Eq. I. 1

Zeolite encapsulated substituted phthalocyanines were synthesized by usmg

substituted dicyanobenzenes as starting reagent. For example. the synthesis of

intrazeolite tetra-t-butyl-substituted iron- phthalocyanine 152, perfluorophthalocyanines

of iron 153, cobalt 154. 155. copper 154. 155 and manganese 154 and iron-

tetranitrophthalocyanine 156 was reported. However. in the case of

tctranitrophthalocyanincs, it was doubtful that the complexes arc located mostly on the

external surface.

Another approach of Ship-in-a-Bottle synthesis involves the introduction of the

transition metal by adsorption of corresponding carbonyl complex or metallocene in

zeolite. foUowed by the synthesis of phthalocyanine ligand around the transition metal.

This method was mainly used for preparing intrazeolite iron-phthalocyanine from the

adsorbed iron pentacarbonyls or ferrocene 145. 157-159. Intrazeolite iron pentacarbonyls are

decomposed thermally leading to metal clusters in the supercages which react with

dicyanobenzene to give metal phthalocyanine. Alternatively, metal carbonyls can also be

introduced by direct ligand exchange of CO by 1,2-dicyanobenzene at lower

temperatures. As indicated in Eq. 1. 2. no protons and hence no acid sites arc produced
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during complex formation via carbonyl route. However, in both cases the major

disadvantage is the formation of large amount of excess metal clusters in zeolite since

only one phthalocyanine complex can be formed per super cage.
l

i
M(CO)n + Y + 4DCBz ~ MPcY + nCO Eq. I. 2

The use of adsorbed ferrocene as a source for iron was also successfully described

byParton et a/ 158
• This reaction is represented in Eq. I. 3.

M(Cp)2 + Y + 4 DCBz + H20 ~ MPcY + 2Cpen + 11202 Eq. I. 3

This method has the advantage that the encapsulated complex is free from

uncomplexed metal species. However, large amount of free phthalocyanine was

observed inside the zeolite after complexation reaction 159. The entrapped free ligands

may create diffusional restrictions in pores for reactants and products in various catalytic

reactions.

Ship-in-a-Bottle technique was also applied for encapsulating complexes in

molecular sieves without cation exchange capacity, such as VPI-5 158 and for the

synthesis ofporphyrin type ligands in the super cages ofY-zeolite. The encapsulation of

iron and manganese-tetramethylporphyrin in the super cages of V-zeolite was reported

by Nakamura et al 160. Chan and Wilson 161 claimed the formation of intrazeolite

tetraphenylporphyrins on treating metal exchanged zeolite with pyrrol and

benzaldehyde 161. However, more experimental evidences yet to be presented for

ensuring true complex encapsulation.

1.6.3 Zeolite synthesis method

Zeolite synthesis method is a recent innovation in which metal complexes are

encapsulated by forming zeolite structure around the preformed complexes 162.165. The

complex is added as a template during the crystallisation of zeolites. This method can be

applied only if the complex is stable enough to withstand the zeolite synthesis
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conditions (i.e., pH, temperature and hydrothermal condition) and has sufficient

solubility to get a random distribution of the complex in the synthesis medium to form

well defined homogeneous product. This method offers several advantages including

mild preparation conditions and well defined intrazeolite metal complexes.

Rankel and Valyocsik 162 attempted the synthesis of intrazeolite complexes of

bipyridine, phenanthroline and phthaJoeyanine by this method. It was claimed that the

homogeneous encapsulation of metal complexes is possible in zeolite X and, AlP04-5

and AlP04-11 by preventing the aggregation of the complexes in aqueous synthesis

medium. If organic templates are used for zeolite synthesis, they are removed by

calcining the final product. The intrazeolite complex might be destroyed during this

calcination step. Hence, zeolite synthesis method appears to be effective only in the

cases where the synthesis of zeolite matrix is possible without the use of any further

organic templates.

1. 7 CHARACfERISATION OF ZEOUTE COMPLEXES

Encapsulation of metal complexes in porous solids like zeolite helps to combine the

characteristics of both zeolite and metal complex to obtain new hybrid catalysts. A

complete characterization of such composite materials is necessary to ensure

encapsulation and provide fruitful informations on the real state of complex and zeolite

support. In general, zeolite encapsulated complexes are characterized to address the

following aspects:

1. internal versus external confinement and the distribution of guest compounds

in zeolite host

2. nature of the complex formed in zeolite cavity compared to that in solution

phase

3. the degree ofcomplexat ion

4. the effect ofhost-guest interactions on the structure of complex.

5. whether zeolite framework is preserved on encapsulation
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6. the stability in comparison to free metal complexes

7. the ability to provide vacant coordination sites for catalytic reaction.

S al h 114 166·168 ha be d for i " bo dever approac es ":: ve en reporte or mvesngatmg a ve aspects an

their influence on catalytic performance. These approaches include molecular modelling,

entrapment identification, physico-chemical properties of the zeolite complexes,

adsorption studies, stability studies and electrochemical studies. A brief account of

various characterization methods is given below:

1·7·1 Molecular modelling and simulation

The use of computerised molecular graphics analysis 169 has provided a better

understanding of the properties of zeolite encapsulated complexes and the science

behind their catalysis. The structure of Y zeolite encapsulated iron phthalocyanine

(FePc ) has been studied using molecular modelling method 170. It was shown that the

FePc was located at the center of the supereage with the bridging N atoms pointing

towards the four rings of the cubo-octahedra. The planarity of the complex is disturbed

to accommodate bigger phthalocyanine ligand in the supercage 170. 171.

Molecular graphics techniques are also useful for modelling and simulating catalysis

in zeolite cavities 172. 173, particularly for studying the selectivity of zeolite based

catalysts 169. The computer simulation can be achieved either by energy minimization

method or by molecular dynamics method 169. In the first approach, the system moves

towards a potential energy minimum through a low energy pathway, whereas the latter

approach allows the simulation of a complete chemical system at a finite temperature

and pressure in which properties are evolved as a function of time.

1.7.2 Entrapment identification

The main issue in the synthesis of zeolite encapsulated complexes is to recognize

appropriate conditions at which wen defined distribution of guest compounds occur in

the zeolite cage, instead of being concentrated on the external surface. The distribution
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of guest compounds in zeolite host can be ascertained by several chemical methods. One

of such methods is size-dependent chemical reaction as illustrated by reactions between

phosphines and encapsulated metal carhonyls 72. With smaller phosphines, all the

supported carbonyls react to form anionic species in zeolite lattice, but no reaction is

observed with phosphines too large to penetrate the pore openings of the zeolite.

The internal entrapment can also be confirmed by studying size/shape selectivity

which is imparted by the molecular discriminating nature of the zeolite lattice. For

example, MO(CO)6 in alkali metal exchanged Y zeolite has showed high activity and

selectivity in the hydrogenation of 1,3-butadiene whereas nonzeolitic supports exhibited

nonselective hydrogenation properties 99. Similarly, zeolite encapsulated Rhrallyl),

exhibits high selectivity in olefin hydrogenation as compared to silica supported

analogue 114. To establish the internal confinement of this species, catalytic selfpoisoning

reactions have also been carried out with phosphines of varying sizes 105. Only smaller

phosphines which can penetrate zeolite pores are able to reduce the catalytic activity by

coordinating with the entrapped complexes.

In another method, zeolite framework is destroyed by treating with Con. H2S04 and

the resulting solution is analysed by UV-Vis. spectroscopy for directly detecting metal

complex previously encapsulated in the framework 175. However, this method can be

used only if the complex is stable in Con H2S04.

Besides such chemical methods, modem physical techniques are also used to ensure

the presence of guest molecules in zeolite cavities. Some of these techniques arc

discussed in next section.

1. ,. 3 Physico-chemical methods

(a). Chemical analysis

Chemical analysis is used to find the composition of zeolite complexes. The degree

of ion exchange in zeolite and the unit cell formula are derived from the analytical
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data166. The Si/AI ratio of the zeolite complexes is compared with that of pure zeolite to

make sure that zeolite framework is preserved on encapsulating complexes.

(b). CHN analysis

CHN analysis is performed to quantify organic ligands complexed to the metal ions.

These analytical data also provide informations on the extent of complexation and help

to identify the presence of uncomplexed metal ions which are not removed on ion

exchanging at the final stage ofsynthesis.

(c). Surface area analysis

Surface area measurement is the easiest probe to detect encapsulation of guest

molecules in zeolite cavities. A lower surface area of intrazeolite complex as compared

to metal exchanged zeolite indicates the filling ofzeolite pores with complexes. Usually,

BET surface area is measured by nitrogen adsorption at liquid nitrogen temperature.

(d). X-ray diffraction spectroscopy

X-ray diffraction is used to study the diffraction pattern of the zeolite. The

evaluationof the spectra of host zeolite and zeolite complex is carried out to ensure that

zeolite crystallinity is not affected by the encapsulation ofmetal complex 166.

(e). Electronic spectroscopy

The ultraviolet and visible light absorption spectroscopy gives information about the

d orbital splitting of metal ions and ligand-metal interactions through the ligand to metal

charge transfer transitions. The nature of coordination can be studied by comparing the

spectra with those of known complexes. For example, diffuse reflectance spectroscopy

has been applied to tris(cthylcnediarnine) complex of Co(ll) in zeolite Y. Thc

appearance of a band at 20650 crn', characteristic d-d transition of an octahedral

complex, indicates chelate formation 176. This complex is stable upto 200°C, but it
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decomposes at higher temperatures to rnonoligand complex which arises charge transfer

bands in the UV region.

Interestingly, the process of formation of dimethylglyoximato-Co(II) complex

during the uptake of dimethylglyoxime in Co-X zeolite has been monitored by in situ

UVNis microscope spectrophotometry 177. In the case of zeolite entrapped cobalt

phthalocyanine complexes, DV-Vis spectra 178 exhibit a splitting of the Q band, which is

expected for a lowering of symmetry from D4b to D2h 179. The protons formed during the

complex formation cause partial protonation of the encapsulated metal phthalocyanine

and hence symmetry is lowered to D2h 180. Furthermore, luminescence spectra in DV-Vis

region provide informations about the distribution ofcomplexes in the zeolite lattice 141.

(f). Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy

FTIR spectroscopy provides valuable evidences for the formation of metal

complexes in zeolite pores. The ligand molecules are coordinated to transition metal

cations if different spectral patterns appear in the free and chelated state or if

characteristic bands exhibit shift in frequency upon coordination.

(g). EPR spectroscopy

EPR spectroscopy is a powerful probe to study the bonding of metal complexes in

zeolite cavity. For example. it was used to investigate the square planar complexes of

Co(Il) with low spin (8=1/2) doublet ground state in which 3d/ orbital occupies the

unpaired electron. The spin Hamiltonian parameters of such ground states undergo

changes during axial ligation which provides means to study the processes of

complexation. The cornplexation process in tetrakis(pyridine)copper(II) was studied

much clearly by evaluating the intensity changes in EPR spectra 181. Tris(bipyridine)

complexes of Co(lI), Fe(III) and Ru(lII) 141. 142. 182 in Y zeolite are stable in low spin

state upto -196°C, above which the formation of a high spin octahedral state is

identified by EPR spectra. EPR spectra arc also useful to distinguish monomcric and

dimeric complexes from the multiplicity of the hyperfine structure. Zeolite entrapped
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Co(II)-Schiff base complexes were analysed for EPR spectra with a view to study the

influences ofzeolite host on the geometry of the complex. In zeolite encapsulated cobalt

phthalocyanines, the protons released during complexation interact with the nitrogen

atoms of the complex, resulting non-equivalency of nitrogen atoms which could also be

identified by EPR spectra.

(h). Conventional Transmission Electron Microscopy

The size and shape of solid particles, higher than 100 nm can be measured by

conventional transmission electron microscopy.

(i). High Resolution Electron Microscopy

The measurement particle size below the nanoscale of individual unit cells is

performed by high resolution electron microscopy. This technique is useful to study the

formation of extra material on or inside the zeolites and to detect any change in the

zeolite framework on encapsulating metal complexes.

0). X-rayPhotoelectron Spectroscopy

Xsray photoelectron spectroscopy can be applied to determine the chemical

composition of external parts of the solid in a few nanometers in depth as well as to

study the chemical state of surface atoms. The XPS data of encapsulated complexes

provide following informations:

1. the distribution of encapsulated complexes in zeolite lattice i.e. either

homogeneously distributed throughout the lattice or enriched in a shell close

to the zeolite surface.

2. the degree ofcomplexation

3. the structure ofcomplex

4. the interaction with the framework 183-185
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From the detailed analysis of surface elements, it is possible to detect preferential

location of metal complex by comparing M:Si, M:Na and L:Si ( L is a ligand element)

with those expected for hulk composition. A deviation of these values to higher side

indicates enrichment ofspecies at or close to the external surface ofzeolite lattice. In the

case of nickel phthalocyanine encapsulated in Y zeolite, for example, the extent of

binding of metal ions to phthalocyanine ligand can be determined via N:Ni ratio 186. The

degree of complexation increases as this ratio approaches the rnaximwn value of 8. The

reduction ofhinding energy ofthe metal from 855.8 for NiY to 854.9 for NiPcY is also

an interesting proof for high degree complex formation. The structure of zeolite

encapsulated metal phthalocyanine can strongly deviate from that of the free complex.

This is indicated by a change of XPS spectra as in the case of NiPcY 186 which gives a

doublet instead ofa singlet for free complex.

(k). NMR spectroscopy

High resolution magic angle spinning nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (

HR MAS N11R ) is used to study the interaction of phthalocyanines with the zeolite

framework. This study has shown the existence of strong interaction between AI atoms

in the pore walls and hydrogen atoms of the phthalocyanine molecule. As a result of

these interactions, zeolite framework undergoes local deformations which are indicated

bythe loss of resolution in the spectrum.

1·'·4 Oxygen adsorption

Oxygen adsorption is used to determine the fraction of complexed metal ions in the

zeolite lattice which are capable to bind oxygen molecules. The oxygen pulse technique

has been applied to measure this fraction 0 f Co(lI) metal IOns m

[Co(II)(bipyridinc)(terpyridine)]2+-LiY zeolite 187. By this technique, it would be possible

to identify the metal complexes which are able to take up oxygen reversibly or

irreversibly. For example, cobalt complex ofbis(salicylidine)ethylenediamine in zeolite Y

does not allow the reversible uptake of oxygen. but it is possible with cobalt complexes



of bis(salicylaldehyde)-methyldipropyltriamine in zeolite NaY 188. The adsorption of

oxygen on the metal sites is controlled by the diffusion process.

1·'·5 Thermal analysis

The thermal stability of zeolite encapsulated complexes can be studied by

thermogravimetric analysis. Thermal analysis of intrazeolite metal phthalocyanines has

been performed in air 189, oxygen, hydrogen and helium 186. The complexes are stable

upto 873 K in helium, but decompose at faster rate in air and hydrogen at 700K and

even below at < 500 K in oxygen. The poor stability of the encapsulated complex in

oxygen atmosphere has been reflected in both gas phase 189 and liquid phase 190 oxidation

reactions with molecular oxygen. However, zeolite complexes are not significantly

affected in oxyfunctionalisation reactions of alkanes or alkenes at room temperature

using t-butylhydroperoxide or iodosobenzene 191,192. Also, in the case of metal-porphyrin

compounds, photostability has been enhanced upon encapsulating in zeolites 193.

1.,.6 Electrochemical methods

Increased interest in the encapsulation of metal complexes in supercages of zeolites

has prompted several workers to study the electrochemical behavior of various zeolite

entrapped complexes and thereby assess the possibility of using them in clectro

catalysis 194-196. It is known that electrochemical technique such as cyclic voltametry

provides information on the oxidation state and redox chemistry of the active metal

atom 197. This technique also gives means to recognize the location of guest compounds

i.e at the external surface or encapsulated in zeolite pores 198. The mechanism ofelectron

transfer was suggested by Shaw et al 199 for electroactive ion exchanged zeolite and

zeolite encapsulated complexes. In the former case, electron transfer takes place after

the clcctroactivc species is exchanged out of the zeolite by electrolyte cations whereas

the latter undergo electron transfer within the zeolite cavities.

The e1ectrochemistry of zeolite encapsulated phthalocyanine complexes was

extensively studied 200202. Encapsulated perhalogenated phthalocyanines also show well
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defined redox behavior which is difficult to observe in solution phase 203. 204. Ni(bpy)

encapsulated in Y zeolite was used for the electroassisted catalytic reduction of organic

halides like benzyl chloride, but large molecule like triphenylmethyl bromide is

unreactive 205. It is expected that this electrochemical behavior reflects the activity and

selectivity of intrazeolite complexes. The electroactivity of encapsulated Mn(III)-salen

andRu(III)-salen is very similar to that ofdissolved complexes in solution. In the case of

encapsulated Co(II)-salen and Fe(III)-salen, the existence of two redox processes

indicates the existence of two metal-salen structures in zeolite cavity 206, 207. These

structures are identified as planar or nonplanar tetradentate structure and bidentate

structures. These results indicate that zeolite may be involved in the coordination of the

metal ions

1. 8 HOST-GUEST INTERACI10NS IN ZEOUTE COMPLEXES

A better understanding of the influence of zeolite architecture on the structure and

reactivity of encapsulated guest complexes is expected to facilitate the design of active

catalysts for various chemical reactions. A combination of various spectral techniques is

used to study the host-guest interactions in zeolite encapsulated complexes.

Herron el al 2011 reported the changes in the properties of tetracarbonyl nickel as a result

of encapsulation in zeolite X. It appears that zeolite allows the formation of highly

reactive, moderately long lived, coordinativcly unsaturated Ni(COh species in the

cavities, whereas no such reactive species can exist in solution phase.

The electrostatic interaction between the zeolite framework and the metal complex

is considerably important for understanding the role of zeolite support in the catalysis by

encapsulated complexes. For example, copper-arnrnine complex, an intermediate in the

catalytic oxidation of ammonia. was encapsulated and studied by Raman spectroscopy.

Pronounced electrostatic interactions have been seen in the absence of water in the

zeolite lattice 209.
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Tris(bipyridine)ruthenium(I1) in zeolite Y 210-212 was prepared for investigating the

host-guest interactions as they are highly probable in such systems to the close proximity

of the periphery of the bipyridine ligand to the anionic zeolite framework. The excited

state properties of Rurbpy), 2+ are influenced by zeolite framework upon dehydration,

whereas ground state structure is not perturbed. However, this complex in hydrated

zeolite resembles its aqueous solution. Tiwary and Vasudevan 213 have also reported the

effect of zeolite topology on the geometry of this encapsulated complex. Comparative

spectroscopic, magnetic and molecular graphics investigations of free and encapsulated

complex indicated that encapsulation partially reduces the triagonal distortion observed

in unencapsulated complex to restore octahedral geometry. Zeolite encapsulated

tris(2,2'- bipyridine)iron was also investigated for the interactions of zeolite framework

which induce unusual chemical and physical behaviour for the encapsulated

I 214-216compex .

The difference ID the behaviour of Schiff base complexes of Co(H) formed in

solution and that in a zeolite cage was studied by changing the polydentate Schiff base

ligands 2l7. With tetradentate ligand such as salen, four coordinate low spin Co(II)

complexes are formed only in low yield in zeolite Y. But in solutions, Shiffbase usually

readily reacts with the metal to form complexes. However, pentadentate ligands are

more effective in reacting with Co(II) ions in zeolite to form complexes in the pores.

These observations also reflect the influenceof zeolite matrix on complex formation.

1. 9 CATAI~YSIS BY ZEOLITE ENCAPSULATED COMPLEXES

Zeolite encapsulated metal complexes provide reaction centres for binding and

aJ . f 1 1 h bile i I' 218 III The steri _.eau YSIS 0 mo ecu es t ose are mo 1e m zeo ite pores . . e stenc constraints m

zeolite may distort the encapsulated molecules to induce different stability and reactivity

for them. The presence of ligand molecules coordinated to the metal enhances the

selectivity of metal exchanged zcolitcs in catalytic reactions. Thus, zeolite encapsulated

complexes have catalytic properties which are different from those of cation exchanged

zeolite and virgin rnctal complex. Interestingly. the activity. selectivity and stability of
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zeolite complexes are found to be very promising to be exploited as catalysts in various

industrially important reactions.

Early investigations on the catalysis by intrazeolite species include the use ofzeolite

X or Y entrapped metal carbonyls for water gas shift reaction, carbonylation of

methanol and aromatic compounds and hydroformylation 219-222. For example,

Mo(CO)J~(Y (M = Li, Na, K, Cs) was reported to be highly active and selective in the

hydrogenation of 1,3-butadiene to cis-2-butene 99. Zeolite encapsulated monovalent

carbonyl species, M-(CO)2+, of iridium and rhodium are active catalysts for

carbonylation of methanol in the presence of methyl iodide 223 and the water gas shift

reaction224. However, [Rh(CO)2CI] 2 in Na-Y appears to be inferior to that supported on

alumina with respect to the activity for water gas shift reaction 72. [PtIS(CO)30t was

synthesized in FSM-16 (folded-sheet mesoporous material) and was found to be very

effective for water gas shift reaction 225. The high activity of this system might be due to

the high diffusibility of reactant gases in the honeycomb structure with ordered

enormous channels of 20-100 A diameters. Fe3(CO)12 in zeolite was also attracted

attention as an excellent catalyst for the conversion ofsyngas 226.

The catalytic properties of zeolite encapsulated metal complexes have been

extensivelyexplored in various oxidation reactions. They include the oxidation ofcarbon

monoxide 227, oxidative coupling of methane to methanol over ruthenium-, cobalt-, or

manganese-phthalocyanines 228 or tetraphenylporphyrins, oxidation of linear 229. 230 and

cyclic 187.230 alkanes, oxidation of hydroqunone to benzoqunone 187,229,230, oxidation of

ethylbenzene231. 232, oxidation of mercaptanes to disulfides 231. 233. 234, etc. Many different

oxidising agents were used in homogeneously catalysed oxidation reactions 117.

However, in the case of zeolite complexes only a few of the oxidants can be used due to

one or more ofthe following disadvantages 119.

1. oxidants like aromatic peracids are too large to diffuse through the zeolite

pores.
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2. oxidants like NaCIO require a phase transfer catalyst which is too bulky to

enter the pores.

3. they are highly expensive.

4. they are not acceptable under enviromnental aspects.

Generally oxidants like iodosobenzene, organic peroxides, hydrogen peroxide and

molecular oxygen are used for oxidation reactions on zeolite complexes. Iodosobenzene

(PhIO) was particularly attractive in homogeneous catalysis as oxygen atom donor since

it does not form radicals 1l7. Also, PhIO can be easily separated from the reaction

products as it is insoluble in solvents like acetonitrile 196. In addition, direct measurement

of oxygen transferred to reactants is possible by quantitatively analysing the PhI formed

during the reaction. But it has certain disadvantages in oxidation reactions over zeolite

catalysts. The two main demerits are reduced reaction rates due to its relatively low

mobility in the zeolite pores DO, 196, 235 and the formation of iodoxybenzene by

disproportionation of iodosobenzene 235,236. The former causes iodosobenzene molecules

to be trapped in the pores leading to deactivation of the catalyst by pore blocking 235. 236.

Organic peroxides like t-butylhydrogen peroxide are better oxidising agents than

iodosobenzene for zeolite catalysts. However, the amount ofuncomplexed metal ions in

thezeolite should be minimized to avoid the decomposition ofperoxides 158.

The catalytic properties ofencapsulated copper phthalocyanines for the oxidation of

methane, phenol and aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons have been described 237.

Cobalt phthalocyanine in faujasite X is able to oxidise propene with high selectivity and

resistant to rapid deactivation 238. Zeolite X or Y encapsulated iron phthalocyanine

complex catalyses the oxidation of alkanes to alcohols and ketones under ambient

conditions with iodosobenzene 196, 235 or t-butylhydrogen peroxide 158. The catalytic

activity of Y zeolite encapsulated iron phthalocyanine complex for the oxidation of a

series of homologous n-alkanes was compared with that of free iron phthalocyanine. It

was observed that zeolite complex is much superior to free iron phthalocyanine with

respect to oxidation efficiency. Moreover, whereas the free complex was completely

deactivated during reaction. zeolite complex was found to be unaffected.
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The sieving and orienting effect of zeolite framework to obtain high selectivity was

also illustrated using phthalocyanine catalyst for the oxidation of alkanes. Zeolite

entrapped iron phthalocyanine catalysts showed substrate selectivity, a preference for

the smaller cyclohexane molecules in the oxidation of a cyclohexane/cyclododecane

mixture with iodosobenzene 235. In contrast to this, the bulkier reactant, cyclododecane

was oxidised three times faster than cyclohexane over free iron phthalocyanine. The

preferential oxidation of smaller substrates on zeolite complexes can be enhanced by

exchanging the zeolites with cations of increased size so as to reduce the effective pore

width235.

Regioselectivity was exemplified using this system. The oxidation of n-octane over

free iron phthalocyanine occurs with equal selectivity at 2-, 3-, and 4- positions 237.

Encapsulation of the complex in Y or in the molecular sieve VPI-5 results preferential

oxidation at 2-position. This is attributed to the orienting effect of zeolite structure on

reactant with respect to active sites so that oxidation at the end of chain is preferred 235,

1S8. This effect is more pronounced in the case ofY-zeolite with smaller window size as

compared to the VPI-5 structure with larger openings.

Herron 235 reported stereoselective oxidations ofmethylcyclohexane and norbornane

over zeolite encapsulated iron phthalocyanine complex. In the case of oxidation of

methylcyclohexane to 4-methylcyclohexanol, the ratio of trans to cis isomers increases

from 1.1 over free complex to 2, on encapsulation. In the oxidation of norbornane to

norbomenol, encapsulation decreases the exo:endo ratio from 9.2 to 5.5.

Stereoselectivity was also reported in the epoxidation of stilbene. Trans-stilbene is

preferentially epoxidised over zeolite based Iron phthalocyanine and

t-butylphthalocyanine complex catalysts 152, whereas corresponding homogeneous

complexes catalyse epoxidation ofeis-stilbene more easily.

Zeolite encapsulated salen complex also received much attraction as efficient

catalysts for the oxidation of organic compounds. Bowers and Dutta 119 investigated the

oxidation of cyclohexene, styrene and trans- and cis- stilbene over zeolite entrapped
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manganese(III) salen complex. The rate of reaction is slower on the zeolite system as

compared to that on corresponding homogeneous system. This may be due to the

diffusional restrictions imposed by zeolite pores to prevent the substrate molecules from

reaching the active sites located inside the supercage of zeolites. However, zeolite

complex provides substrate selectivity based on size of the olefins and their mobility in

zeolite pores.

Manganese (Ill) complexes of chloro- or bromo- substituted salen in Y zeolite are

also known to catalyse aerobic oxidation of styrene 238. Improved product selectivity,

catalyst life and catalyst recovery were observed in the case of zeolite encapsulated

complexes than the corresponding homogeneous catalyst. Similarly, VO(salen)/Y was

found to be active in the oxidation of toluene 239. Cu(lI) salenIY allows the oxidation of

cyclohexanol to cyclohexanone at a temperature of 80 QC, whereas the commercial Cu

based catalyst operates at 300 QC 240. Zeolite X or Y encapsulated halo- or nitro

substituted salen was evaluated for catalytic activity in the selective oxidation of some

organic substrates 241. Encapsulated substituted salen complexes also exhibit promising

performance in selective oxidation reaction and behave quite differently from both free

complexes and Cu(lI) exchanged zeolites.

Zeolite encapsulated Mn(lI)-bipyridyl complexes are known to catalyse oxidation of

various alkenes at room temperature 242. This supported complex avoids the problems

like self oxidation encountered by their homogeneous counterparts and remains effective

even after several cycles for cyclohexene oxidation with H20 2• Also, this system allows

repeated regenerations without the loss of catalytic activity and spectroscopic properties

of the complex. Another attractive catalyst is Cu(II)-pyrazole complex in zeolite X

which is used for the oxidation ofascorbic acid 243.

Besides oxidation reactions, zeolite encapsulated complexes can also catalyse

various hydrogenation reactions 244, 245, 246, 247. 248. The palladium(Il)-salen complex

catalyses the hydrogenation 0 f alkene with poor substrate selectivity 249. In an attempt to

improve the selectivity, Pd(I1)-salen complex was encapsulated in zeolite X and Y 244.
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The selectivity of this system was evaluated in the hydrogenation of equimolar mixture

of hexene-I and cyclohexene. The linear alkene is preferentially hydrogenated over the

encapsulated catalyst, whereas both reactants are hydrogenated in the homogeneous

hydrogenation using free Pd-salen. Also, the zeolite system offers advantages including

no leaching of Pd as its complexes are trapped in zeolite cavity and hence reactions

associated with the reduction ofPd(II) ion are not observed. Similar selectivity was also

reported for Ni-salen entrapped in Y zeolite for the hydrogenation of hexene-I in

presence of cyclohexene 245. Kimura et al 148 synthesized an electron donor-acceptor

complex (Na+)4(FePct- in NaY by reacting FePcY with sodium naphthalene,

Na+(CIOHsf. This complex showed an unusual selectivity to obtain high trans:cis ratio of

butene-2 in the hydrogenation ofbutadiene.

Several industrially applied reactions have been studied on zeolite encapsulated

transition metal complex catalysts. Direct synthesis of adipic acid from cyclohexane or

cyclohexene, an industrially important process, can be catalysed by intrazeolite metal

complexes. Zeolite Y supported iron-phthalocyanine 246 and cis-manganese(II) bis-2,2'

bipyridyl 250 are the two known zeolite complex catalysts for this application. The

catalytic oxidation of cyclohexene with aqueous hydrogen peroxide gives cyclohexene

oxime as the primary product which is converted to 1,2-cyclohexanediol by hydration.

The latter is oxidised to 1,2-cyclohexanedione and adipic acid. The selectivity for adipic

acid could be increased to 80% by optimising the catalyst and reaction conditions 250.

However, the reaction rate is too low to replace existing commercial catalysts.

The reactions of carbon monoxide and nitrogen oxides have great technical

importance in the field of exhaust gas purification for the control of their emissions.

Zeoliteencapsulated ruthenium complexes catalyse the reaction between nitric oxide and

ammonia to form nitrogen while water gas shift and Fischer-Tropsch reactions are

reported for carbon monoxide 2SI. Cobalt phthalocyanine in NaY was found to be more

efficient for the oxidation of carbon monoxide by oxygen than free cobalt

phthalocyanine complex m.
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In literature, both homogeneous 25 I and heterogeneous 252 catalyst systems were

reported for oxyhalogenation ofaromatics. The former poses environmental problems in

disposing used catalysts whereas the latter is inconvenient as it is a two stage process

operating at elevated temperatures. More recently, oxyhalogenation of aromatics over

chloro- or nitro-substituted phthalocyanines of Cu, Fe and Co encapsulated in zeolites

X, Y and L under near ambient conditions has been reported 253. A tremendous increase

inthe turnover frequency for substrate conversion has been claimed when the complexes

areencapsulated in the zeolite cavities.

Most of the catalytic reactions over zeolite encapsulated complexes are redox

reactions. A few other types of reactions are also known to occur on zeolite complexes.

Shape selective catalysis of certain nickel complexes in the oligomerisation of ethane

was described by Keim 254. The length of the oligomers could be restricted to C20 over

zeolite supported complexes, whereas higher carbon numbers are observed over

homogeneous systems in solution or supported on amorphous solids. Zeolite

encapsulated complexes have also been used in acid-base catalysis 255.

1. 10 FuTuRE OlITLOOK

The industrial preference of homogeneous catalysts is due to their high activity at

low temperatures. Such processes have received much attention also in the wake ofhigh

demand for fine chemicals, desire to use new feedstocks and high selectivity for

environmental protection. But, nowadays, there is little incentive to develop

homogeneously catalysed industrial processes, mainly because of economic factors and

operational difficulties. However, the excellent catalytic properties of homogeneous

catalysts promise an optimistic prognosis.

The immobilization of homogeneous catalysts has been one of the major areas of

investigation in scientific and industrial research for developing improved technologies

which are cost effective and convenient for operation. Zeolite encapsulated metal

complexes have been the main focus in the search for effective heterogenized systems.
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Furthermore, their structural similarities with natural metalloenzymes have simulated a

special interest. These systems are named as ' Zeozymes ',

Further development in this biomimetic catalysis by zeolite complexes could possibly

focus on the following:

1. Variation ofcentral metal atom of the encapsulated complex

2. Encapsulation ofcomplexes with new ligands

3. Use ofmolecular sieves ofextra large pores

4. Application in new chemical reactions

5. Scale up for commercial use in chemical industries

It is known that certain transition metals are particularly suitable for specific

reactions. Furthermore, the electronic and stereochemical properties and hence the

catalytic activity ofmetal complexes are dependent on the nature of the metal. Hence the

role of metal ions in the encapsulated complex has to be investigated for optimising the

catalytic activity. The nature of ligand also influences the electronic and steric structure

of the encapsulated complex. Therefore, the modification of the ligand structure may

lead to the development of a stereoselective intrazeolite complex catalyst. The

interaction of zeolite matrix on encapsulated complexes has also to be considered while

designing such catalysts.

Zeolite support plays an effective role in inducing selectivity in catalytic reactions

over intrazeolite complexes. Zeolites like NaY, NaX, ZSM-5 and ALPO-5 have been

used by previous workers for supporting metal complexes. The microporous cavities

( 6-13 A ) of these zeolite hosts limit the size of guest molecules to be encapsulated.

Mesoporous sieves such as MCM-41 and FSM-16 consisting of honeycomb structures

with numerous channels of 20-100 A diameter are attractive for encapsulating bulky

molecules. Such zeolite complexes are accessible to larger substrates and hence can

catalyse reactions involving them
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Zeolite encapsulated complexes exhibit catalytic activity comparable to their

homogeneous counterparts. These systems would be suitable for highly selective

chemical transformations which are difficult on other types ofcatalysts. The reactivity of

zeolite complexes obtained by the combination of the activity of encapsulated complex

and the selectivity due to the complex and the zeolite framework, and operational

benefits of these heterogenized systems can be exploited in the vast area of fine chemical

and organic synthesis.

In addition to the requirements which are fundamental for catalytic performance, an

industrial catalyst must have properties which ensure successful implementation in

chemical processes. The shape, dimension and mechanical stability are some of such

properties to be optirnised by trial-and-error experiments. The scale up of zeolite

encapsulated complexes for commercial utility would be a new milestone in the history

of catalysis.

1. 11 SCOPE OF THE PREsENT STIJDY

The challenge of developing new technologies for fulfilling the demands of modern

society can be addressed by the science and technology of catalysis as it plays a key role

in modem industrial processes. Success depends on the development of novel, active,

selective and stable catalysts which can perform uniquely at milder conditions. The

environmental and economic pressures have also emphasized the need for efficient

catalysts with improved characteristics. The thrust on the development of powerful

catalysts and the desire to comprehend the science behind their catalysis are reflected in

the recent spurt of research publications. Two areas which have received wide attention

for innovative research are: (i) heterogenization of homogeneous transition metal

complex catalysts and (ii) modification of conventional metal oxide catalysts to tailor

them to effectively catalyse specific reactions. The present investigation has been

confined to these two areas.
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Among the heterogenized metal complex catalysts, studies on zeolite encapsulated

complexes appear to be more challenging and interesting as they provide ways to

explore the shape selectivity of zeolite support and inhibit the deactivation processes of

metal complexes. These systems are also attractive in a biomimetic perspective due to

their structural resemblance to natural metalloenzymes. Therefore, our studies are

limited to the synthesis, characterization and evaluation of catalytic activity of some

zeolite encapsulated complexes. Characterization of zeolite encapsulated complexes are

often very difficult. In most cases, characterization has been based on the structures of

the simple complexes. We have thus chosen, ligand systems, whose simple complexes

have already been studied. The following are the ligands selected for the present study:

I. Dimethylglyoxime

2. 3-formylsalicylic acid

3. N,N'-ethylenebis(7-methylsalicylideneamine)

4. N,N'-ethylenebis(5,6-benzosalicylideneamine)

A search through literature has clearly revealed that zeolite encapsulated complexes

of these lig.ands have not yet been studied. The following have been the objectives of the

present investigation:

I To synthesize and characterize zeolite encapsulated transition metal

complexes.

2 To examine the effect of zeolite framework on the structure and geometry

of the complexes.

3 To study the thermal stability ofzeolite complexes.

4 To evaluate the catalytic activity of zeolite complexes for the

decomposition of hydrogen peroxide and for the oxidation of benzyl

alcohol, ethylbenzene and 4-methoxybenzaldehyde
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We have also attempted the modification of a supported metal oxide catalyst. Metal

oxide catalysts have found numerous industrial applications in a variety of chemical

processes. The studies on the nature of active sites and fine tuning them for better

performance of the catalyst are the main tasks in the catalyst development. Modification

of active sites can be achieved by incorporating small amounts of suitable additives

which can impart the desired characteristics for a particular reaction. Cu-CrlAh03 is

widely studied as a metal oxide catalyst for CO oxidation. This catalyst is attractive as a

model system to illustrate the above mentioned approach for improving metal oxide

catalysts. The additives, Ce02 and Ti02 have been used in the present study for

modifying Cu-Cr/Ah03 catalyst. The investigations on the metal oxide catalyst have

focused on the following:

1. To ascertain the role of Cu and Cr in the carbon monoxide oxidation and

the effect of Cr on the stability of the catalyst to withstand severe thermal

and hydrothermal conditions

2. To examine the effect of additives, Ti02 and Ce02, on oxidation activity

and stability.

3. To identify different crystal phases and evaluate their influence on catalytic

performance

4. To investigate the influence of active metal dispersion on oxidation

efficiency

There is a growing interest to design and produce metal oxide catalysts for replacing

highly expensive noble metal catalysts for applications such as gas purification via CO

oxidation. Modified Cu-Cr catalysts are expected to provide a welcome replacement of

noble metal catalysts.
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CHAPTERII

MATERIALS AND METHODS



2.1 INTRODUcnON

This chapter provides details of the general reagents and other materials used in the

present study. A brief account of the methods used for the synthesis of ligands, zeolite

supported metal complexes and metal oxide catalysts is given. Procedures of various

physico-chemical techniques employed for the characterization studies are also

discussed.

2. 2 REAGENTS

The following metal salts were used: MnCh 4H20 (E. Merck, GR); FeCh

(Qualigens); ceci, 6H20 (E. Merck, GR); NiCh 6H20 (E. Merck, GR); cuci, 2H20

(E. Merck, GR); CU(N03)2 H20 (NICE, GR); Cr(N03)3 H20 (NICE, GR); Ce(N03)3

(IRE, Udyogamandal); Ammonium titanyloxalate ( TTP, Thiruvananthapuram)

The supports, Y-Zeolite ( in powder form ) and -y-Ah03 (extrusions of 3 mm dia.

and 10 mm length) for preparing the catalyst samples were obtained from Sud-Chemie

India Ltd., Binanipurarn, Cochin. Dimethylglyoxime, Salicylic acid, Hexamine, 2

hydroxy-acetophenone, 2-hydroxy-l-naphthaldehyde and ethylenediamine obtained from

E. Merck were used for the synthesis ofligands.

Hydrogen peroxide (30% w/v), benzyl alcohol, ethylbenzene and 4-methoxy

benzaldehyde (E. Merck) were used for the catalytic studies on supported metal

complexes. Gas cylinders for carbon monoxide ( Air Products, UK ), Oxygen, Nitrogen

and Hydrogen ( Sterling Gases, Cochin ) and Helium ( Speciality Gases, Banglore )

were used for catalytic studies ofmetal oxide catalysts.

2. 3 SYNTHESIS OF UGANDS

2. 3. 1 Dimethylglyoxime ( dmg )

Dimethylglyoxime was purified by recrystallisation from methanol and dried in

vacuum over anhydrous calcium chloride.
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2·3·2 3-Formylsalicylic acid ( fsal )

3-Formylsalicylic acid was synthesized by adopting the procedure reported by Duff

and Bills I. Salicylic acid ( 40.0 g ), hexamethylenetetramine ( 27.0 g ) were mixed

together in water ( 300 ml ) and then boiled under reflux for 16 hours. The solution was

cooled and acidified with 4 N HCt ( 300 ml ) to obtain a yellow precipitate. This

precipitate was filtered, dried and soxhlet extracted with benzene for 8 hours. The

benzene solution was evaporated and the residue was dissolved in 3 N NB] solution

( 200 ml ). Subsequently, 10% BaCh ( 100 ml ) and 2 N NaOH ( 50 ml ) solutions were

added to form the precipitate of barium 3-formylsalicylic acid which was then converted

to 3-forrnylsalicylic acid by acidifying with dil. HCl. The compound separated was

collected, purified by recrystallisation from boiling water and dried in vacuum over

anhydrous calcium chloride.

2·3·3 N, N'-Ethylenebis(7-methylsalicylideneamine) ( Mesalen)

Mesalen ligand was synthesized as per the method reported in the literature 2.

2-Hydroxyacetophenone ( 4.1 g, 3 x 10.2 mol. ) in 50 ml methanol was mixed with

ethylenediamine ( 0.9 g, 1.5 x 10-2 mol. ). The Schiff base was formed as a yellow

precipitate. It was filtered, purified by recrystallisation from methanol and then dried in

vacuumover anhydrous calcium chloride.

2·3· 4 N,N'-Ethylenebis(s,6-benzosalicylideneamine)
(Benzosalen)

The procedure employed for the synthesis of this ligand was reported in the

literature 3. 2-hydroxy-l-naphthaldehyde ( 5.2 g, 3 x 10.2 mol. ) and ethylenediamine

( 0.9 g, 1.5 x 10.2 mol. ) were mixed together in 50 ml methanol. The Schiff base was

separated out as a yellow powder. It was filtered, washed with methanol and was finally

dried in vacuum over anhydrous calcium chloride.
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2.4. 1

8YNTI-IFSIS OF Y ZEOliTE SUPPORTED METAL COMPLEXES

Modification ofY Zeolite

Metal exchanged Y zeolite support was prepared as per the following procedure:

(a). Preparation ofNa exchanged zeolite (NaY)

The parent zeolite, HY ( 5.0 g ) was ion exchanged with NaCI solution ( 1 M,

500 ml ) under stirring for 24 hours at room temperature. It was then filtered and

washed with deionised water till the filtrate was free of chloride ions. The NaY formed

wasdried at 120 QC for 12 hours.

(a). Preparation ofmetal exchanged zeolite (M})

Zeolite, NaY ( 5.0 g ) was stirred with metal chloride solution ( 0.007 M, 500 ml )

of pH 4.0-4.5 at 90 QC for 8 hours. Such low concentration ofmetal salt solutions of pH

4.0-4.5 was used as dealumination occurs at higher concentrations and pH < 4.0 4
• Ferric

chloride solution of still lower concentration, 0.001 M, was used, as this destruction is

more probable in the case of ion exchange with Fe3
+. The slurry was filtered and washed

with deionised water to remove chloride ions. It was then dried at 120 QC for 2 hours

and finally dehydrated at 450 QC for 4 hours.

2·4·2 Encapsulation of metal complexes in Y zeolite

The flexible ligand method was used for encapsulating metal complexes in Y

zeolite 5. In this method, ligand molecules are diffused through the zeolite channels and

are allowed to react with the metal ions previously introduced into the supercage to

formcomplexes in it. General procedure for this kind ofencapsulation is as follows:

Metal exchanged zeolite, MY ( 3.0 g ) was mixed thoroughly with excess of ligand

( ligand to metal mole ratio - 2 - 4 ) and introduced into a glass ampule. It was then

sealed and heated. The heating temperature has to be optirnised so as to effect the

complexation reaction. After this, the resulting material was purified from surface
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complexes formed and unreacted ligand by soxhlet extraction with one or more solvents.

The soxhlet extraction was continued further for 16 hours after the extracting solvent

becomes colourless to ensure the complete removal of surface species. The

uncomplexed metal ions in the zeolite and ionisable protons of the ligand. if any.

transferred to zeolite framework were removed by ion exchange with NaCI solution

( 0.1 M, 250 rnl ) for 24 hours. It was then filtered, washed free off chloride ions and

finally dried at 100 QC for 2 hours.

2. 5 PREPARATION OF METAL OXIDE CATALYSTS

Alwnina supported Cu or Cu-Cr based metal oxide catalysts were prepared by using

the impregnation technique 6. This technique is particularly useful to make small

crystallites of catalytically active components dispersed on a porous support. It mainly

consists of three steps: (i) dipping the support in the impregnating solution containing

active components, (ii) drying and (ill) activate by calcination. In the first step, the

solution is sucked into the support by capillary action followed by diffusional transport

of the solute to the carrier. During the drying step, the metal salt is precipitated and

deposited on the surface of pores. The drying and calcination steps determine final

distribution of the active components on the support. In incipient wetness impregnation

method, the volume of impregnating solution is adjusted so as to get the solution fully

absorbed by the support. This method is very effective for precisely controlling the

concentration ofactive ingredients in the catalyst.

2.6

2.6.1

PHYSIco-CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

Chemical analysis

(0). Determination of Si, AI, Na and transition metal ion in
zeolite samples

Chemical analyses of zeolites and zeolite encapsulated complexes were done

according to the following procedure: The sample was dried at 120°C for one hour and
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was then kept in a desiccator. A known weight ( Wt ) of the sample was taken in a

beaker and the zeolite framework was destroyed by heating with concentrated sulfuric

acid ( 40 ml, 98% ) until SO) fumes were evolved. It was then cooled, diluted with

water and filtered using ashless filter paper. The filtrate was collected in a standard flask.

The residue was taken in a platinum crucible with lid and incinerated at 1000 QC for one

hour, cooled and then weighed ( W2 ). Hydrofluoric acid ( 10 ml, 40% ) was added to

dissolve the residue and the resulting solution was evaporated on a hot plate to remove

silicon in the form ofH2SiF6 7. It was again incinerated at 1000 QC, cooled and weighed

( W3 ). From the loss in weight, the amount of silica present in the sample can be

estimated using Eq. Il. l.

Eq. n. 1

The residue in the crucible was fused with potassium persulfate, dissolved in water

andwas added to the filtrate collected in the standard flask. The solution was then made

up to a known volume. This solution was analysed for AI, Na and metal contents using

atomic absorption spectrophotometry.

(b). Determination ofCeOJl in A1JlOa-CeOJl support

A known weight of the support, Ah03-Ce02 ( - 0.5 g ), was fused with potassium

hydrogen sulfate ( - 109 ) at 700 QC for one hour. The melt was cooled and then

dissolved in hot water. This solution was analysed for Ce02 by atomic absorption

spectrophotometry.

(c). Determination ofTiOJl in AIJlOa-TiOJl support

A known weight of the support, Ah03-Ti02 ( - 0.5 g ), was fused with KOH

( -lOg) at 500 QC for one hour. The melt was cooled and extracted with hot water in a

polyethylene beaker. This solution was acidified with Con. HCI and used for determining

Ti02 content by atomic absorption spectrophotometry.
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{d}. Determination ofCu and er in metal oxide catalysts

A known weight of the catalyst sample ( ~ 0.5 g ) was fused with potassium

hydrogen sulfate ( ~109) at 700 °C for one hour. The fused melt was dissolved in hot

water after cooling. This solution was analysed by atomic absorption spectrophotometry

for estimating the amount of metals present in the catalyst.

2.6.2 CHN analysis

The results ofmicroanalyses for C, H and N in zeolite encapsulated complexes were

provided by Central Drug Research Institute, Lucknow.

2.6.3 Atomic absorption spectrophotometry

Atomic absorption spectrophotometry ( Perkin Elmer 3110 ) was used for analysing

various ingredients in zeolites and metal oxide samples.

2.6·4 Surface area analysis

Surface area was determined by BET method 8 of nitrogen adsorption at liquid

nitrogen temperature in Micromeritics Gemini 2360. The volume of gas adsorbed by the

sample was monitored at different relative pressures in the range 0.1-0.9.

Surface area was calculated using the following BET equation ( Eq. Il. 2 ):

Eq. n. 2

where

Vads ;;:

Po

V m

C ;;:

volume ofgas adsorbed at relative pressure PlPo

saturated vapour pressure

volume ofgas adsorbed for monolayer coverage

BET constant

By plotting left side of the Eq. H. 2 against PIPo ( upto 0.3 ), a straight line is

obtained with a slope of(C-I)NmC and an intercept INmC. From these values, Vmand

hence the number ofmoles of Ns adsorbed, Xm, can be calculated.
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BET surface area is calculated using Eq. n. 3.

S BET = x, N Am 10-20

where

Eq. 11. 3

N Avogadro's number

Am == cross-sectional area of the adsorbate molecule in A2

Total pore volume of the sample at PIPo - 0.9 is computed by converting the

volume ofN, adsorbed at PIPo - 0.9 to volume of liquid equivalent to it using Eq. H. 4.

VIol = Vads D

where

Eq. n. 4.

Vads =

D =

total pore volume at PIPo - 0.9

volume of gas adsorbed at relative pressure -0.9

density conversion factor

2.6·5 Pore volume analysis

Eq. n. 5

Mercury penetration method was used to measure the pore volume of metal oxide

catalysts (Micromeritics Pore sizer 9320). Mercury porosimetry is based on the capillary

law governing liquid penetration into small pores. This law, in the case of non-wetting

liquid like mercury, is expressed by the Washburn equation, assuming pores are

cylindrical.

D== -(lIP) 4y Cosf

where

D = Pore diameter

P = Applied pressure

y =Surface tension ( 485 dynes/cm for Hg)

e= Contact angle ( usually 130 )

2.6.6 X-ray diffraction spectroscopy

Zeolite complexes and Cu-Cr catalysts were analysed for powder X-ray diffraction

using I Rigaka D-Max C ' X-ray diffiactometer. The analysis was carried out with a
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stationary X-ray source. Ni filtered CuKa radiation ( A=1.5404 ) and a movable

detector which measures the intensity of diffracted radiation as a function of the angle

29 between the incident and diffracted beams.

2.6., Scanning electron microscopy

Scanning electron microscopy analysis of a representative zeolite complex before

and after soxhlet extraction was performed at Sree Chitra Institute of Medical Science

and Technology, Thiruvananthapuram

2.6.8 Magnetic moment measurement

The magnetic susceptibility measurements were carried out at room temperature on

a simple Gouy type magnetic balance. The Gouy tube was standardised using

Co [Hg(SCN)4] as suggested by Figgis and Nyholm 9.

The effective magnetic moment was calculated using Eq. H. 6

j.1eff= 2.84 ( x, T)112 BM Eq. n. 6

T

X'm =

where

absolute temperature

molar susceptibility corrected for diamagnetism of all atoms

present in the complex using pascals constant and that of

zeolite frame work per unit metal.

2.6.9 Diffuse reflectance spectra

The diffuse reflectance spectra were recorded at room temperature between 200

2000 nm against MgO as standard on a Cary Win spectrophotometer at Regional

Sophisticated Instrumentation centre, Indian Institute of Technology, Chennai. The

spectra were computer processed and plotted as percentage reflectance versus

wavelength. A Kubelka- Munk analysis 10, 11 was performed on the reflectance data. The

Kubelka-Munk factor, F(R), is given by Eq. Il. 7
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F(R)==(l-Rl/2R == k/s

where

Eq.II.7

2.6.10

F(R) == Kubelka-Munk factor

R == the diffuse reflectance of the sample as compared to MgO

k == the molar absorption coefficient

s == the scattering coefficient of the sample.

Infrared spectra

Infrared spectra of the ligand and supported complexes in the region 4600 cm"

400 cm" were taken in KBr pellets using Schirnadzu 8000 Fourier Transform Infrared

Spectrophotometer.

2.6.11 EPRspectra

The X-hand EPR spectra ofzeolite supported Cu complexes were recorded at liquid

nitrogen temperature using a Varian E-109 XJQ bans spectrophotometer. The g values

were estimated relative to tetracyanoethylene ( TCNE, g = 2.0027 ). Magnetic moment

was determined 12 from the EPR data using Eq. H. 8.

Eq. H. 8

where A.O is the spin orbit coupling constant for the free metal ion

The density of unpaired electrons at the central metal atom was computed 13 using

Eq. II. 9.

a.2 Cu = ( AIlIP ) + ( gn-2 ) + 317(gJ.-2) + 0.04 Eq. H. 9

where l_a.2 measures the covalency associated with the bonding of metal ion to the

ligand and P=0.036 cm" .
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2.6.12 TGanalysis

Thermogravirnetric analysis was performed on a Shimadzu TGA-50 in the

temperature range 30-550 QC at a heating rate of 10 "Czminute in air. About 20 mg

sample was taken for each analysis in a platinum crucible hanged from one arm of

balance in the instrument. The TO data were computer processed and plotted the %

weight against temperature at 5 QC intervals.

2. 7 CATALYI1C STUDIES

Catalytic studies over zeolite complexes and metal oxide catalysts are detailed in

Chapter VII and VIII respectively. The following instruments were used for conducting

catalytic experiments:

2·7·1 Gas chromatographs

Gas Chromatograph Chemito 8510 was used for analysing the reactants and

products of the catalytic reactions over zeolite complexes. A SE-30 column was used

for separating various components in the reaction mixture.

The analysis of CO in inlet and outlet gas streams was carried out using a Chemito

3865 gas chromatograph for determining CO oxidation activity of various catalysts. A

Poropak Q column was used for separating CO2 formed from unreacted CO in the

product stream. The outlet of the column was passed through a methanator for

converting CO and CO2 to methane, which is then sensed by the FID detector.

2·7·2 Microcatalytic reactor

Chemisorption studies were carried out in a microcatalytic reactor assembly in which the

reactor is heated using a temperature programmer ( Century Systems CS-7533 ). A

Chemito 8510 GC was connected on line to the reactor for the gas analysis.
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CHAPTER III

STUDIES ON Y ZEOLITE ENCAPSULATED

TRANSITION METAL COMPLEXES OF

DIMETHYLGLYOXIME

Abstract

Y Zeolite encapsulated Mn(In Fe(/lI), Co(II), Ni(lI) and Cu(ll) complexes of

dimethylglyoxime have been synthesized and characterized. The compositions of

metal exchanged zeolites and zeolite complexes have been deduced from the

analytical data. XRD patterns of zeolites or zeolite complexes, and surface area,

pore volume and IR spectra of zeolites indicate the retention of crystalline

structure on ion exchange or synthesis of complexes. SEM analysis shows that

the zeolite complex is free from surface species. The surface area and pore volume

data suggest encapsulation of complexes. Magnetic moments, electronic spectra

and EPR of Cu(Il) complex tentatively assign geometries to the encapsulated

complexes. IR spectra explain the coordination of metal ions with

dimethylglyoxime. A qualitative idea of the thermal stability of complexes has

been given by TG analysis



3. 1 INTRODUcnON

Transition metal complexes of dimethylglyoxime have been studied in the past 1.

Among them., bis(dimethylglyoxirnato)cobalt(II), also known as cobaloxime(II}, is used

as a reagent in synthetic organic chemistry and as a protecting chemical in the synthesis

of amino acids 2. Cobaloxime has received special attention with respect to investigations

on the bonding and activation of molecular oxygen in biological systems. For example,

cobaloxime simulates closely the reactions of Vitamin BI2 and therefore, it is considered

as an attractive model compound for studying the oxygen carrying properties of the

vitamin 3, Most significantly, cobaloxime can act as a homogeneous catalyst in

hydrogenation and dehydrogenation reactions 4,5. The formation ofreactive intermediate

complexes involving molecular hydrogen, oxygen or olefins has been identified in these

reactions.

There is a growing interest to encapsulate metal complexes in zeolites for spectral

and catalytic studies. Zeolite encapsulated complexes of nitrogen chelating ligands have

been studied using EPR. IR and optical reflectance spectroscopy 6-8. Later on,

cobaloxime has also been encapsulated in zeolite for such spectral studies 9,10. Attempts

have been made in these studies to propose a reaction scheme for complexation by

recognizing the intermediate species formed in the zeolite cavities.

The ability of simple cobalt complexes to chemisorb oxygen and hence to catalyse

oxidation reactions has been sustained on encapsulating in the zeolite matrix 6-8. 11.

However, not much interest has been evinced in the study of catalysis of encapsulated

cobaloxime complexes 12, The ability of cobaloxime complex to activate molecular

oxygen in homogeneous reactions 3 is expected to favour the oxidation reactions over its

zeolite encapsulated system also. In light of this, it is worthwhile to evaluate the

oxidation activity of zeolite complexes of dimethylglyoxime for exploiting their catalytic

potential in chemical reactions.
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In this study, Y zeolite encapsulated complexes of Mn(II), Fe(III), Co(II), Ni(II) and

tu(II) with dimethylglyoxime ( dmg ) were synthesized and characterized. Attempts

were made to provide some evidences for the encapsulation and explain the composition

and structure of encapsulated complexes. The thermal stability of zeolite complexes was

also studied. The results of these studies are presented in this chapter.

OH OH

'C
I
C

\N~ "CH
3

OH OH

Figure Ill. 1

Structure of simple dmg complex

ExPERIMENTAL

Materials

Details regarding the purification of dmg ligand obtained from Merck ER are given

in Chapter n. The procedure for the preparation of metal exchanged zeolite is also

described in Chapter Il. These metal exchanged zeolites were used for synthesizing dmg

complexesin the cavities.

Synthesis ofzeolite encapsulated dmg complexes

The general method used for the synthesis of zeolite encapsulated complexes is

described in Chapter Il. Metal exchanged zeolite ( 3.0 g ) was thoroughly mixed with

the required amount of dmg for keeping the ligand to metal mole ratio at - 4. The

amount of ligand to be taken for the synthesis was estimated on the basis of the metal

content in zeolite supports and found to be as follows: 0.87 g for YMn. 0.39 g for YFe,
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0.86 g for YCo. 0.88 g for YNi and 0.85 g for YCu. This mixture was taken in a glass

tube, then sealed and heated for 16 hours to effect complexation. The temperature

maintained during complexation was 110°C for YMn-drng, 100 QC for YFe-dmg and

YCo-dmg and 90°C for YNi-dmg and Yeu-dmg. The resultant mass, except in the case

of YNi-dmg, was soxhlet extracted with methanol until the extracting solvent becomes

completely colourless. The soxhlet extraction with methanol was further continued for

another 16 hours to ensure the complete removal of the surface complexes and the free

ligand. As Ni-drng is slightly soluble in methanol, chloroform was used in the case of

YNi-dmg as the extracting solvent in the first stage and then methanol was used in the

second stage for removing the free ligand. The purified zeolite complex was again ion

exchanged with sodium chloride solution ( 250 ml, 0.1 M. 24 hours) to remove any

uncomplexed metal ions. Zeolite complex obtained was filtered, washed to remove

chloride ions, dried at 100°C for 2 hours and stored in vacuum over anhydrous calcium

chloride.

3·2·3 Analytical methods

The analytical methods and other characterization techniques used are described in

ChapterII

3·3

3·3·1

3.3. 1. 1

REsULTS AND DISCUSSION

METAL EXCHANGED ZEOLITE SUPPORTS

Chemical analysis

The analytical data of NaY and various metal exchanged zeolites are presented in

Table Ill. 1. The data reveal a Si!AI ratio of 2.43 for NaY which corresponds to a unit

cell formula Nas6 [ ( Al02 )56 ( Si02 ) 136 ] 13. The Si!AI ratio remains the same in all metal

exchanged zeolites indicating that no destruction of zeolite framework has occurred by

the process of dealumination during ion exchange. In order to avoid dealumination,

metal chloride solutions of very low concentration ( 0.007 M ) and pH ~ 4.0-4.5 were
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used for ion exchange. Ferric chloride solution of still lower concentration ( 0.001 M )

was used for preparing FeY as dealumination is more probable in this case. Zeolite

framework was reported to be preserved while ion exchanging with very dilute metal

salt solutions 14. The metal loading in zeolites was found to be more than 3 % except in

the case ofFeY for which the metal content is 1.55 %.

Table Ill. 1

Analytical data ofmetal exchanged zeolites

Sample %Si %Al %Na

NaY 21.76 8.60 7.50

MnY 21.62 8.56 3.41

FeY 21.75 8.59 5.29

CoY 21.53 8.52 3.35

NiY 21.79 8.62 3.28

CuY 21.48 8.48 3.12

% metal

3.44

1.55

3.64

3.72

3.86

Table Ill. 2

Composition ofmetal exchanged zeolites

Sample

Degree
of ion

exchange
( %)

Unit cell formula

NaY Na56 [(Al02)S6(Si02)136] nH20

MnY 39.51 Na33 SMnIl I [(Al02)56(Si02) 136] nH20

FeY 26.23 N~14Fe73 [(Al02)S6(Si02) 136] nH20

CoY 39.12 Na34Co11 [(Al02)S6(Si02) 136] nH20

NiY 39.65 Na338Nil l .l [(Al02)S6(Si02)136] nH20

CuY 38.64 Na344Cu108 [(Al02)S6(Si02) 136] nH20
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The degree of ion exchange and unit cell formulae of the metal exchanged zeolites

were derived from the analytical data and are given in Table Ill. 2. The degree of ion

exchange is represented as the percentage of Na' ions replaced by metal ions from the

total amount of Na equivalent to AI content of the zeolite. The unit cell formula

represents the composition of a unit cell in the metal exchanged zeolites. The degree of

ion exchange in various metal exchanged zeolites used in the present study are

comparable to that reported in the literature IS, 16.

X-ray diffraction pattern

X-ray diffraction patterns of the zeolite samples HY, NaY, FeY and CoY are given

inFigure Ill. 2.
---------- ---- ------

..

!---------------l

Figure Ill. 2

XRD patterns of (i) HY, (ii) NaY, (iii) FeY and (iv) CoY
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The XRD patterns of metal exchanged zeolites are very similar to that of the parent

HY zeolite. Furthermore, these XRD patterns are similar to those reported in the

literature 11. Crystalline structure was almost preserved in the metal exchanged zeolites.

The crystalline nature of Y zeolite was reported to be affected by metal exchange using

metal salt solutions of concentration> 0.02 M and pH < 4 14. XRD data in the present

case reveal that the collapse of zeolite framework by dealumination could be avoided by

using very dilute metal chloride solutions of pH in the range 4.0-4.5 ( vide page 58 ).

Furthermore, crystalline phases of metal ions were not detected in any of the patterns.

This implies that metal ions are finely dispersed at the cation sites of the zeolite

rendering them non-detectable by XRD.

Surface area and pore volume

Surface area and pore volume of parent HY zeolite and metal exchanged zeolites

measured by low temperature nitrogen adsorption at relative pressure ( PlPo ) in the

range 0.1-0.9 are given in Table Ill. 3. The nitrogen adsorption isotherms of the zeolites

NaY, MnY, FeY and CuY are given in Figure Ill. 3.

Table Ill. 3

Surface area and pore volume data ofmetal exchanged zeolites

Sample Surface area Pore volume
(m2/g) (ml/g)

HY 546 0.3045

NaY 545 0.3045

MnY 531 0.2961

FeY 540 0.3011

CoY 532 0.2966

NiY 528 0.2944

CuY 534 0.2978
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Figure Ill. 3

Nitrogen adsorption isotherms ofmetal exchanged zeolites

Surface area of NaY is 545 m2/g whereas that of metal exchanged zeolites varies in

the range 528-540 m2/g. These values indicate that surface area is only marginally

reduced on introducing metal ions into the zeolite lattice by ion exchange. This

observation further rejects the possibility of the destruction of zeolite matrix on ion

exchange since a drastic drop in surface area of NaY zeolite is likely if the structure is

collapsed. Surface area of zeolite used in the present study is comparable to that of

zeolite used for encapsulating metal complexes in earlier studies 18. Pore volume of

zeolites at the relative pressure - 0.9 is in the range 0.2940-0.3050 ml/g,

FIlR spectra

FTIR spectra of HY, NaY and CoY zeolites are shown in Figure Ill. 4. The IR

bands are listed in Table Ill. 4. The IR bands of zeolite can be attributed to the
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vibrations of (Si!Al)04 groups designated as T04 i,e. internal vibrations of Si04 and

Al04 and external vibrations between the tetrahedra 19. The frequencies of these

vibrations are sensitive to Si!AI ratio and framework structure.

In the present case, the bands were found to appear almost at the same position in

the spectra of the parent zeolite and all the metal exchanged zeolites. Furthermore, these

bands are in agreement with the reported IR data of Y zeolite 19. This observation

further reveals that the zeolite framework remains unaffected on ion exchanging using

metal chloride solution of low concentration.

(i)

2000 1500 1000 400

Figure Ill. 4

IR spectra of (i) HY, (ii) NaY and (ill) CoY
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Table Ill. 4

IR spectral data of metal exchanged zeolites

HY NaY CoY

465 461 459

565 569 572

683 682 679

750 754 752

1000 998 1000

1647 1640 1654

3453 3599 3453

Tentative
Assigrunents

Ysymrnetnc

Ysymmetric ( external )

Yasymmetric ( internal )

Yasymmetric ( external )

~-o-H

YO-H

The very broad band at - 1000 cm" is attributed to external asymmetric stretching

vibrationofT04 units whereas internal asymmetric stretching vibration is responsible for

the band at - 750 cm". The symmetric stretching vibrations give rise to bands at -570

cm" and - 460 cm". The stretching and bending vibrations of water molecules present

in the zeolite lattice could be seen at -3500 cm" and - 1650 cm" respectively.

3.3. 2 ZEOLITE ENCAPSULATED DMG COMPLEXES

Zeolite encapsulated dmg complexes of Mn(II), Fe(III), Co(ll), Ni(II) and Cu(II)

ions were synthesized using the flexible ligand method. The complexes were

characterized using chemical analysis, SEM, XRD, surface area, pore volume, magnetic

moment and electronic, FTIR and EPR spectroscopy, Thermal behaviour of the zeolite

complexeswas studied using TO analysis.

3·3·2.1 Chemical analysis

The analytical data of the zeolite complexes are given in Table Ill. 5. The data show

that the Si/AI ratio of the zeolite complexes is 2.43 as in the case ofthe metal exchanged

zeolites. This indicates that zeolite framework structure was retained without any
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change on encapsulation. Such retention ofzeolite framework on encapsulation of metal

complexes via flexible ligand method was reported by earlier workers also 20.21.

Table Ill. 5

Analytical data ofencapsulated complexes

Sample
%

%Si %Al %Na %C %H %N
Metal

YMn-dmg 2.64 19.24 7.61 5.11 4.30 0.72 2.50

YFe-dmg 0.97 20.08 7.89 6.46 1.57 0.26 0.91

YCo-dmg 1.78 19.45 7.71 6.56 2.77 0.46 1.62

YNi-dmg 1.63 19.48 7.70 6.15 2.59 0.43 1.50

YCu-dmg 1.58 19.44 7.68 6.30 2.30 0.38 1.33

The metal content in zeolite complexes and metal exchanged zeolites indicates that

only a portion of the metal initially present has undergone complexation and the

remaining portion was found to be back exchanged with Na' ions. The process ofmetal

ion exchange in zeolite to form MY and the back exchange of uncomplexed metal ions

from the lattice after complexation are represented by Eq. I. 1 and Eq. I. 2 respectively.

M2+ (aq.) + Na2Y (s) ~ 2Na+(aq.) + MY(s) Eq. I. 1

2Na+(aq.) + M2+YM_dmg (s) ~ M2+(aq.} + Na2+YM-dmg(s) Eq. 1. 2

About 40 - 80 % of the metal initially present in the metal exchanged zeolite was

found to remain in the lattice after complexation and subsequent ion exchange with

sodium chloride solution. This metal is expected to have undergone complexation with

dmg in the pores of Y zeolite. The charge neutralisation ofencapsulated drn.g complexes

might have occurred by the interaction of negatively charged oxide ions of zeolite

matrix.

From the analytical data ( Table Ill. 5 ), the empirical formulae of encapsulated dmg

complexes were derived as MnL1 86• Fel., 88, CoL 1 91• Nil., 94 and Cul., 92 in YMn-dmg,

YFe-dmg, YCo-dmg, YNi-dmg and YCu-drng respectively. In the case of free drng
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complexes a ligand to metal mole ratio of 2 has been reported, but the mole ratio is

slightly less than two in zeolite complexes. This lower value may be due to the presence

of minute traces of free metal ions in the lattice that could not be removed in the final

ion exchanging with NaCI solution. The encapsulated complexes might have shielded

these metal ions from ion exchanging with Na+ ions. The traces of uncomplexed metal

ions are unlikely to cause any serious interference in the behaviour of the encapsulated

complexes. Similar observation has been made in the case of other zeolite encapsulated

complexes by earlier workers also 22.

3·3.2.2 SEM analysis

Scanning electron micrographs of YCo-drng before and after soxhlet extraction are

shown at different magnifications in Figure Ill. 5, Ill. 6 and Ill. 7. In the SEM taken

before the extraction, the surface atoms of zeolite lattice are not clearly visible. But, in

the SEM taken after the extraction, the particle boundaries on zeolite surface are more

clear and therefore it can be assumed that surface species formed during complexation

reaction were completely removed by soxhlet extraction. The SEM of such clear zeolite

surface has been observed for zeolite encapsulated phthalocyanine and salen complexes

and has been given as the evidence for the complete removal of surface complexes 23. 24.

In fact the soxhlet extraction ofYCo-dmg with methanol for 16 hours (after the solvent

becomes colourless) has led to the complete removal of surface complexes. Therefore,

in all the preparations of zeolite complexes similar procedure for the removal of surface

complexes was employed.
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(i)

(ii)

Figure Ill. 5

SE micrographs o f YCo-dmg (x 0.5 k ) (i). before and (Ii). after soxhlet extraction
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(i)

(ii)

Figure Ill . 6

SE micrographs of YCo-dmg ( x 2 k ) (i). before and (ii). after soxhlet extract ion
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(i)

(ii)

t
I

Figure Ill . 7

SE micrographs of YCo-dmg ( x 20 k ) (i). before and (ii). after soxhlel extractio n

8.



3.3. 2. 3 X-ray diffraction pattern

XRD patterns ( Figure Ill. 8 ) recorded for YMn-drng, YCo-dmg and YCu-drng

complexes are quite comparable to those of the corresponding metal exchanged zeolites

and the parent zeolite. Therefore, the zeolite framework structure was not damaged by

the synthesis of metal complexes in their cavities as has been reported in previous

studies25,26.

29

, (Ui)

\/ '

r----~~-.-----~-~_~~
40o

Figure Ill. 8

XRD patterns of (i). YMn-dmg, (ii). YCo-dmg and (ill). YCu-dmg

3.3. 2. 4 Surface area and pore volume

Surface area and pore volume are measured by low temperature nitrogen adsorption

at relative pressures in the range 0.1 to 0.9. The adsorption isotherms of zeolite

encapsulated dmg complexes are shown in Figure Ill. 9. Surface area and pore volume
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values are given in Table Ill. 6. The data reveal that the values are lower in the case of

zeolite complexes than those of corresponding metal exchanged zeolite. The loss in

surface area and pore volume of metal exchanged zeolites on encapsulating dmg

complexes is given in Table Ill. 6 and is shown graphically in Figure Ill. 10 and Ill. 11

respectively.

Since the zeolite framework structure is not affected by encapsulation as shown by

the XRD patterns, the lowering of surface area and pore volume can be attributed to the

filling of zeolite pores with metal complexes 25. This observation provides strong

evidence for the encapsulation of metal complexes in zeolite pores. Such pronounced

lowering of surface area has been reported on encapsulating phthalocyanine and salen

complexes 16,27.

140

0.. ---
E-<
rI)

Oil--E 120 --YMn-dmg
-Ti YFe-dmglU
.L:I... YCo-dmg0
fIl
-e

100 YNi-dmgtU

] -_._-- YCu-dmg
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Relative pressure, P/Po

Figure Ill. 9

Nitrogen adsorption isotherms
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Table Ill. 6

Surface area and pore volume data

Surface area Pore volume
Sample (m'/g ) ( mVg)

MY YM- % MY YM- %
dmg Loss dmg Loss

YMn-dmg 53 1 354 33.3 0.2961 0.2292 22.6

YFe-dmg 540 393 27.2 0.3011 0.2436 19.1

YCo-dmg 532 375 29.5 0.2966 0.2321 21.7

YNi-dmg 528 232 56.1 0.2944 0.1436 51.2

YCu-dmg 534 344 35.6 0.2978 0.2235 24.9

Mn(ll) Fe(llI) Co(lI) Cu(lI)

ImYM-dmg o Loss in surface area of MY onl
encapsulation

Figure Ill . 10

Decrease of surface area of metal exchanged zeolites onencapsulation
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Figure Ill . 11

Decrease ofpore volume of metal exchanged zeolites on encapsulation

Magnetic moment

The magnetic moment s of zeolite complexes were measured using room temperature

Guoy method. The determination of magnetic moment of encapsulated complexes is

usually complicated by the high diamagnetic contribution of zeolite support and

paramagnetic contribution from the traces of iron present in the zeolite lattice as

impurity. However, the susceptibility of NaY zeolite was measured and its contribution

for the magnetic moment of the encapsulated complex per mole of metal ion was

calculated. The diamagnetic contribution of the ligand molecules present in thecomplex

was also considered. This method is expected to give a qualitative idea about the

magnetic behaviour of encapsulated complexes.

Room temperature magnetic moments of zeolite dmg complexes are given in Table

Ill . 7. Magnetic moment of YMn-dmg is 5.82 BM which is very close to spin only value

of 5.92 BM. High spin Mn(II) complexes are reported to exhibit magnetic moments
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close to spin only value irrespective of their coordination in octahedral or tetrahedral

fields, or geometries oflower synunetry. In the case ofYFe-dmg, a magnetic moment of

5.92 BM was observed. Fe(III) complexes are known to posses magnetic moments in

the range 5.7-6.0 BM irrespective of the coordination geometry 28, 29. Hence, it is

difficult to assign geometries for Mn(II) or Fe(III) complexes on the basis of magnetic

moment alone.

Table Ill. 7

Magnetic moment data

Sample

YMn-dmg

YFe-dmg

YCo-dmg

YNi-dmg

YCu-drng

Magnetic moment
(BM)

5.82

5.92

5.25

2.19

1.86

Usually, octahedral Co(II) complexes have magnetic moments in the range 4.8-5.2

BM which is higher than spin only value of3.89 BM due to the large orbital contribution

to magnetic moment 28. 29. Magnetic moment of 5.25 BM observed for YCo-dmg

indicates the possibility ofan octahedral symmetry for the encapsulated complex.

Ni(II) octahedral complexes have usually magnetic moments in the range 2.9-3.3

BM whereas higher magnetic moments in the range 3.2-4.1 BM are reported for

tetrahedral complexes 29. A lower magnetic moment of encapsulated Ni-dmg complex

i.e. 2.19 BM rejects the possibility of octahedral and tetrahedral coordination. In

addition, this value is lower than that expected for two unpaired electrons in a high spin

d8 square planar complex. Furthermore, high spin square planar Ni(II) complexes are

rarely found due to the large separation of dx2-y2 and dlly orbitals, which leads to spin

pairing and consequent diamagnetism. But, the partial paramagnetism of encapsulated
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Ni-dmg complex rejects the probability of a low spin square planar structure 29.

However, a decrease in the effective ligand field or a slight distortion from the strict

square planar structure can reduce the energy difference between the singlet and triplet

state, so that, 8E will be comparable to thermal energy, kT 30. The decreased singlet

triplet separation may give raise to partial paramagnetism for Ni(II) distorted square

planar complexes 31. Therefore, a distorted square planar geometry could be assigned to

encapsulated Ni-dmg complex to explain the observed magnetic moment. The structure

of free Ni-dmg complex has been known to be strictly square planar. The distortion

observed could be attributed to the interactions of zeolite framework on the

encapsulated complex.

A magnetic moment of 1.86 BM was observed for YCu-dIng. Usually, magnetic

moments of Cu complexes are in the range 1.75-2.2 BM 29. It is not possible to assign

stereochemical structures for Cu complexes on the basis of magnetic moment alone.

However, square planar Cu complexes usually show magnetic moments near the lower

limit, whereas the value increases with increase in distortion from planar structure.

Therefore, a tetrahedrally distorted square planar geometry could be assigned to the

encapsulated Cu(II) complex on the basis of its magnetic moment.

Electronic spectra

Electronic spectral measurement in the absorbance mode is not recorrunended for

zeolite complexes as the radiations scattered by zeolite interfere with absorptions due to

electronic transitions. Therefore, optical reflectance spectra of the complexes were

recorded as a plot of percentage reflectance versus wavelength. Kubelka-Munk ( KM )

analysis 32 was performed on the reflectance data as explained in Chapter Il, A plot of

KM factor, F(R), against wavelength is shown in Figure Ill. 12.

Generally, the intensity of absorption bands is low as a result of low metal ion

concentration in zeolite. The ligand absorptions and charge transfer transitions may

further complicate the interpretation of electronic spectra. The bands near 1950 nm
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( 5128 cm! ) and 1450 run (6896 cm" ) were observed in the spectra of all zeolite

samples. These bands can be attributed to overtones 2vI and 2V3 and to the

combinations VI + V2 and V3 + V2 of the stretching and bending vibrations of water

molecules 33. These vibrations have given broad bands at 3100-3500 cm" ( V3 & VJ )

and near 1650 cm" (V2) in the IR spectra ofall the zeolite samples.

The electronic spectral data of encapsulated complexes and their tentative

assignments are given in Table Ill. 8. In the case of high spin complexes ofMn(lI) ion

( dS system ), electronic transitions are both spin and orbitally forbidden as it involve

pairing of electrons. Therefore, no characteristic d-d bands were observed in the

electronic spectra. However, forbidden bands ofmuch lower intensity may appear due to

weakspin-orbit coupling. But, these bands were not observed in the case of YMn-dmg,

probably due to interferences from charge transfer bands 34.

In the case of high spin Fe(III) complexes ( dS system ), all excited states have spin

multiplicity different from that of the ground state and therefore no characteristic d-d

bands were observed. Because of the greater oxidising power of Fe(III), the intense

charge transfer transitions often appear in visible region and obscure very low intensity

d-d forbidden bands 29,34. The bands observed at 12410 cm" and 18250 cm" in the

spectrum of YFe-dmg may be due to spin forbidden d-d transitions in high spin Fe(III)

state.

Co(ll) complexes ( d7 system) are expected to show three spin allowed transitions in

octahedral symmetry. They are: VI= 4T1g(F) ~ 4T2g(F), V2= 4T1g(F) ~ 4A2g(F) and

V3= 4TIg{F) ~ 4TIg(P). Usually the band V2 is very weak or not observed as it is a two

electrons transfer from t2gS eg2 to t2g3eg429. In the case of YCo-dmg, the bands are in

agreement with the absorptions reported for octahedral complexes of Co(lI) ion. The

absorptions at 11910 cm' and 22570 ern" may be assigned to the transitions VI and v),

whereas V2 is assumed to be too weak to give a band in the spectrum. Furthermore, the

absence of a broad intense band in the visible region at - 15000 cm" with fine splitting,

a characteristic of Co(lI) ions in tetrahedral geometry 34, rejects the possibilityof
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tetrahedral geometry for the encapsulated complex. Room temperature magnetic

moment of 5.25 BM for YCo-dmg also suggests octahedral coordination. The formation

of a distorted octahedral complex. Co(dmg)2( Ozeolite)2 > has been reported on treating Co

exchanged X zeolite with dmg 10. In addition. the participation of oxygen atoms at the

walls of zeolite cage in coordination has been confirmed by EPR studies on Co-dmg

encapsulated in X zeolite 9. Therefore, in the case of YCo-dmg, zeolite oxygen atoms

are likely to participate in the octahedral coordination of Co(II) ion. However, the

involvement of water molecules in the coordination sphere of YCo-dmg cannot be fully

rejected.

Table Ill. 8

Electronic spectral data

Sample Abs, Max. Tentative assignments
( cm'")

YMn-dmg 25250 Charge transfer transition

37040 Intraligandtransition

YFe-dmg 12410 d-d transition

18250 d-d transition

37740 Intraligandtransition

YCo-dmg 11910 +rIg(F) ~ +r2g(F)

22570 ;- Ig(F) ~ +r ,g(P)

37310 Intraligandtransition

YNi-dmg 18660 d-d transition

25840 Charge transfer transition

40000 Intraligand transition

YCu-dmg 12550 d-d transition

14470 d-d transition

41320 Intraligandtransition

Note: The bands at - 6890 cm" and - 5150 cm-I in the spectra ofall samples
are characteristic ofzeolite lattice and not included in this table
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Ni(H) complexes ( d8 system) exhibit three spin allowed transitions in a cubic field.

They also tend to form square planar complexes giving a single intense band in the range

18000-25000 cm" 34. Ni-dmg encapsulated in Y zeolite shows an intense absorption at

18660 cm' I , which is responsible for its reddish colour and indicates square planar

geometry. One of the major differences of square planar complexes as compared to

cubic geometry is the absence of absorptions below 10000 cm'! 34. Therefore, the

possibility of tetrahedral or octahedral geometry for encapsulated Ni-dmg complex

could be discarded as no absorption bands are seen below 10000 cm". Considering the

magnetic moment value of 2.19 BM also, a distorted structure close to square planar

geometry may beassigned to encapsulated Ni-dmg complex.

Cu(H) complexes ( d9 system) usuaUyexperience large distortions from octahedral

symmetry due to Jahn TeUer effects giving rise to a number of bands. It is difficult to

assign various bands because of the overlapping between them. Most of the Cu(II)

complexes give a single broad absorption band in the region 11000-16000 cm" resulting

blue or green colour 29. In the case of encapsulated Cu-dmg, this band is observed at

12550 cm" with a shoulder at 14470 cm". It is difficult to distinguish between a square

planar and tetrahedral geometry for Cu(II) complex on the basis of electronic spectra

alone. However, the presence of a band at 12550 ern" with a shoulder at higher energy

side hints a square pyramidal configuration 34.

The absorption bands at - 25000 cm' in the spectra of YMn-drng and YNi-dmg can be

attributed to charge transfer transitions, whereas the bands at 37000 - 41400 ern" in the

spectra ofall zeolite complexes are due to intraligand transitions.

Infrared spectra

Infrared spectroscopy is a widely used teclmique to identify the formation of metal

complexes in zeolite cavities. IR spectra of dmg and zeolite encapsulated dmg

complexes are given in Figure HI. 13. A comparison of IR spectral data of MY, dmg

ligand and encapsulated metal complexes is presented in Table III. 9. Some ofthe bands
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Figure Ill. 13

IR spectra-(i} dmg, (ii) YMn-dmg, (iii) Yf'e-dmg, (iv) YCo-dmg,

(v) YNi-dmg and (vi) YCu-dmg
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of the coordinated ligand molecules are masked by the strong absorptions of the zeolite

support.

From Table Ill. 9, it is possible to identify the bands due to ligand molecules, which

are not interfered by zeolite bands. However, the coordination of metal atoms with dmg

inzeolite cavity could be confirmed from the available bands ofmetal complexes.

Table Ill. 9

IR spectral data ( cm" ) ofMY, dmg and zeolite complexes

MY dmg YMn-dmg YFe-dmg YCo-dmg YNi-dmg YCu-drng

427

460 469 463 467 461 465 459

570 567 567 565 569 567

627 624 619 636 611

680 710 689 691 681 654

750 748 768 758 762 760 764

1000 907 995 903 994 997

987

1144 1221 1240

1364 1371 1398 1372 1389 1371

1443

1620 1599 1547 1599 1572 1595

1654 1641 1641 1630 1638 1630

2820 2832 2887 2816 2812

3453 3250 3570 3544 3554 3475 3551

IR spectra of drng and its complexes have been studied extensively 35. Two bands

each have been reported for C=N and N-O vibrations. The existence of two bands may

be due to two unequal C=N and N-O linkages. It has also been attributed to the two

types of infrared active vibrations of the skeleton of dmg complex with D2h symmetry. In

the case of free drng ligand. the bands which occur at 1443 cm" and 1620 cm" are due
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to C=N stretching vibrations and those appearing at 987 cm" and 1144 cm" are due to

N-O stretching frequencies.

A new band can be observed at 1599 ern" for YMn-dmg. 1547 cm" for Yfe-dmg,

1599 ern" for YCo-dmg. 1572 cm" for YNi-dmg and at 1595 ern" for YCu-dIng. No

band is present at 1550-1600 cm" in the spectra of either the ligand or the metal

exchanged zeolite. Therefore. this new band observed in the spectra of zeolite

complexes at 1550 - 1600 cm' can be assigned to C=N stretching vibration. It is clear

that 'YC~N of dmg ligand has shifted to lower frequencies in encapsulated complexes. The

lowering of'YC~N suggests the coordination ofnitrogen atom ofdrng ligand to metal.

The N-O stretching vibration ( ¥N-0 ) occurs at 1221 cm" and 1240 cm" in YCo-dmg

and YNi-drng respectively. The ¥C~N and ¥N-O frequencies agree with those reported for

its simple complexes 36. However, this band does not appear in the spectra of other

complexes. The O-H stretching vibration is seen as a broad band at 3250 ern" in free

dmg ligand. Changes, ifany. in this band due to complexation could not be distinguished

as it overlaps with 'Yo-H ofwater molecules present in zeolite lattice.

3. 3. 2. 8 EPR spectra

EPR spectroscopy is a valuable technique for investigating the coordination

environment in zeolite encapsulated transition metal complexes. In the present study,

EPR parameters were determined without computer simulation and hence the values

may not be accurate. However, these parameters provide a qualitative idea about the

nature of coordination in the encapsulated complexes. EPR spectrum of YCu-dmg

analysed at liquid nitrogen temperature is shown in Figure Ill. 14. The EPR parameters.

unpaired electron density and magnetic moment were calculated from EPR spectral data

lIS explained in Chapter 11. These results are given in Table Ill. 10.
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Figure Ill. 14

EPR spectrum ofYCu-dmg

Table Ill. 10

Field set: 3000G
Scan range: 2000G

EPR spectral data of zeolite complexes of dmg

EPR parameter YCu-dmg

gil 2.32

Ai 157.8 x 10-4 cm'

s. lA 146.7 cm

g.:.. 2.04

A 29.11 x 10-4 cm-I

,
0.812a-

~tc:r 1.85 BM



The gll value of YCu-dmg is 2.32, which is higher than that usually reported for Cu

complexes. According to Sakaguchi and Addison 37, such high value of &11 is obtained as

result of tetrahedral distortion of square planar complexes. The ratio, gll /~l' is also

taken as a convenient measure of tetrahedral distortion from square planar geometry.

This ratio is reported to be in the range 105-135 cm for square planar complexes,

whereas it increases as the distortion increases. A flattened tetrahedral structure is

expected for gll /~I values in the range 150-160 cm 38-40. In the case of YCu·dmg, the gll

I~I ratio as found to be 146.7 cm which is close to the values for flattened tetrahedral

structure. Based on these EPR parameters a tetrahedrally distorted square planar

structure may be assigned for encapsulated Cu-dmg. The observed distortion may be

due to the interactions of zeolite framework on encapsulated complex. This observation

is in agreement with inferences from magnetic moment and electronic spectra of

YCu-dmg.

The density of unpaired electrons at the metal atom and magnetic moment were

computed from EPR parameters using expressions given in Chapter 11. The a 2 value of

YCu-dmg was computed as 0.81, which indicates an ionic environment for eu2
+ ions.

14ft' of YCu-dmg was found to be 1.85 BM which is in agreement with the value

obtained from room temperature magnetic susceptibility measurement ( 1.86 BM ) by

Gouymethod 29.

3. 3· 2. 9 Thermal analysis

Thermal analysis is useful for the decomposition studies of metal complexes. The

stability of complexes is believed to be enhanced on heterogenizing them, especially by

encapsulating in zeolite pores 41. The decomposition pattern of zeolite complexes is

influenced by many procedural variables such as the physical state and particle size of

the sample, nature of static or dynamic atmosphere, heating rate etc. Therefore, the

analysis of zeolite complexes and metal exchanged zeolites was performed at identical

conditions. The TGIDTG data may provide the temperature range of stability, the
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decomposition temperature range and the decomposition peak temperature. Changes in

the TG pattern as compared to that of metal exchanged zeolite hint the encapsulation of

complexes.

TGfDTG curves of zeolite complexes of dmg were recorded in an atmosphere ofair

from ambient to 550 "C at a heating rate of 10 "Czminute. These curves are shown in

Figure Ill. 15. The curves show that most of the intrazeolite free water molecules are

released in the temperature range 60 DC to 220-250 DC. The absence of well defined

patterns for the removal of the ligand moisties is because of the low amount of metal

complexes present in the lattice. Due to the same reason, a correlation of mass loss with

expelled ligand moisties was not attempted in this study. However, an approximate

temperature of decomposition could be ascertained from the curves, which provide a

qualitative idea about the decomposition of complexes. The IR spectra of the residue

obtained after analysis have indicated that the encapsulated complexes are completely

decomposed.

Weight losses are observed in two stages except in the case of YCu-dmg and YFe

dmg. The single stage weight loss in these two samples can be attributed to the

simultaneous removal of water and the decomposition of encapsulated complex. The

temperature range for each stage and respective percentage weight loss are given in

Table Ill. 11.

The TGIDTG data show that the dmg complexes decompose in the range 250-410

vc. The thermal stability of the complexes varies in the order YNi-dmg > YMn-dmg >

YCo-dmg > Yf'e-dmg ~ YCu-dmg. The decomposition temperature of encapsulated

Co-dmg is close to that reported for the simple complex ". Therefore, the thermal

stability of Co-dmg is not increased on encapsulating in Y zeolite.
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Table III. 11

TGIDTG data

Sample Weight loss-Stage I Weight loss-Stage 11

Temp. Peak temp. % Mass Temp. Peak temp. % Mass
range (OC) loss range (OC) loss
(OC) (OC)

YMn-drng 60-240 185 16.2 265-350 300 1.9

YFe-drng 60-250 190 15.5

YCo-dmg 60-240 175 16.0 255-340 290 4.8

YNi-drng 60-240 165 12.6 285-410 345 5.4

YCu-drng 60-245 195 15.5

A comparison of TG curves of zeolite dmg complexes with that of corresponding

metal exchanged zeolite is shown in Figure Ill. 16. The difference in the pattern of TO

curve of zeolite complexes as compared to metal exchanged zeolite indicates the

decomposition ofencapsulated dmg complexes. This observation could be considered as

anevidence for the encapsulation ofcomplexes

3- 4 SUMMARYAND CONCLUSION

Zeolite encapsulated Mn(lI), Fe(III), Co(Il), Ni(Il) and Cu(II) complexes of

dimethylglyoxime have been synthesized and characterized with a view to study the chemical

and physical properties, the coordination geometry and thermal stability of the complexes. The

unit cell formula of NaY zeolite used for the present study was found to be Nuse [ (AIO~56 (

5i02 )06 ] xHzO. The crystalline structure of the parent HY zeolite could be almost retained

on ion exchange by using a metal salt solution of low concentration and pH - 4.0-4.5.

Retention of zeolite structure was also observed in the case ofencapsulated complexes byXRD

analysis. The complete removal of surface complexes as observed in the SEM could be achieved

by the purification procedure employed in this study. The lower surface area and pore volume

of zeolite complexes as compared to metal exchanged zeolites suggest encapsulation of
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complexes. On the basis of magnetic moment, electronic spectra and EPR of Cu(lI) complex,

the following geometries were tentatively assigned for encapsulated complexes: octahedral for

YCo-dmg, distorted square planar for YNi-dmg and tetrahedrally distorted square planar for

YCu-dmg. However, the structure of Mn(Il) and Fe(IIl) complexes could not be ascertained

from the available data. The coordination of metal ions with dimethylglyoxime was clearly

observed in the IR spectra. The thermal stability of the complexes varies more or less in the

order YNi-dmg > YMn-dmg > YCo-dmg > YFe-dmg - YCu-dmg. TG patterns of zeolite

complexes are quite different from those of metal exchanged zeolites indicating the

encapsulation ofcomplexes.
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CHAPTER IV

STUDIES ON Y ZEOLITE ENCAPSULATED

TRANSITION METAL COMPLEXES OF

3-FORMYlSALICYLIC ACID

Abstract

Y Zeolite encapsulated Mn(Il), Fe(lII), eo (H), Ni(lI) and Cu(II) complexes

of 3-formylsalicylic acid have been synthesized and characterized. Chemical

analysis of the encapsulated complexes indicates a composition that almost

corresponds to a binuclear structure. XRD pattern, surface area and pore volume

data suggest the encapsulation of complexes without affecting the crystalline

structure of the zeolite. Magnetic moments andelectronic spectral data explain the

geometry of complexes and also hint binuclear structure as reported for free

complexes. EPR of Cu(lI) complex protndes an idea about the distortion of square

planar geometry. The coordination of metal ion with ligands in zeolite pores was

confirmed by IR spectra. Thermal stability of encapsulated complexes was studied

byTGfDTG analysis.



4. 1 INTRODUcnON

The interest in the chemistry of binuclear metal complexes is due to their ability to

model metalloenzymes containing two metal ions at their active sites I. Binuclear Cu(II)

and Ni(Il) complexes of 3-formylsalicylic acid and its Schiff bases with diamines have

been studied. Considering the analytical and spectral data, these complexes are believed

to posses a structure ( Figure IV. 1 ) involving an oxygen bridge to link the metal

ions 2. 3. Hetero-metal binuclear complexes of these ligands are also interesting as it can

simulate the properties ofenzymes like superoxide disrnutase 4 and cytochrome oxidase S

containing two types ofmetal ions.

o o

(i)

o

(ii)

Figure IV. 1

Binuclear structure ofcomplexes of3-formylsalicylic acid ( i) and its Schiffbase (ii)

Several electrochemical studies have been carried out on Cu(II) complexes of

3-formylsalicylic acid to understand the redox behaviour ofbinuclear copper proteins 6. 7.

Electrochemical studies of hetero-metal complexes of 3-formylsalicylic acid have also

beenreported. However, such studies are only a few in numbers because ofthe difficulty

in preparation and poor stability in solvents 8.
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The hetero-rnetal binuclear complexes are useful to study the interactions between

different metal atoms. Such interactions are likely to occur in catalytic materials

containing these metallic sites as reaction centers. For example, transition metal

lanthanide binuclear complex with Schiff base of 3-formylsalicylic acid has been studied

with a view to augur the role of lanthanide in mixed oxide catalysts like perovskites 9.

The complexes of 3-formylsalicylic acid are expected to mimic the catalysis of

binuclear metalloenzymes. However, better models with respect to activity and stability

can be obtained by encapsulating such complexes in zeolites 10. This has prompted us to

synthesize encapsulated complexes of 3-fonnylsalicylic acid ( fsal ) and evaluate their

catalytic activity. In this chapter, details regarding the synthesis and characterization of

Y zeolite encapsulated complexes of Mn(ll), Fe(lII), Co(ll), Ni(ll) and Cu(ll) with

3-formylsalicylic acid are presented.

ExPERIMENTAL

Materials

Details regarding the synthesis and purification of fsal are provided in Chapter Il.

Metal exchanged zeolites were also prepared according to the procedure given in

Chapter II.

Synthesis ofzeolite encapsulated fsal complexes

The general procedure employed for encapsulating metal complexes in Y zeolite is

described in Chapter H. Metal exchanged zeolite ( 3.0 g ) was treated with fsal ( 0.62 g

for YMn, 0.28 g for YFe, 0.62 g for YCo, 0.64 g for YNi and 0.60 g for YCu ) at

125°Cfor 16 hours. The ligand to metal mole ratio in the reaction mixture was around 2.

The product was soxhlet extracted with methanol. The uncomplexed metal ions and

protons released from ligand to zeolite during complexation were removed by ion

exchange. The purification procedure followed here is similar to that employed in the

case of dmg complexes ( vide page 69 ). Zeolite complexes obtained were filtered,
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washed to remove chloride ions, dried at 100 QC for 2 hours and stored in vacuum over

anhydrous calcium chloride.

4·2·3 Analytical methods

Details regarding the analytical methods and other characterization techniques are

given in Chapter II.

4. 3 REsULTS AND DISCUSSION

Zeolite Y encapsulated Mn(II), Fe(lII), Co(ll), Ni(lI) and Cu(ll) complexes with

fsal were synthesized. The characterization techniques used were chemical analysis,

XRD, surface area and pore volume, magnetic moment, electronic, FTIR and EPR

spectroscopy and TG analysis.

4·3·1 Chemical analysis

The results of chemical analysis of zeolite fsal complexes are given in Table IV. 1.

The Si/AI ratio of zeolite complexes (2.43) is same as that ofmetal exchanged zeolites

as in the case of dmg complexes ( vide page 70 ). About 40-80 % of metal initially

present in metal exchanged zeolite was found to remain in zeolite after complexation and

therest was removed during the final ion exchange with NaCI solution.

Table IV. 1

Analytical data ofencapsulated fsal complexes

%
Sample Metal %Si %AI %Na %C %H

YMn-fsal 2.08 19.76 7.79 5.66 1.96 0.14

YFe-fsal 1.30 19.82 7.82 6.23 2.16 0.09

YCo-fsal 1.26 18.63 7.38 6.21 1.99 0.17

YNi-fsal 2.30 19.89 7.88 5.30 3.46 0.15

YCu-fsal 2.71 19.43 7.69 5.42 3.60 0.15
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4.3·2

The ligand coordinated to metal can be quantified from the analytical data. The

empirical formulae of encapsulated fsal complexes are MnLo.94t FeLo.97, COLo97, NiLo.92

and CuLo88 in YMn-fsal, YFe-fsal, YCo-fsal, YNi-fsal and YCu-fsal respectively. A

ligand to metal mole ratio of 1:1 has been reported for unencapsulated complexesoffsal

and its Schiff bases 2.3. The lower mole ratio in zeolite complexes may be because of the

presenceofunexchanged metal ions in the lattice. Therefore, a binuclear structure could

be assumed for encapsulated fsal complexes on the basis of the analytical data. The

oxide anions of zeolite framework might have induced charge neutralisation in the case

of Fe(Ill) complex.

X-ray diffraction pattern

(m)

29
o

Figure IV. 2

XRD patterns of (i). YMn-fsal, (ii). YCo-fsal and (ill). YCu-fsal

40
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Figure IV. 2 shows the XRD patterns of YMn-fsal and YCo-fsal and YCu-fsal.

Crystalline patterns are similar to those shown by metal exchanged zeolites indicating

the retent ionof zeolite structure (vide page 72).

Surface area and pore volume

Table IV. 2

Surface area and pore volume data

Sample

YMn-fsal

YFe-fsal

YCo-fsal

YNi-fsal

YCu-fsal

Surface area Pore volwne

MY YM- % MY YM- %
fsal Loss fsal Loss

53 1 415 21.8 0.2961 0.2339 21.0

540 367 32.0 0.3011 0.2068 31.3

532 320 39.8 0.2966 0.1985 33.1

528 273 48.3 0.2944 0.1694 42.5

534 313 41.4 0.2978 0.1942 34.8

Mn(ll) Fe(llI) Co(1I) Ni(1I) Cu(1I)

IlID YM-fsal o Loss in surface areaonI
encapsulation

Figure IV. 3

Decrease of surface area of meta l exchanged zeolites on encapsulation
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Figure IV. 4

Decrease ofpore volwne of metal exchanged zeolites on encapsulation

Surface area and pore volwnc data are given in Table IV. 2 and are also represented

in Figure IV. 3 and IV. 4 respectively. The lower surface area and pore volume of

zeolite complexes confirm the encapsulation offsalcomplexes ( vide page 82).

Magne tic moment

Table IV. 3

Magnetic moment data

Sample

YMn.fsa]

YFe-fsal

YCo-fsal

YNi-fsal

YCu-fsal

Magnetic moment
(BM)

6.00

5.78

4.60

3.40

1.82
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Room temperature magnetic moments of fsal complexes are given in Table IV. 3.

YMn-fsal and YFe-fsal have magnetic moments of 6.0 BM and 5.78 BM respectively.

The interpretation of these values is difficult since Mn(II) and Fe(III) complexes exhibit

such moments irrespective of their coordination geometry It. Magnetic moment of

4.6 BM observed for YCo-fsal suggests tetrahedral coordination for which it usually lies

in the range 4.4-4.8 BM \2. Ni(II) octahedral complexes often exhibit magnetic moments

in the range 2.9-3.4 BM. Therefore, an octahedral symmetry can be assigned to the

encapsulated Ni(II) complex to account for its magnetic moment 3.4 BM \2. Magnetic

moment of YCu-fsal was found to be 1.82 BM. The magnetic moment values of YNi

fsal and YCu-fsal are in accord with those reported for respective unencapsulated

binuclear complexes 2, 3.

4· 3· 5. Electronic spectra

Kubelka-Munk ( KM ) factor, F(R), obtained by applying KM analysis on

reflectance data is plotted against wavelength as shown in Figure IV. 5. The electronic

transitions and their tentative assignments are given in Table IV. 4.

In the case ofhigh spin Mo(lI) or Fe(III) complex, d-d transitions are forbidden and

as a result. characteristic d-d bands are lacking in their spectra. However, the bands

observed for YFe-fsal in the visible region at 12270 ern" and 19720 cm" are assignable

to forbidden d-d transitions in high spin Fe(lII) state 13.

Co(II) ions exhibit three d-d transitions in tetrahedral fields. The transition, vi =

4Az(F) ~ 4T2(F) normally lies below 5000 cm" and therefore could not be observed

with the spectrophotometer used in the present study. The other transitions are V2 =

4A2(F) ~ 4TI(F) and V3 = 4A2(F) ~ 4T\(P), which appear as multiple absorptions in the

near infra-red and visible region respectively 13. In the case of YCo-fsal, the bands at

15390 cm" and 19880 cm" can be assigned to 4A2(F)~ 4T,(P) transition. This fine

structure in the region 15000-20000 cm", a characteristic of tetrahedral complex, arises
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Table IV. 4

Electronic spectral data

Sample Abs. Max. Tentative assignments
cm"

YMn-fsal 29590 Charge transfer transition

YFe-fsal 12270 d-d transition

19720 d-d transition

37230 Intraligand transition

YCo-fsal 15390

19880
4A2(F) -+ 4T1(F)

28090 Chargetransrertransrtmn

41490 Intraligand transition

YNi-fsal 11930 3A2g(F) -+ 3T2g(F)

15290 3A2g(F) -+ 3T1g(F}

28090 3A2g(F) -+ 3T1g(P)

38460 Intraligand transition

YCu-fsal 13510 d-d transition

26950 Charge transfer transition

38610 Intraligand transition

Note: The bands at - 6890 cm" and - 5150 cm" in the spectra ofall samples
are characteristic ofzeolite lattice and not included in this table

due to spin-orbit coupling of the T-state 14. Similar observation has been reported for

other tetrahedral complexes ofCo(II) ion 15. The magnetic moment value of4.6 BM also

suggests a tetrahedral synnnetry for YCo-dmg.

In the case of YNi-f~ the d-d transitions at 11930 ern", 15290 cm" and

28090 cm" agree with those reported for octahedral Ni(II) complexes 14. Magnetic
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moment of 3.4 BM observed for encapsulated Ni-fsal complex also hints an octahedral

symmetry. Therefore, the bands can be assigned to 3A2g(F) ~ 3T2g(F), 3A2g(F) ~

3T tg(F) and 3A2g(F) ~ 3Ttg(P) transitions of octahedral Ni(II) complex. The axial

positions in octahedral syrrunetry might have occupied by water molecules or oxide ions

of zeolite lattice. The reflectance data of YNi-fsal complex are consistent with those

reported for the binuclear simple complexes offsal or its Schiffbases which also possess

an octahedral geometry 2. 3. The close resemblance of magnetic moment and reflectance

data of YNi-fsal with those of simple Ni(II)fsal complex indicates the possibility of a

binuclear structure for the encapsulated complex.

The electronic spectrum of YCu-fsal shows a broad absorption band at 13510 cm')

due to d-d transition. This band, due to [Cu04f chromophore, lies very close to that of

free binuclear Cu-fsal complex ( 14100 cm'! ) reported in earlier studies 2. 3. This implies

that the encapsulated Cu(II) complex exhibits a binuclear structure similar to that of free

fsal complexes.

The charge transfer and intraligand transitions are responsible for the bands in the

range 26900-29600 ern" and 37200-41500 ern" respectively.

4. 3. 6 Infrared spectra

Figure IV. 6 shows the IR spectra offsalligand and its complexes encapsulated in Y

zeolite. IR bands of metal exchanged zeolite, fsal and encapsulated complexes are

presented in Table IV. 5, so that, the ligand bands which are not masked by zeolite

bands can be easily identified.

In the case of free fsal, asymmetric CO stretching vibration of carboxyl group

occurs at 1609 cm". This band is usually observed almost at the same position in the

spectra of such ligands containing -COO group !9. In encapsulated fsal complexes, this

band disappears and a new band is observed at 1540-1550 cm'. There are no bands at

this position for the free ligand or zeolite. Usually, 'tco mode ofcarboxyl groups shifts to

lower frequency by coordination. Therefore, the band observed at 1540-1550 ern" in the
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Figure IV. 6

IR spectra-(i) fsal, (ii) YMn-fsaI, (ill) YFe-fsal, (iv) YCo-fsal,

(v) YNi-fsal and (vi) YCu-fsaI
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Table IV. 5

IR spectral data ( cm" ) ofMY, fsal and zeolite complexes

MY fsal YMn-fsal YFe-fsal YCo-fsal YNi-fsal YCu-fsaI

427 420

460 460 461 461 461 457 461

491

570 538 567 567 565 567 567

617 615 608

680 695 691 687 700 687 688

750 770 758 760 756 758 774

1000 843 970 976 985 1001 999

906

956

1183

1248

1279

1350 1339 1339

1376 1385 1399 1399 1383 1397

1408 1412 1437 1417 1418

1435 1454 1456 1456 1456 1456

1476 1479 1473 1473

1541 1522 1522 1524

1541

1609 1549 1545 1558 1547 1543

1654 1668 1645 1645 1649 1649 1620

2550

2855

3197

3453 3389 3481 3453 3474 3485 3453
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spectra of encapsulated fsal complexes can be attributed to coordinated carboxylate

group. The unencapsulated binuclear complexes of fsal 2 and its Schiff bases 3 have also

showed Yco at around 1550 cm" 17. A binuclear structure could be assumed for zeolite

fsal complexes as their Yco isclose to that of binuclear unencapsulated complexes.

The band due to symmetric -COO stretching vibration is at 1406 cm" in the case of

free fsalligand. This frequency is also often lowered on coordinating the -COO group \6.

However, this shift is not clear in encapsulated fsal complexes. The band at 1277 cm" in

observed for free fsal can be assigned to the Ye-o stretching vibration of the phenolic

group. This band has been found to shift towards higher frequencies during

complexation 16. In the case ofYCu-fsal, the band at 1290 ern" could beassigned to Ycoo

of the phenolic group.

The broad band at - 3500 ern" is due to O-H stretching of the phenolic groups in

fsalligand. This band is expected to be absent in the spectra ofcomplexes as OH groups

are deprotonated for the oxygen atoms to link the metal ions. However, a band exists at

this position for encapsulated complexes as a result ofYo-H ofwater molecules present in

their lattice.

4·3·7 EPRspectra

EPR spectrwn of YCu-fsal is shown in Figure IV. 7. Table IV. 6 gives EPR

parameters and, unpaired electron density and magnetic moment calculated from EPR

data. The gll value of YCu-fsal is 2.33 indicating the possibility of a tetrahedrally

distorted square planar geometry 18. The ratio, gll/Au , is greater than that reported for

square planar geometry (105-135 cm) and less than that of flattened tetrahedral Cu(lI}

ion (150-160 cm). The 0.
2 value of 0.85 suggests an ionic environment for Cu2

+ ions.

Magnetic moment of YCu-fsal calculated from EPR data agrees with that obtained from

magnetic susceptibility measurement (1.82 BM).
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Field set: 3000G
Scan range: 2000G

~-

Figure IV.7

EPR spectrum of YCu-fsal

Table IV. 6

EPR spectral data ofYCu-fsal

EPR parameter YCu-fsal

2.33

163.32 x 10-4 cm'!

142.8 cm

2.05

31.85 x 10-4 cm'!

0.85

1.86 BM
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3·3.8 Thermal analysis

TGIDTG curves recorded for encapsulated fsal complexes are shown in Figure

IV. 8. It is generally observed that the major portion of intrazeolite water is removed in

the temperature range of 60°C to 220-250 °C. The weight loss due to the

decompositionofencapsulated complex does not appear as a distinct stage in the case of

YMn-fsal as it might have occurred simultaneously with the removal of water. In

addition, well defined TO patterns are not obtained except for YCo-fsal and YCu-fsal

(vide page 96 ). However, probable decomposition temperatures are identified in these

cases. The sample taken out after the analysis in each case was found to be pure metal

exchanged zeolite, showing that the encapsulated complex is completely decomposed.

The temperature ranges for different stages and respective percentage weight losses are

given in Table IV. 7. The thermal stability of the complexes can be approximately

graded in the order YCo-fsal- YCu-fsal > YNi-fsal > YFe-fsal> YMn-drng. TG curves

of zeolite fsal complexes are compared with those of corresponding metal exchanged

zeolite in Figure IV. 9. A difference in the pattern of curves is observed in almost all

cases. The encapsulation of metal complexes in zeolite cavities may be a reason for the

difference in the shape of TG curve ofzeolite complex as compared to metal exchanged

zeolite.

Table IV. 7

TGIDTG data

Sample
Weight loss-Stage I Weight loss-Stage 11

Temp. Peak temp. % Mass Temp. Peak temp. % Mass
range (QC) loss range (OC) loss
(QC) (QC)

YMn-drng 60-280 180 13.6

YFe-dmg 60-220 140 13.8 260-370 310 1.5

YCo-dmg 60-275 150 12.3 350-505 415 6.4

YNi-dmg 60-245 195 14.7 325-390 335 1.2

YCu-dmg 60-240 145 16.1 350-500 410 1.4
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4. 4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The analytical data indicate a binuclear structure for zeolite encapsulated fsal complexes.

The resemblence of magnetic moment and reflectance data with those reported for simple

complexes further support the binuclear structure. Crystalline structure of the zeolite support

has undergone little changes on encapsulation. The lower surface area and pore volume of

zeolite complexes as compared to zeolites indicate encapsulation of complexes. Considering

magnetic moment, electronic and EPR spectral data, Co(II), Ni(II), and Cu(II) complexes are

assumed to possess tetrahedral, octahedral and tetrahedrally distorted square planar geometry

respectively in zeolite cavities. Structural elucidation, however, has not been possible in the

case of Mn(II) and Fe(III) complexes from available data. The coordination of ligands with

metal ion was ascertained in all cases by IR spectra. TG/DTG analysis distinctly shows the

decomposition of ligands only in the case of Co(Il) and Cu(II) complexes. However, difference

in TG pattern as compared to that of metal exchanged zeolite hints at encapsulation of

complexes.
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CHAPTER V

STUDIES ON Y ZEOLITE ENCAPSULATED

TRANSITION METAL COMPLEXES OF

N, N'-ETHYLENEBIS(7-METHYLSAUCYLIDENEAMINE)

Abstract

Mn(ll), Fe(IIl), Co(Il), Ni(II) and Cu(II) complexes of N, N'-ethylenebis

(7-methylsalieylideneamine) have been synthesized in Y zeolite and characterized.

The analytical, XRD, surface area and pore volume data suggest theencapsulation

of these complexes without damaging the framework of the zeolite. Magnetic

moment, electronic spectral and EPR data provide an idea about the geometry DJ

the encapsulated complexes. IR spectra prcoide clue about the coordination oJ

metal ion with ligands in zeolite pores. Thermal stability of encapsulated

complexes wasstudiedby TG/DTG analysis.



5. 1 INTRODUcnON

The coordination chemistry of Schiff base complexes has been an important focus in

fundamental research, mainly because of the ease for designing and fabricating novel

structures for them 1-3. Schiff base complexes can provide insight into the behaviour of

metalloenzymes in biological systems by explaining the role of metallic site and its

coordination environment, through model studies. The square planar tetradentate Schiff

base complexes such as Co(salen) are known as model compounds for Vitamin Bl2 4.

Cobalt(I)salen complex has been constructed in Y zeolite as a mimic ofhemoglobin for

studying the binding and transport of molecular oxygen s. 6. In addition, zeolite

encapsulated salen complexes have been received wide attention as catalysts for several

chemical reactions 7.12.

The behaviour of encapsulated salen complexes is quite different from those of free

salen complexes due to the interactions of zeolite framework on them 13. The

encapsulated complex distorts itself to fit into the cage altering its structural, electronic

and hence catalytic properties. It is interesting to synthesize encapsulated complexes of

bulkier substituted salen like Iigands in view of increasing the distortion of the complex

in zeolite cavities and thus to obtain a modified catalytic activity. The encapsulated

complex of N,N'-ethylenebis(7-methylsalicylideneamine) (Mesalen) is an attractive

system for catalytic studies in comparison with salen complexes. In this chapter, details

regarding the synthesis and characterization of Y zeolite encapsulated Mn(II), Fe(III),

Co(II), Ni(II) and Cu(II) complexes ofMesalen are presented.

Figure V. 1

Structure ofsimple Mesalen complex
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ExPERIMENTAL

Materials

Details about the synthesis and purification of Mesalen ligand and the preparation of

metalexchanged zeolites are given in Chapter Il.

5.2. 2 Synthesis ofzeolite encapsulated Mesalen complexes

The general method used for encapsulating metal complexes in Y zeolite is explained

in Chapter 11. A mixture ofmetal exchanged zeolite ( 3.0 g) and Mesalen ligand (1.11 g

for YMn, 0.49 g for YFe, 1.09 g for YCo, 1.12 g for YNi and 1.07 g for YCu) at a

ligand to metal mole ratio of around 2 was heated at 150 GC for 16 hours in a sealed

glass ampule. The procedure employed for the purification of the product was same as

that described previously ( vide page 106 ). The zeolite complex was stored in vacuum

over anhydrous calcium chloride after drying at 100 GC for 2 hours.

5·2·3 Analytical methods

Details of the analytical methods and other characterization techniques are given in

Chapter n.

5. 3 REsULTS AND DISCUSSION

Zeolite encapsulated Mesalen complexes ofMn(II), Fe(III), Co(II), Ni(II) and Cu(Il)

ions were synthesized and characterized using techniques like chemical analysis, XRD,

surface area and pore volume, magnetic moment, electronic spectra, FTIR, EPR and TO

analysis.

5.3.1 Chemical analysis

The analytical data ofzeolite encapsulated Mesalen complexes are given in Table

V. 1. The Si/AI ratio of these zeolite complexes was found to be 2.43 as in the case of
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metal exchanged zeolites ( vide page 70 ). The empirical formulae of encapsulated

Mesalen complexes are MnLoSh FeLo93. COLo.S9. NiLo82 and CuLo.87 in YMn-Mesalen,

YFe-Mesalen, YCo-Mesalen, YNi-Mesalen and YCu-Mesalen respectively. The ligand

to metal mole ratio has been found to be 1 in free complexes of salen and salen like

ligands 14, IS. But, this mole ratio is slightly less than 1 in the case of encapsulated

complexes indicating the presence of minute amount of uncomplexed metal ions in the

lattice. The charge neutralization in the case of Fe(III) complex might have occurred by

combining with negatively charged oxide ions of the zeolite lattice.

Table V. 1

Analytical data ofMesalen complexes

%
%Si %Al %Na %C %H %NSample Metal

YMn-Mesalen 2.50 18.46 7.28 5.32 8.36 0.71 1.09

YFe-Mesalen 1.10 19.32 7.65 6.52 3.96 0.33 0.51

YCo-Mesalen 1.85 19.45 7.67 6.82 6.03 0.51 0.78

YNi-Mesalen 2.78 19.40 7.68 5.25 8.39 0.71 1.09

YCu-Mesalen 1.61 19.43 7.67 6.30 4.76 0.40 0.62

5·3·2 X-ray diffraction pattern

XRD patterns of YFe-Mesalen, YNi-Mesalen and YCu-Mesalen are given in Figure

V. 2. Zeolite framework structure was found to remain unaffected during the synthesis

of Mesalen complexes as indicated by similar XRD patterns of metal exchanged zeolites

and corresponding zeolite complexes.
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Figure V. 2

XRD patterns of (i). YFe-Mesalen, (ii). YNi-Mesalen and (ill). YCu-Mesalen

5·3· 3 Surface area and pore volume

Surface area and pore volume data are given in Table V. 2. Surface area and pore

volurne of metal exchanged zeolite was found to be lowered on encapsulation indicating

the formation of complexes in zeolite pores. The lowering of these values on

encapsulation is represented in Figure V. 3 and V. 4 as bar charts.
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Table V. 2

Surface area and PJrcvolwnedata

Sample Surface area Pore volwne
( m' /g) (mIIg )

MY ¥M- % MY ¥M- %
Mesalen Loss Mesalen Loss

YMn-Mesalen 53 1 38g 26.9 0.296 1 0.2457 17.0

Yfe-Mesalen 540 372 3 1.1 0.3011 0.2388 20.7

YCo-Mesalen 532 269 49.4 0.2966 0.1669 43.7

YNi-Mesa1en 528 260 50.8 0.2944 0.1713 41.8

YCu-Mesalen 534 389 27.2 0.2978 0.2403 19.3

o

Mn(ll) Fe(Ul) Co(ll) Cu(ll)

ImYM-MesaJen o Loss in surface areaof MY onl
encapsulation

Figure V. 3

Decrease of surface area of metal exchanged zeolites on encapsulation
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Figure V. 4

Decrease ofpore volume of metal exchanged zeolites on encapsulation

5·3· 4 Magnetic moment

Table V. 3

Magnetic moment data

Sample Magnetic moment
(BM)

YMn-Mesalen 6.12

YFe-Mesalen 5.87

YCo-Mesalen 4.93

YNi-Mesalen 3.21

YCu-Mesalen 1.80

Room temperature magnetic moments of Mesalen complexes are given In

Table V. 3. Magnetic moment value of 6.12 BM for YMn-Mesalen or 5.87 BM for

YFe-Mesalen is close to that often observed for high spin Mn(Il) or Fe(III) complexes
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irrespective of the coordination geometry. Magnetic moment of YCo-Mesalen, 4.93

BM, agrees with that of octahedral Co(Il) complexes which is in the range

4.8-5.2 BM 16. YNi-Mesalen has exhibited a magnetic moment of3.21 BM indicating an

octahedral symmetry for the encapsulated complex 16. Magnetic moment of 1.85 BM

was observed for YCu-Mesalen,

5. 3· 5 Electronic spectra

Optical reflectance data were analysed by Kubelka-Munk ( KM) method. The plot

of KM factor, F(R), obtained from reflectance data against wavelength is shown in

Figure V. 5. The electronic transitions and their tentative assignments are given in Table

V.4.

Table V. 4

Electronic spectral data

Sample

YFe-Mesalen

YCo-Mesalen

YNi-Mesalen

YCu-Mesalen

Abs. Max.
(cm· l

)

26110

12410

28820

40000

13330

25450

31750

13410

16080

26740

39220

12480

32260

Tentative assignments

Charge transfer transition

d-d transition

Charge transfer transition

Intraligand transition

d-d transition

Charge transfer transition

Intraligand transition

3A2JF)~ J.y'2JF)

3A2JF)~ J.y'1.F)

3A2JF)~ J.y'IJP)

Intraligand transition

d-d transition

Intraligand transition

Note: The bands at - 6890 cm'} and - 5150 cm" in the spectra ofall samples
are characteristic ofzeolite lattice and not included in this table
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In the case of YMn-Mesalen, the broad charge transfer band at 26110 cm' extends

to the visible region with a maximum at 13740 cm". YFe-Mesalen exhibits spin

forbidden d-d band at 12410 cm". YCo-Mesalen shows a very broad band in the UV

region tailing to visible region with a maximum at 13330 cm" which could be considered

as a d-d band.

In the case of YNi-Mesalen, d-d bands are masked by a very broad absorption with

peak maxima at 1341Ocm", 16080 cm" and 26740 cm". Unambiguous interpretation of

the data is difficult in this case. However, the magnetic moment value of3.21 BM hint at

an octahedral coordination for the Ni(II) complex 17. Asswning an octahedral symmetry,

the bands observed can be attributed to the following transitions: 3A2g{F) ~ 3T2g(F),

3A2g(F) ~ 3T
'g(F)

and 3A2g{F) ~ 3T!g(P). The axial positions in the octahedral symmetry

might have occupied by either water molecules or oxide ions of zeolite lattice The

electronic spectrum ofYCu-Mesalen shows a d-d band at 12480 cm".

5.3·6 Infrared spectra

IR spectra of Mesalen and zeolite encapsulated Mesalen complexes are shown in

Figure V. 6. IR spectral bands of MY, Mesalen ligand and encapsulated metal

complexes are presented in Table V. 5.

In the spectra of free Mesalen ligand, C=N stretching frequency is observed at

1611 cm". This band has been shifted to 1600 ern" in unencapsulated Mesalen

complexes 18. Similar lowering of 'YC"'N is expected in encapsulated complexes also. But,

the new band is not observed in the spectra of zeolite complexes as it might have

masked by ~"()'H band of water molecules in zeolite lattice. The 'YO-H band at 3055 ern"

in the ligand is expected to disappear in complexes as deprotonation occurs prior to the

coordination of phenolic oxygens. This change could not be distinguished due to the

presence of 'YO-H of water molecules almost at same position in the spectra. In the spectra

of free ligand, there are bands at 1294 cm' for 'Yc-o of phenolic group and at 1163 cm"

for 'YC-N. These bands are not observed in the case of zeolite complexes as they might
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Figure V. 6

IR spectra-(i) Mesalen, (ii) Ylvln-Mesalen, (iii) Yf'e-Mesalen,

(iv) YCo-Mesalen.(v) YNi-Mesalen and (vi) YCu-Mesalen
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Table V. 5

IR spectraldata ( ern" ) of'Mr", Mesalen and zeolite complexes

MY Mesalen YMn- YFe- YCo- YNi- YCu-
Mesalen Mesalen Mesalen Mesalen Mesalen

460 465 461 465 457 459

505

570 567 567 565 565 565

680 650 685 687 689 700 688

750 758 758 758 756 758 756

1000 837 997 996 998 997 1001

949

1026

1067

1130

1163

1242

1294

1367 1385 1385 1397 1385 1385

1447 1455 1442 1455

1470 1480

1508 1543 1520 1517 1520 1525

1576 1549 1545 1545 1548

1562 1555

1650 1611 1651 1650 1642 1650 1650

1812 1719 1nl 1719 1719

2899 2885 2874 2872 2871

2910 2918 2920 2928 2925

3453 3056 3480 3445 3505 3450 3485
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have masked by the broad zeolite band at around 1000 ern". However, the bands due to

C-C stretching vibrations of benzene rings are visible at 1500-1600 cm" in the spectra of

all zeolite complexes. Since there are no zeolite bands at this position, 'te-e of benzene

rings indicates encapsulation ofcomplexes.

5·3· 7 EPRspectra

Table V. 6

EPR spectral data

EPR parameter YCu-Mesalen
(BM)

gll 2.31

At! 139.4 x 10-4 cm"

gll/AtI 165.7 cm

&J. 2.01

A~ 47.2 x 10-4 cm"

a 2 0.74

Jleff 1.83 BM

EPR spectrum of YCu-Mesalen is shown in Figure V. 7 and the EPR parameters,

unpaired electron density and magnetic moment are given in Table V. 6. A high gll value

of2.31 is seen for encapsulated Cu-Mesalen complex as a result oftetrahedral distortion

of square planar complexes. The ratio, gll fAtI is 165.7 showing a high degree of

distortion. A flattened tetrahedral structure is reported for gll IAtl values of around 150

160 cm. Metal complexes of salen and salen like ligands have been reported to exhibit

square planar complexes 15. The observed distortion in YCu-Mesalen may be

considered as a consequence of the interactions of zeolite framework on encapsulated

complex. The steric effects of methyl groups at the a position may cause a high degree

of distortion for encapsulated Cu-Mesalen complex. The a 2 value of YCu-Mesalen is

found to be 0.74 indicating an ionic environment for CU2~ ions.
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Figure V. 7

EPR spectrum ofYCu-Mesalen

Jleff of YCu-Mesalen, 1.83 BM, agrees with the value obtained from room temperature

magnetic susceptibility measurement ( 1.8 BM ).

5·3·8 Thermal analysis

TGIDTG curves recorded for zeolite Mesalen complexes are shown in Figure IV. 8.

The weight loss observed in the temperature range of 60 °c to 220-250 "C is due to

deaquation ofthe samples. The weight loss due to the expulsion of ligand moisties is not

clearly visible in the patterns ( vide page 96 ). The single stage observed in the caseof

YMn-fsal may be due to simultaneous removal of water and decomposition of the

complex. However, the probable temperatures ofdecomposition were identified in other

cases ( Table V. 7 ) for qualitatively evaluating the thermal stability of zeolite

complexes. The thermal stability of encapsulated complexes was found to vary

approximately in the order of metal ions as Ni(II) > Co(II) > Cu(II) > Fe(III) > Mn(II).
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The residue obtained after the analysis was analysed for IR spectra to ensure the

complete decomposition ofthe encapsulated complex.

Table V. 7

TG/DTGdata

Sample Weight loss-Stage I Weight loss-Stage 11

Temp. Peak temp. % Mass Temp. Peak temp. % Mass
range (OC) loss range (OC) loss
(OC) (OC)

YMn-Mesalen 60-310 200 18.4

YFe-Mesalen 60-220 140 11.6 260-370 310 3.0

YCo-Mesalen 110-275 180 10.2 345-480 360 3.9

YNi-Mesalen 100-260 160 9.2 360-450 390 1.4

YCu-Mesalen 80-280 160 16.0 340-390 350 1.0

TG curves of Mesalen complexes are compared with those of corresponding metal

exchanged zeolites in Figure V. 9. The difference in the pattern of curves implies the

presence ofmetal complexes in zeolite cavities.
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5. 4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The analytical data indicate the formation of monomeric complexes of Mesalen in zeolite

cavities. The Si/AI ratio and XRD patterns show that the crystalline structure of zeolites has

remained intact during encapsulation. The lower surface area and pore volume of zeolite

complexes as compared to zeolites is an evidence for the encapsulation of complexes. The

geometries assumed for the encapsulated complexes on the basis of magnetic moment,

electronic and EPR data are octahedral for both Co(ll) and Ni(lI) complexes and tetrahedrally

distorted square planar for Cu(II) complex. However, the interpretation of these data is

difficult in the case of Mn(II) and Fe(Ill) complexes. EPR data also suggest a high degree of

distortion in the encapsulated Cum) complex. IR spectra also indicate the encapsulation of

complexes. From TG/DTG data, the complexes can be graded with respect to thermal stability

in the order of metal ions as Ni(lI) > Co(ll) > Cu(II) > Fe(IIl) > Mn(lI). The distinctly

different TG patterns of zeolite complexes as compared to those of corresponding metal

exchanged zeolites is because of the decomposition of encapsulated complexes, which can be

considered asan evidence for encapsulation.
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CHAPTER VI

SlUDIES ON Y ZEOLITE ENCAPSULATED

TRANSmON METAL COMPLEXES OF

N, N'-ETHYLENEBIS(S,6-BENZOSALICYLIDENEAMINE)

Abstract

Y Zeolite encapsulated Mn(II), Fe(Ill), Ni(Il) and Cu(Il) complexes of N,N'

ethylenebis(5,6-benzosalieylideneamine) have been synthesized and characterized.

The analytical, XRD, surface area and pore volume data prooide evidence for the

formation of complexes in the zeolite cavities and the retention of zeolite

crystallinity. Magnetic moments, electronic spectral data and EPR of Cu(lI)

complex enable the assignment of geometry of the encapsulated complexes. IR

spectra indicate the coordination in encapsulated complexes. TG/DTG analysis

has been carried out to study the thermal stability ofencapsulated complexes.



6.1 INTRODUcnON

Zeolite encapsulated salen complex is considered to be an efficient catalyst for a

variety of hydrogenation and dehydrogenation reactions 1-3. There have been attempts to

improve the catalytic activity and selectivity of intrazeolite salen complex 4. The

performance of such systems in chemical reactions depends, to a large extent, on the

stereochemical arrangement of the encapsulated complex s. Therefore, one approach for

improving the catalytic activity of zeolite complexes would be to fulfil the steric

requirements for the desired chemicalreaction.

The use of bulky salen like ligands may result in a different stereochemistry for the

encapsulated complex and would make it more strained in zeolite cavities. It is

interesting to investigate the effect of such substituted salen ligands on catalytic activity

of zeolite complexes. With this interest, the synthesis and characterisation of Y zeolite

encapsulated complexes of methyl substituted salen ligand have been undertaken in the

previous chapter. N,N'-ethylenebis(5,6-benzosalicylideneamine) (Benzosalen) is also

likely to form an intrazeolite structure entirely different from that of encapsulated salen

complex which might work as a more efficient catalyst. We have synthesized and

characterized Y zeolite encapsulated Mn(II), Fe(III), Ni(II) and Cu(II) complexes with

Benzosalen ligand. These studies are presented in this chapter.

i>
rzx; N N:-=-,',

; ",/ \,
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Figure VI. 1

Structure of simple Benzosalen complex
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6.2

6.2.1

ExPERIMENTAL

Materials

Details regarding the synthesis of Benzosalen ligand and metal exchanged zeolite

supports are given in Chapter H.

6.2.2 Synthesis ofzeolite encapsulated Benzosalen complexes

The general method used for synthesising zeolite encapsulated complexes is given in

Chapter H. A mixture of metal exchanged zeolite ( 3.0 g ) and Benzosalen ligand ( 0.69

g for YMn, 0.31 g for YFe, 0.68 g for YCo, 0.70 g for YNi and 0.67 g for yeu ) with

ligand to metal mole ratio of around 2 was heated at 225°C for 16 hours. The product

was soxhlet-extracted with chloroform and then ion-exchanged using sodium chloride

solution as explained previously (vide page 70 ). The zeolite complex obtained was

filtered, washed free of chloride ions, dried at 100°C for 2 hours and stored in vacuum

over anhydrous calcium chloride.

6.2.3 Analytical methods

Details regarding the analytical methods and other characterization techniques are

given in Chapter II.

6. 3 REsULTS AND DISCUSSION

Zeolite encapsulated Benzosalen complexes of Mn(H), Fe(III), Ni(II) and Cu(II)

ions were synthesised. Our attempts to synthesize YCo-Benzosalen were unsuccessful.

The red mass formed on heating a mixture of CoY and Benzosalen at 225°C was seen

to have been leached out from the zeolite, while soxhlet-extracting with chloroform.

Probably, the larger hydrated Co(Il) complexes which are likely to present in CoY might

have prevented the entry of bulky Benzosalen ligand.
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The various characterisation techniques used in this study were chemical analysis,

XRD, surface area and pore volume, magnetic moment, electronic, FTIR and EPR

spectroscopy and TG analysis.

6.3.1 Chemical analysis

The analytical data of zeolite encapsulated Benzosalen complexes are presented in

Table VI. 1. The data reveal that Si/AI ratio ofmetal exchanged zeolites (2.43) remains

unchanged in zeolite complexes indicating the capability ofzeolite structure to withstand

encapsulation conditions.

Table VI. 1

Analytical data ofBenzosalen complexes

Sample
%

%Si %AI %Na %C %H %N
Metal

YMn-Benzosalen 2.62 18.40 7.28 5.21 11.40 0.72 1.11

YFe-Benzosalen 1.39 18.70 7.37 6.30 6.81 0.43 0.67

YNi-Benzosalen 1.41 18.70 7.41 6.29 6.37 0.40 0.62

YCu-Benzosalen 2.49 18.28 7.22 5.40 9.25 0.58 0.90

The empirical formulae of encapsulated Benzosalen complexes are MnLO.83, FeLo.95,

NiLo 92 and CuL0 82 in YMn-Benzosalen, YFe-Benzosalen, YNi-Benzosalen and YCu

Benzosalen respectively. Ligand to metal mole ratio of I is expected in free complexes

of Benzosalen 6. The lower fraction of ligand in zeolite complexes could be attributed to

the presence of traces of free metal ions in the lattice. The complexes may be expected

to form monomeric species as there is no room for dimerisation in cavities. In the case.
of Fe(lII) complex, the charge neutralization might have occurred by combining with

negatively charged oxide ions of the zeolite structure.

6.3.2 X-ray diffraction pattern

XRD patterns of YMn-Benzosalen, YFe-Benzosalen and YCu-Benzosalen are

given in Figure VI. 2. These patterns are very much identical to those of metal
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exchanged zeolites which implies that the framework structure remains uncoUapsed

during the synthesis.
r-----.-.- -

)J~LJJLj
(i)

Figure VI. 2

XRD patterns of i . YMn-Benzosalen, 'ii . YFe-Benzosalen and iij. YCu-Benzosalen

6.3.3 Surface area and pore volume

Surface area and pore volume data are given in Table VI. 2. These values are lower

than those of the corresponding metal zeolites due to the encapsulation of complexes in

the pores. The lowering of surface area and pore volume is shown graphically in Figure

VI. 3 and VI. 4 respectively.
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Table VI. 2

Surface area and pore volume data

Surface area Pore volume
( m'{g ) ( mIIg )

Sample YM - % MY YM- %
MY Benzo- Loss Benzo- Loss

salen salen

YMn-Benzosalen 531 332 37.5 0.2961 0.2060 30.4

YFe-Benzosalen 540 341 36.9 0.3011 0.2 160 28.3

YNi-Benzosalen 528 412 22.0 0.2944 0.2575 12.5

YCu-Benzosalen 534 282 47.2 0.2978 0.1869 37.2

Mn(ll) Fe(lll) Ni(ll) Cu(ll)

IIlI YM-Benzosalen o Loss in surface area of MYon
encapsulation

Figure VI. 3

Decrease of surface area of metal exchanged zeolites on encapsulation
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Figure VI. 4

Decrease of pore vol ume of meta l exchanged zeo lites on enca psulat ion

Magnetic moment

Table VI. 3

Magnetic moment data

Sample

YMn-B enzosalen

YFe-Be nzosalen

YN i-Benzosalen

YCu-Benzosalen

Magnet ic mo ment
( BM)

5.90

5.81

2.92

1.80

Room temperatu re magnetic mome nts of Benzosalen complexes are given in Table

VI. 3. Magnet ic moments of 5.90 BM and 5.81 BM are observed for encapsulated

Mn(H) and Fe(lII) co mplexes respect ively. These complexes can exhibit such values

irrespective of the coordination environment~ . Ni(ll) octahedral co mplexes usually show
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magnetic moments in the range 2.9-3.3 BM 7
• A magnetic moment of2.92 BM observed

for YNi-Benzosalen could therefore be attributed to an octahedral symmetry. YCu

Benzosalen complex exhibits a magnetic moment of 1.80 BM which might be due to a

tetrahedrally distorted square planar structure 7.

6·3·5 Electronic spectra

Kubelka-Munk ( KM ) analysis was performed on the reflectance data and KM

factor, F(R), is plotted against wavelength as shown in Figure VI. 5. The electronic

transitions and their tentative assignments are given in Table VI. 4.

Table VI. 4

Electronic spectral data

Sample Abs. Max. Tentative assignments
( cm' )

YMn-Benzosalen 25190 Charge transfer transition

33220 Intraligand transition

YFe-Benzosalen 25190 Charge transfer transition

33220 Intraligand transition

YNi-Benzosalen 12410 3A2g(F) ~ 31[2g(li)

18080 3A2g{1i) ~ 3T19(1i)

23310 3A2g(li) ~ 3Ttg{P)

27400 Charge transfer transition

40000 Intraligand transition

YCu-Benzosalen 12480 d-d transition

33780 Intraligand transition

Note: The bands at - 6890 cm" and - 5150 cm" in the spectra ofall samples
are characteristic ofzeolite lattice and not included in this table
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The d-d transitions are not observed in the case of encapsulated Mn(II) or Fe(III)

complexes as they are spin forbidden. The spectrum of YNi-Benzosalen shows d-d

bands at 12410 cm", 18080 cm' and 23310 ern". These absorption bands agree with

those reported for octahedral complexes of Ni(II) ion 9. Therefore these bands could be

attributed to 3A2g(F) ~ 3T2g(F), 3A2g(F) ~ 3T l g(F) and 3A2g(F) ~ 3T, g(P) transitions in

octahedral Ni(II) complex. The magnetic moment value of 2.92 BM observed for

encapsulated Ni(II) complex also suggests an octahedral symmetry. The water

molecules in zeolite lattice or oxide ions of the framework are likely to involve in the

octahedral symmetry ofNi(II) ion. YCu-Benzosalen shows d-d band at 12480 cm",

6·3.6 FflR spectra

IR spectra of Benzosalen and zeolite encapsulated complexes of Benzosalen are

shown in Figure VI. 6. IR spectral bands of MY, Benzosalen ligand and zeolite

complexes are listed in Table VI. 5.

The band at 1640 ern" in the spectrum of free ligand is due to the stretching

vibration of C=N group. Usually, YC=N shifts to lower frequency upon coordination 10.

This shift in frequency could not be clearly seen in the spectra of zeolite complexes as

this band is masked by OH-0-H band of water molecules in zeolite. The participation of

phenolic oxygen atoms in coordination could not be distinguished due to the presence of

a broad YO-H band ofwater molecules at 3000-3500 cm'.

In the spectra of the free ligand, the bands at 1140 ern" and 1295 cm" can be

attributed to YC-N and Yc-o vibrations respectively. These bands are not visible in the

spectra of encapsulated Benzosalen complexes as they are obscured by the broad zeolite

band at around 1000 cm".

The bands observed for all zeolite complexes in the range 1500-1600 cm" are due

to C-C stretching vibrations in benzene rings of the ligand. There are no zeolite bands

present in the spectra at this position. Therefore, the aromatic bands in the spectra of
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Figure VI. 6

IR spectra-(i) Benzosalen, (ii) Ylvln-Benzosalen, (iii) Yfe-Benzosalen.

(iv) YCo-Benzosalen,(v) YNi-Benzosalen and (vi) YCu-Benzosalen
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zeolite complexes confirms encapsulation. However, the coordination in encapsulated

complexes could not be explained using IR spectra due to interferences of zeolite bands.

Table VI. 5

IR spectral data ( cm'") ofMY, Benzosalen and zeolite complexes

MY Benzosalen YMn- YFe- YNi- YCu-
Benzosalen Benzosalen Benzosalen Benzosalen

460 459 466 460 459 459

570 599 575 564 565 565

648 613 612 615

680 680 680 700 680

750 751 759 752 730 754

775

1000 831 1006 1000 1007 lOOS

1055

1100

1140

1200

1295

1351 1340

1383 1403 1380 1383 1385

1438 1435 1455

1480

1500 1500

1522 1520 1520 1525

1550 1545 1545 1550

1576 1586

1650 1640 1639 1645 1648 1647

1750

3039 3445 3475 3570 3480
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6.3·7 EPRspectra

Figure VI. 7 shows the EPR spectrum of zeolite encapsulated Cu-Benzosalen

complex. The EPR parameters, unpaired electron density and magnetic moment are

given in Table VI. 6.

Table VI. 6

EPR spectral data

EPR parameter YCu-Benzosalen

gll 2.33

A,I 151.9 x 10-4 ern"

gll/~1 153.4 cm

g.l 2.02

A.l 45.2 x 10-4 cm"

a? 0.80

Jleff 1.84 BM

Figure VI. 7

EPR spectrum ofYCu-Benzosalen

{\
Field set: 3000G
Scan range: 2000G
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The g" value, 2.33, corresponds to tetrahedrally distorted square planar complex 11.

The ratio of gll to All is 153.4 cm for YCu-Benzosalen. This value has been reported to

be in the range 150-160 cm for flattened tetrahedral structure of Cu(II) complexes Il.

Magnetic moment of 1.84 BM obtained from EPR parameters also hint tetrahedrally

distorted square planar geometry 7. The 0.
2 value of 0.80 indicates ionic environment for

Cu2
+ ions ofencapsulated complex.

6.3.8 Thennal analysis

TGIDTG curves of zeolite encapsulated Benzosalen complexes are shown in

Figure VI. 8. The removal of free moisture from zeolite samples was seen as the first

stage in TG curves. The decomposition of encapsulated complexes is clearly visible as

another stage in the case of Fe(III) and Cu(II) complexes. However, this weight loss is

not well defined in other cases. The complete decomposition of encapsulated complexes

was confirmed by analysing the residue obtained after the run for IR spectrum. The TG

data is tabulated in Table VI. 7. The thermal stability of the complexes was found to

vary in the order ofmetal ions as Mn(II) > fe(III) > Cu(II) > Ni(II).

Table VI. 7

TGIDTG data

Sample

YMn-Benzosalen

YFe-Benzosalen

YNi-Benzosalen

YCu-Benzosalen

Weight loss-Stage I Weight loss-Stage II

Temp. Peak % Mass Temp. Peak % Mass
range temp. loss range temp. loss
(QC) (QC) (QC) (QC)

60-275 170 13.4 450-520 505 2.4

60-250 150 6.3 320-510 440 9.9

60-310 170 19.8

70-250 155 12.7 350-475 430 3.7

TG curves of Benzosalen complexes are compared with those of corresponding metal

exchanged zeolites in Figure VI. 9. The difference in the pattern of the curves could be

taken as a clue for the encapsulation of Benzosalen complexes in zeolite cavities.
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6. 4 SUMMARYAND CONCLUSION

Chemical analysis reveals the formation of monomeric complexes of Mn(Il), Fe(Ill), Ni(II) and

Cu(lI) with Benzosalen in the zeolite cavities. The lowering of surface area and pore volume of

metal exchanged zeolites on encapsulation strongly support the occupancy of zeolite pores with

metal complexes. Zeolite crystalline structure was found to remain unchanged on

encapsulation as shown by XRD patterns. The encapsulated complexes of Ni(ll) and Cu(ll)

ions are found to exhibit octahedral and tetrahedrally distorted square planar symmetry

respectively. IR spectra also suggest the encapsulation of complexes. TGjDTG analysis ranks

the complexes with respect to thermal stability in the order of metal ionsas Mn(lI) > Fe(lll) >

Cu(II) > Ni(1I). The encapsulation of complexes accounts for the difference in the TG patterns

ofmetal exchanged zeolites and zeolite complexes.
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CHAPTER VII

CATALYfIC STUDIES ON

ZEOLITE ENCAPSUlATED COMPLEXES

Abstract

The catalytic activity of zeolite encapsulated complexes for hydrogen peroxide

decomposition and the oxidation of benzyl alcohol or ethylbenzene with hydrogen

peroxide has been investigated. The activity for the aerobic oxidation of organic

substrates has also been studied. Zeolite complexes are suitable for the partial

oxidation of organic compounds. Cu(II) complexes, especially that with 3formyl

salicylic acid have exhibited maximum activity. The recycling ability of this

zeolite complex has also been tested. The poison resistance of the zeolite

complexes has also been investigated. The encapsulated complexes of substituted

salen ligands were evaluated for activity and poison resistance in comparison

with that of salen. The bulkier salen like ligands reduce activity, but exhibitgood

poison resistance



7. 1 INTRODUcnON

Zeolite encapsulated complexes are known to exhibit catalytic behaviour similar to

the corresponding homogeneous complex catalysts. The reactivity of such systems is

considered to be bio-mimetic due to their structural similarity with natural enzymes. The

special interest on these catalytic materials is due to their ability to posses the

advantages of both homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysis. Of late, intensive

research efforts have been initiated to investigate the utility of zeolite complexes as

catalysts for oxidation reactions 1-4. The efficiency of such systems depends, to a large

extent, on the structural and electronic properties ofencapsulated complexes. Therefore,

the design and synthesis of novel zeolite complexes with improved characteristics and

evaluation their catalytic activity are the main tasks in this area of investigation.

In this study, the following reactions were carried out on zeolite encapsulated

complexes:

a) Decomposition ofhydrogen peroxide

b) Oxidation of benzyl alcohol

c) Oxidation of ethylbenzene

d) Oxidation of4-methoxybenzaldehyde

a) Decomposition ofhydrogen peroxide

The catalytic decomposition of hydrogen peroxide has found wide application in the

oxidation of organic substrates 5. This process has attracted considerable attention in the

development of an oxygen electrode for electrochemical fuel cells 6. This reaction is also

a convenient alternative to the electrolysis of water for the production of oxygen 7.

Furthermore, this reaction has been employed as a convenient and reliable test for the

determination ofcatalytic activity 8.

The decomposition of hydrogen peroxide has been studied homogeneously using

transition metal ions and their complexes as catalysts 9. Transition metal oxide or noble

metal catalysts have been used for carrying out this reaction heterogeneously 10
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Supported transition metal complexes have also received wide attention as catalysts for

this application 8. 11. Zeolite encapsulated metal complexes are expected to be active for

the decomposition ofhydrogen peroxide.

b) Oxidation ofbentJl/ alcohoVethy/ benzene

The complete oxidation oforganic substrates over various catalysts has been studied

at length, e~pecially with respect to pollution control. However, studies on catalytic

partial oxidation of hydrocarbons and oxygenated compounds are relatively scanty. But,

the partial oxidation is an attractive method for the production of aldehydes and ketones

from primary and secondary alcohols respectively. The production benzaldehyde from

benzyl alcohol over perovskite catalysts is an excellent example for such partial

oxidation 12. Catalytic oxidative dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene to acetophenone is

also important in fine chemical industry 13. This reaction could be taken as a model for

the oxyfunctionalisation ofhydrocarbons in catalytic studies.

c) Oxidation of4-methoxybenzaldehyde

The Baeyer-Villiger oxidation or Dakin reaction for the synthesis of phenols from

aldehydes using peracids or hydrogen peroxide is an important reaction in organic

chemistry 14. Methyltrioxorhenium ( MTOR ) has been reported to be an effective

homogeneous catalyst for this oxidation with hydrogen peroxide 15. A variety ofphenols

have been synthesized using this catalyst. However, the operational difficulty of this

homogeneous catalyst was the major problem encountered in MTOR based process.

Zeolite encapsulated transition metal complexes are generally considered to avoid

operational inconvenience associated with homogeneous catalysis. It was therefore

thought interesting to study the catalytic activity of zeolite complexes for the Baeyer

Villiger oxidation of4-methoxybenzaldehyde.

In this study, zeolite encapsulated Mn(II) , Fe(III), Co(II), Ni(II) and Cu(lI)

complexes of dmg, fsal, Mesalen and Benzosalen were screened with respect to the
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efficiency for H202 decomposition and oxidation of benzyl alcohol or ethylbenzene.

H202 and molecular oxygen are the oxidants used in this study. These oxidants are

expected to be very effective due to their high mobility in zeolite cavities. The effect of

oxidantlsubstrate mole ratio and reaction temperature on activity was studied. The

recycling ability and the poison resistance properties of the catalysts were evaluated. The

effect of using substituted ligands instead of salen in zeolite systems was investigated.

The suitability of zeolite complex as catalyst for the oxidation of

4-methoxybenzaldehyde was studied using the most promising catalyst. The details of

these studies are presented in this chapter.

ExPERIMENTAL

7·2.1 Materials

Zeolite encapsulated complexes of dmg, fsal, Mesalen and Benzosalen were used for

catalytic studies. The various reagents used for the experiments are mentioned in

Chapter n.

7. 2. 2 Determination of Catalytic activity

a) Decompositionofhydrogenperoxide

The experimental set up used for the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide is shown

in Figure VII. 1. The decomposition efficiency was evaluated by monitoring the volume

of oxygen evolved using a gas burette attached to the reaction flask. The procedure of

this test is as follows:

Hydrogen peroxide solution ( 30 m1, 10 % H202 (wt/v) ) was taken in a reaction

flask of 100 ml capacity containing a magnetic paddle for stirring. A plastic float

containing catalyst sample ( 50 mg ) was placed over the solution in the reaction flask.
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Figure VII. 1

Experimental set up for the decomposition ofhydrogen peroxide

Gas burette was filled with - 20 % NaCI solution acidified with dil. HCI and coloured

using methyl orange. The solution levels in both arms of gas burette were equalized at I

zero I before connecting to reaction flask. The three-way valve connecting reaction flask

and gas burette can be adjusted to maintain atmospheric pressure in the system before

starting the reaction. The catalyst was dispersed in the H20 2 solution by magnetic

stirring. As the reaction proceeds, oxygen liberated was collected in the right arm ofgas

burette. The volume of oxygen liberated was noted after equalizing the solution levels in

both arms at intervals of 5 minutes. The experiment was continued until 10 ml ( total

capacity ofgas burette) ofoxygen was liberated or for 90 minutes.

b) Oxidation ofbenzyl alcohol/ethylbenzene

The experimental set up used for performing oxidation reactions is shown in Figure

VII. 2. An oil bath with a temperature controller was used for maintaining the reaction

temperature with an accuracy of± 2 GC.
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A Oimmersw
B Temperature controller
C Magnetc stirrer with oilbath
D Thermocouple
E Heating element
F Reaction flask

A

Figure VII. 2

Experimental set upfor oxidation reaction

The procedure of the experiment is as follows: The catalyst sample ( SO mg ) was

taken in the reaction flask containing a magnet ic paddle. It was inunersed in the oil bath

whose temperature was previously adjusted to that specified for the test . The required

amount of the substrate, benzyl alcohol or ethylbenzene and benzene ( 10 ml } was taken

in the reaction flask. Hydrogen peroxide required for keeping the specified

oxidantlsubstrate mole ratio was also added. The reaction mixture was stirred

magnetically for 8 hours. After the experiment, the flask was coo led and the organic

layer was separated. The aqueous layer was extracted several times withdiethyl ether to

collect the traces of substrate and product, dissolved in the aqueous solution. After

evaporating ether, this extract was mixed with the organic layer collected previously.

The product and unreacted substrate were analysed using gas chromatograph.

Molecular oxygen was also used as oxidant. A flow of dry air at 10 mVminutc was

scrubbed in the substrate-solvent mixtwe in the reaction flask under atmospheric
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pressure. Tertiary butyl hydrogen peroxide ( 0.25 ml) was added as an initiator for the

reaction.

The reaction conditions specific to each test are given along with the results in

section 7. 3. The oxidation activity of the catalyst was represented as the percentage

conversion ofthe substrate.

c) Oxidation of4-methoxybenzaldehyde

The experimental set up shown in Figure VII. 2 was used for the oxidation of

4-methoxybenzaldehyde. The procedure of the experiment is as follows:

4-methoxybenzaldehyde ( 1.57 g, 11.5 mmol ) was mixed with hydrogen peroxide

( 30 % H20 2 (wt/v); 3.3 m1 ) and 10 m1 methanol in the reaction flask. The

oxidantlsubstrate mole ratio in this mixture was ~ 2.5. 50 mg of the catalyst was added

and the mixture was then stirred at 50 QC for 24 hours. Then, the reaction mixture was

extracted with diethyl ether and the unreacted substrate was separated by silica gel

column chromatography using a mixture of hexane and dichloromethane ( 7:3 ) as

eluent.

7.2·3 Recycling test

After the initial activity measurement for the oxidation ofbenzyl alcohol, the catalyst

in the aqueous layer of the reaction mixture was filtered, washed with acetone and again

tested for activity at identical conditions. After the test, the catalyst was filtered and

analysed for IR spectrum.

7- 2·4 Poison resistance test

The poison resistance of encapsulated complexes was studied by determining the

activity using a substrate containing traces of pyridine. The percentage loss in activity

indicates the extent of deactivation by poisoning.
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7. 2.5 Catalytic studies on salen type complexes

The activity and poison resistance properties of the encapsulated Cu(II) complexes

of substituted salens, Mesalen and Benzosalen were studied in comparison with those of

zeolite Cu(II)salen complex. Zeolite encapsulated Cu(II)salen was synthesized for this

purpose as per the method given in the literature 16.

7.3 REsULTS

(a) Decomposition ofhydrogen peroxide

The H202 decomposition data are given in Table VII. 1. The catalysts can be graded

with respect to the decomposition activity on the basisofvolume ofoxygen evolved and

time taken for this evolution. Figure VII. 3, a plot of volume of oxygen liberated against

time, provides a comparison of the rate of decomposition of hydrogen peroxide over

encapsulated complexes ofeach ligand.

Table VII. 1

Hydrogen peroxide decomposition data

dmg fsal Mesalen Benzosalen

Duration V02 Duration V02 Duration V02 Duration V02

(min.) (ml) (min.) (ml) (min.) (ml) (min.) (ml)

YMn(II) 90 1.92 90 2.78 90 3.75 90 3.88

YFe(III) 90 5.45 90 3.20 90 3.70 90 3.42

YCo(II) 90 7.18 65 9.47 90 8.31 * •
YNi(II) 90 6.44 90 4.56 90 2.44 90 2.40

YCu(lI) 35 9.59 15 8.9 55 9.56 45 9.45

* Co-Benzosalen could not be encapsulated ( vide page 145 )

Reaction conditions

Catalyst weight 50 mg

H202 ( 10 % ) 30 ml

Temperature

Duration

30°C

90 min.
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Figure VII. 3

H202 decomposition - Volume ofoxygen liberated versus time

Since hydrogen peroxide itself decomposes in alkaline medium, a solution of pH - 6

was used for determining the activity of the catalyst. A blank experiment was carried out

at identical test conditions using NaY zeolite. Only a negligible decomposition, which

might be due to impurities, was observed over NaY zeolite. The decomposition data

reveal that the catalytic activity of Cu(II) complexes is higher than that of complexes of
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other metal ions. Co(II) complexes are found to be moderately active as compared to

others. The complexes 'of Mn(II), Fe(III) and Ni(II) ions are weakly active. In general.

the decomposition efficiency of zeolite encapsulated complexes of each ligand varies in

the order ofmetal ions as Cu(II) > Co(II) > Ni(II) - Mn(II) - Fe(III).

The decomposition data of Cu(II) complexes are represented in Figure VII. 4.

Among them, fsal complex shows distinctly better activity than others. The activity of

Cu(II) complexes varies in the order YCu-fsal> YCu-dmg > YCu- Mesalen - Yeu

Benzosalen. There is only a minor difference in activity between YCu-Mesalen and

YCu-Benzosalen.
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Figure VII. 4

H202 decomposition data ofencapsulated Cu(II) complexes

b) Oxidation ofbenzyl alcohol/ethyl benzene

The oxidation of benzyl alcohol or ethylbenzene was performed over the zeolite

complexes using H202 or molecular oxygen as the oxidant. The extent of oxidation of

organic substrates usually depends on the relative concentration of oxidant in the

reaction mixture. Therefore, oxidantlsubstrate mole ratio was optimized for the
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oxidation of benzyl alcohol with hydrogen peroxide. YCu-fsal. the most active catalyst

for H202 decomposition was used for this optimization study. The oxidantlsubstrate

mole ratio was varied in the range 0.5-2.5. The effect of mole ratio on activity is

represented as a plot of % conversion of benzyl alcohol against the oxidantlsubstrate

mole ratio in Figure VII. 5. The oxidation efficiency was found to be enhanced on

increasing the mole ratio upto 2 and then almost stabilised in the range 2.0-2.5.

Therefore, the optimum mole ratio can be fixed as 2.0~2.5. In this study, the

oxidantlsubstrate mole ratio was kept at 2.5 for carrying out the oxidation reactions.

50

40
s::
0.....
C'-l 30....
Q)
;>
s::
0 20U

'$.
10

0

0.5 1.5 2 2.5

oxidantlsubstrate mole ratio

Figure VII. 5

% Conversion of benzyl alcohol versus oxidantlsubstrate mole ratio

Reaction conditions

Catalyst weight
Benzyl alcohol
Solvent (benzene)

50mg
5ml
lOml

Temperature
Duration

The catalytic activity for the oxidation of benzyl alcohol was determined with a view

to screen the zeolite encapsulated complexes. These results are given in Table VII. 2

and are represented as bar chart in Figure VII. 6. A blank reaction was carried out on

zeolite NaY under the same reaction conditions. There was only negligible reaction over

Zeolite NaY indicating that it is inactive for the oxidation reaction.
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Table VII. 2

Activity for benzyl alcohol oxidation

dmg

YMn(I1) 11.6

YFe(IlI) 13.5

YCo(I1) 18.7

YNi(I1) 12.9

YCu(I1) 30.0

Reaction conditions

fsal Mesalen

7.4 6.9

6.9 8.3

23.5 12.1

7.1 8.1

44.7 28.3

Benzosalen

9.3

8.9

12.1

32.7

Catalyst weight
Benzylalcohol
Oxidant/substrate
Solvent ( benzene)

50 mg
5ml
2.5
IOml

Temperature
Duration

50 "C
8 hours

. dmg

40 Cfsal
c

. ~ 1l Mesa1en
~ 30~ III Benzosalenv
>c
0 20U
~•

YMn(1I) YFe(III) YCo(lI ) YN,II) YCu(lI )

Figure VII. 6

% Conversion of benzyl alcohol over zeolite complexes

The oxidation efficiency of zeolite Cu(I1) complexes is much greater than that of

corresponding complexes of other metal ions. The Co(l l) complexes of dmg and fsal are

also active, but not 10 the extent of respective Cu(II) complex. However, the activity o f

YCo-Mesalen is not promising. Among Cu(1I) complexes. Y'Cu-fsal is distinctly better

as compared to others. However. the activity o f other Cu(H) complexes. YCu·dmg.
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YCu-Mesalen and YCu-Benzosalen are comparable to each other and about 30% lower

than that of YCu-fsal. From the above results, it was understood that zeolite

encapsulated Cu(II) complexes exhibit maximum activity and, therefore, further catalytic

studies were confined to only Cu(II) complexes.

Table VII. 3

Effect of reaction temperature on benzyl alcohol oxidation

Reaction
temp. (OC)

50

60

70

YCu-dmg

30.0

40.8

52.6

YCu-fsal YCu-Mesalen
YCu-

Benzosalen
44.7 28.3 32.7

61.6 36.8 44.2

76.7 47.7 56.1

Reaction conditions

Catalyst weight
Benzyl alcohol
Oxidant/substrate
Solvent (benzene)

50mg
5ml
2.5
toml

Temperature
Duration

50/60/70°C
8 hours

100

s:: 80
0.-<Il

60....
lU

~
0 40

U
c;e. 20

0

50 60 70
Temperature QC

l-.-yCu-dmg """""-YCu-fsal ~YCu-Mesalen --+-YCu-BenzosalenI
Figure VII. 7

% Conversion of benzyl alcohol versus reaction temperature
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The oxidation of benzyl alcohol was carried out at temperatures 50 QC, 60 QC and

70 QC with a view to evaluate the influence of reaction temperature on oxidation activity.

These activity results are given in Table VII. 3. The variation of activity on increasing

the temperature is shown in Figure VII. 7. Generally, the activity is found to increase on

increasing the reaction temperature. From the plot, it is clear that the extent ofelevation

ofactivity with temperature is higher for YCu-fsal.

Table VII. 4

Effect of reaction temperature on ethylbenzene oxidation

Reaction
temp. eC)

50

60

70

YCu-dmg

24.0

33.6

46.3

YCu-fsal YCu-Mesalen
YCu-

Benzosalen
37.8 23.1 25.9

51.2 29.4 33.7

65.6 39.2 43.8

Reaction conditions

Catalyst weight
Ethylbenzene
Oxidantlsubstrate
Solvent (benzene)

50mg
5ml
2.5
lOml

Temperature
Duration

50160/70 QC
8 hours

80

c 60.9
<Il
~
(l)
;> 40c
0o t;**

'$. 20

0

50 60 0 70
Temperature C

1........- YCu-dmg --.- YCu-fsal - YCu-Mesalen -+- YCu-Benzosalen I

Figure VII. 8

% Conversion ofethylbenzene versus reaction temperature
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The results ofethylbenzene oxidation are given in Table VII. 4. The % conversion of

ethylbenzene is higher for YCu-fsal as in the case of benzyl alcohol oxidation. Figure

VII. 8 indicates that the activity for ethylbenzene oxidation also increases on increasing

the reaction temperature. However, the activity values are lesser in this case as

compared to those for benzyl alcohol oxidation. YCu-fsal showed 90 % conversion for

the oxidation of4-methoxybenzaldehyde.

The oxidation reactions were also carried out using molecular oxygen. The

efficiency of encapsulated Cu(II) complexes for the aerobic oxidation is lower than that

obtained when hydrogen peroxide is used as the oxidant. However, YCu-fsal is much

better than others for aerobic oxidation as well. During benzyl alcohol oxidation, the

formation of traces ofbenzoic acid is quite possible by the oxidation ofbenzaldehyde on

contacting with air. However, it would not affect the comparative evaluation of zeolite

complexes.

Table VII. 5

Activity results of benzyl alcohol / ethylbenzene oxidation with oxygen

YCu-dmg

Benzyl alcohol oxidation
•

% Conversion 18.6

Ethylbenzene oxidation

% Conversion 16.8

YCu-fsal

28.1

24.1

YCu-Mesalen YCu-
Benzosalen

16.8 19.8

11.1 12.9

Reaction conditions

Catalyst weight
Substrate
TBHP
Solvent ( benzene )

50mg
5ml
0.25 ml
lOml

Temperature
Duration
Airflow
Pressure

50°C
12 hours
10ml/min.
atmospheric

The ability of YCu-fsal to recycle for the oxidation of benzyl alcohol was evaluated.

The initial conversion of44.7% is reduced to 42.3% indicating a marginal loss in activity
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on recycling the catalyst. The IR spectrum of the reused sample is quite similarto that of

fresh sample.

Table VII . 6

Poison resistance of Cu(lI) complexes

%Conversion Yflu-drng

without
30.0

poisoning

with
14.2

poisomng

% Loss in
52.7

conversion

YCll-fsal YCll-Mesalen
vce-

Benzosalen

44 .7 28.3 32.7

27.1 20.5 20.9

39.4 27.6 36.1

Reaction conditions

Catalyst weight
Benzyl alcohol with
traces of pyridine
Solvent ( benzene )

50 mg

5 m!

10 m!

Temperature
Duration

Yt:a.
Meulco

50 'c
8 hours

• Rtt.med . clivly

Figure VII . 9

Poison resistance of encapsulated Cu(lI) complexes

The poison resistance of Cu( I1) complexes was evaluated using benzyl alcohol

poisoned with pyridine as substrate. The activity results o f this test along with those of
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corresponding fresh catalysts are presented in Table VII . 6. Figure VII . 9 provides an

idea about the rate deactivation of different Cu(II) complexes on poisoning. The

encapsulated Cu(II) complexes can be graded with respect to poison resistance as YCu

Mesalen > YCu-Benzosalen - YCu-fsal > YCu-dmg .

Table VII . 7

Activity of Cu(lI) complexes of salen and substituted salens

% Conversion YCu-salen YCu-Mesalen
YCu-

Benzosalen

Without
37.8 28 .3 32.7

poisorung

With
20.3 20.5 20.9

porsorung

% Loss in
46.3 27.6 36.1conversion

Reaction conditions

Catalyst weight 50mg Ternperature 50 'C
Benzyl alcohol with 5m1 Duration 8 hours
traces of pyridine
Solvent ( henzene ) !Oml

11 Rel.moo . clivl)" (] Loss iD aClivfy

Figure VII. 10

Poison resistance of salen and substituted salen complexes
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The oxidation activity and poison resistance of zeolite encapsulated Cu(II)

complexes of salen and substituted salens are presented in Table VII. 7. The poison

resistance of these catalysts is represented in Figure VII. 10. From these results, the

effect of using bulkier salen like ligands on catalytic activity can be assessed in

comparison with salen ligand. The oxidation activity of YCu-salen is better than that of

encapsulated complex of Mesalen or Benzosalen. However, YCu-salen was undergone

severe deactivation on poisoning, whereas YCu-Mesalen and YCu-Benzosalen are more

resistant to poisoning. The poison resistance of these complexes varies in the order

YCu-Mesalen> YCu-BenzosaJen> YCu-salen.

'.4 DISCUSSION

The decomposition ofhydrogen peroxide is usually catalysed by transition metal ions

or their complexes. In order to explain this reaction, a radical chain mechanism has been

proposed in which the catalyst increases the rate of initiation reaction for the formation

ofHOO radical 16. In the case of zeolite encapsulated complexes, this mechanism can be

represented as follows:

2 Z(LM)n+ + 2 HOO- ~ 2 Z(LM)(n-l}+ + 2 HOO

As per this reaction scheme, the redox potential of active metal ion plays a vital role

in the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide. The coordination of metal ion with ligand

may slightly alter the redox potential and as a result of this, a modified catalytic activity

might have obtained

In another mechanism proposed, the decomposition reaction occurs in the

coordination sphere of the metal ion with the formation of intermediate peroxo species,

(LM"+)(OOH-) 9.11.
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The following reaction scheme may be suggested for this mechanism:

Z(LM)n+ + H202 ~ Z(LM)n+ (H202)

Z(LM)"'" (H202) ~ Z(LM)n+ (OOH-) + W

This peroxo intermediate can also be formed by the action of OOW generated from

free H20 2 molecules in solution.

H202 ~ W + OOW

Z(LM)n+ + OOI-r ~ Z(LM)n+(OOI-r)

The accessibility of the coordination sphere for H202 or OOW and the availability of

vacant coordination sites at the metal ion are the main requirements for the

decomposition to proceed via this mechanism. Sigel has found that the vacant

coordination site in copper polyammine chelate leads to high decomposition rate

whereas fully coordinated Cu(II) complexes are inactive 17. Mn(II) and Fe(III) chelates

of diethyltriammine have also been found to be active as two metal sites are available for

coordination with peroxo anions 18.

In the case of zeolite encapsulated complexes, the mechanism involving peroxo

intermediates is more probable at the available coordination sites of metal ion. A colour

change was observed for the complexes on contacting with H202 which is an indicative

of the formation of intermediate peroxo species. Similar colour change has been found in

the case of supported Cu(II) complex by previous workers 11.

The decomposition data show that zeolite encapsulated Cu(II) complexes are more

active than other metal complexes. The characterization data of these complexes

indicate the possibility of a tetrahedrally distorted square planar geometry for Cu(I1)

complexes. This geometry may facilitate the formation of peroxo intermediates in the

coordination sphere leading to enhanced decomposition activity. The distinctly better

activity of YCu-fsal among encapsulated Cu(II) complexes may be due to the formation

of an intermediate in which two peroxo groups are coordinated in the binuclear structure
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as shown below. The formation of such active peroxo intermediates ID binuclear

complexes has been proposed in earlier studies 19.

OR

H21 OOH

>cuodu<
Hob bH2

Although Co(II) complexes posses octahedral or tetrahedral symmetry with no

vacant sites, they are moderately active indicating the formation ofperoxo intermediates

on them. The peroxo species can be formed in octahedral Co(II) complexes only by the

replacement of coordinated water molecules or oxide ions of zeolite framework,

whereas in tetrahedral symmetry, a rearrangement of coordination sphere is essential for

the reaction to proceed. The process of ligand replacement or rearrangement of

coordination sphere restrict the rate of formation of peroxo intermediate which leads to

a lower activity for Co(Il) complex as compared to Cu(II) complex. YNi·dmg is also

moderately active, may be because of the slightly distorted square planar symmetry

observed for it. The other Ni(II) complexes are comparatively inactive as they posses an

octahedral symmetry. All the Mn(lI) and Fe(lII) complexes are weak for H202

decomposition. The fine-tuning of redox potentials of metal ions by ligation also might

have played a major role in the decomposition ofH202•

Zeolite encapsulated complexes can be screened with respect to the catalytic activity

for the oxidation of benzyl alcohol. The oxidation of benzyl alcohol is negligible over

NaY zeolite under the same experimental conditions employed for screening zeolite

complexes. This indicates that zeolite support is inactive for the oxidation reaction.

Furthermore, hydrogen peroxide only slightly oxidises these substrates in the absence of

a catalyst. Therefore, the catalysis by encapsulated complex is the sole reason for the

oxidation reaction. The percentage conversion of benzyl alcohol varies depending on the

nature of encapsulated complex. This observation also suggests that the reaction is
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catalytic in nature i.e. it proceeds by the catalysis of metal complexes encapsulated in

zeolite.

The optimum oxidantlsubstrate mole ratio was found to be 2.5 for the oxidation of

benzyl alcohol over YCu-fsal. An excess of hydrogen peroxide is required because of its

parallel decomposition which is independent of the oxidation of organic substrate. The

oxygen gas liberated may partially involve in the oxidation reaction by interacting with

the active sites of the catalyst 20. The catalytic oxidation of benzyl alcohol to

benzaldehyde can be represented as given below:

()OH cfH
~

H202 + Z(ML) oxyg~ .. Catalyst precursor
transer

~t
The above mechanism involves the interaction of the encapsulated complex with

hydrogen peroxide. The oxidant donates an oxygen atom to coordinate at the vacant

metal site in the complex forming the catalyst precursor. This oxygen atom is transferred

to benzyl alcohol molecule approaching the metal complex to form benzaldehyde. The

interaction of the substrate with the catalyst precursor is considered to be weak as per

this mechanism. The ability of transition metal complexes to oxidise non-interacting type

compounds like saturated hydrocarbons may hint the lack of interactions between the

metallic site and substrate 21. The oxidation of ethylbenzene is also expected to follow a

similar mechanism.

Zeolite encapsulated Cu(II) complexes are found to be more active than others for

the oxidation of benzyl alcohol. The tetrahedrally distorted square planar structure of

these complexes may account for their higher activity. High activity is also expected for

Co(II) complexes as they are usually very efficient for the reversible adsorption of
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oxygen. But, YCo-dmg and YCo-fsal are only moderately active as compared to Cu{II)

complexes, whereas YCo-Mesalen is weakly active. The octahedral synunetry of YCo

dmg and YCo-Mesalen and tetrahedral symmetry of YCo-fsal may restrict them to

effectively catalyse oxidation reactions. The structure necessitates the replacement of

coordinated water molecules in octahedral case and the rearrangement of coordination

sphere in tetrahedral case for the catalysis to occur. In spite of having distorted square

planar geometry, YNi-dmg is weakly active, may be because of the poor affinity of Ni

sites for oxygen atoms to form the intermediate complex. The poor activity of other

Ni(II) complexes can be attributed to their octahedral geometries in zeolite pores. The

encapsulated Fe(lII) and Ni(II) complexes are generally inactive. However, the

oxidation activity of all zeolite complexes increases on increasing the reaction

temperature.

The structure of encapsulated Mn(II) and Fe(III) complexes could not be recognized

from their magnetic moment and electronic spectral data. However, the lower catalytic

activity of these complexes hints the absence of vacant coordination sites. Therefore, an

octahedral symmetry can be assumed for encapsulated Mn(II) and Fe(III) complexes.

YCu-fsal is superior to other Cu(II) complexes with respect to oxidation activity.

The binuclear structure of Cu-fsal is expected to have facilitated the reaction by forming

an intermediate precursor complex, which is entirely different from that formed on

mononuclear complexes. However, further studies are necessary to confirm the effect of

binuclear structure. The oxidation activity of other Cu(II) complexes is comparable to

each other and less than that of YCu-fsal by around 30 %. Similar trend could be

observed in the efficiency of Cu(II) catalysts for the oxidation of ethylbenzene also.

However, these values are slightly lower than corresponding values for benzyl alcohol

oxidation showing the difficulty in oxidising hydrocarbons YCu-fsal is also active for the

oxidation 4-methoxybenzaldehyde.

Zeolite encapsulated complexes have been found to be active for the aerobic

oxidation of organic substrates 4. The ability of zeolite complexes for the oxidation of
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benzyl alcohol and ethylbenzene with molecular oxygen was evaluated. The activity

observed in these cases is lower than that obtained on using hydrogen peroxide as

oxidant. The abilityof H202 to donate active oxygen atoms to metallic site might be the

reason for the higher reactivity.

The oxidation of benzyl alcohol with hydrogen peroxide over zeolite complexes

gives benzaldehyde as the exclusive product. In contrast to conventional metal oxides,

the formation of benzoic acid by the further oxidation of benzaldehyde or other side

products is not observed in the present cases. This shows that zeolite encapsulated

complexes can act as catalysts for partial oxidation. Similar behaviour of zeolite

encapsulated iron phthalocyanine complex for the partial oxidation of hydrocarbons has

been reported 22.

One of the attractive features of zeolite encapsulated complexes is the ability to be

recycled without much deterioration. The recycling test was performed on YCu-fsal.

The retention of catalytic activity indicates the ability of this system to be used for

longer periods and to be recycled in oxidation reactions. The IR spectrum recorded for

the catalyst collected after recycling test is quite comparable to that of fresh sample

showing little changes in the coordination of the ligand. The zeolite framework is

expected to prevent the deactivation of encapsulated complexes by processes like

dimerisation. Furthermore, there is no scope for the leaching of metal complexes as

observed in polymer supported systems due to their exclusive immobilization in zeolite

cavities.

Poison resistance properties ofencapsulated Cu(II) complexes were studied by using

a substrate poisoned with traces of pyridine. The extent of poison resistance was found

to vary as YCu-Mesalen > YCu-BenzosaJen - YCu-fsal > YCu-dmg. In the case of

YCu-Mesalen. the steric effects of methyl group may prevent the approach of pyridine

molecules to the vacant coordination sites. Relatively, a high degree of tetrahedral

distortion was observed for YCu-Mesalen by EPR studies ( vide page 136 ). This

distortion may also induce poison resistance for this complex. YCu-fsal and YCu-
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Benzosalen exhibit relatively moderate poison resistance whereas YCu-dmg is severely

affected.

The activity and poison resistance of encapsulated Cu(II) complexes of substituted

salen ligands are compared with those of zeolite salen complex. Zeolite Cu(II)salen is

more active than substituted salen complexes. The lower activity of substituted salen

complexes could be explained in terms of the lower mobility of reactant molecules in

zeolite cavities. A high degree of distortion, which is likely in the case of zeolite

encapsulated complexes ofbulkier substituted salens is expected to lower the mobility of

reactant molecules in the cage. The steric effects of methyl groups in YCu-Mesalen may

further reduce the mobility of reactants and therefore exhibit lower activity. These

aspects may also account for the enhanced poison resistance properties of substituted

salen complexes in comparison to salen complex. However, molecular modeling studies

with a simulation for these oxidation reactions are necessary to confirm the steric effects

on activity and poison resistance.

7. 5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Zeolite encapsulated complexes can act as catalysts for hydrogen peroxide decomposition

and the partial oxidation of organic substrates like benzyl alcohol and ethylbenzene with

hydrogen peroxide. The oxidant/substrate mole ratio has been optimised as 2.0-2.5. These

systems are also suitable for aerobic oxidation of organic compounds. Generally, encapsulated

Cu(II) complexes are more active than complexes of other metal ions. Co(ll) complexes are

moderately active as compared to Cu(II) complexes. YCu{sal is the most promising catalyst

with respect to activity among various complexes studied. The geometries of the encapsulated

complexes may account for their catalytic behaviour. The activity of YCu1sal is almost

sustained on recycling indicating little deactivation for the encapsulated complex. However,

poison resistance of this complex is slightly lower than thatof complexes of substituted salens.

The use of bulkier substituted salens as ligand reduces the catalytic activity as compared to

salen complex, but imparts poison resistance. The lower activity and enhanced poison

resistance of these bulkier complexes could be attributed to the reduced mobility ofmolecules in

the cage.
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CHAPTER VIII

CATALYTIC ACTIVITY OF

Cu-Cr/Al20a CATALYSTS FOR CO OXIDATION

Abstract

Cu and Cu-Cr based catalysts were prepared on r-A/z03 support to study the

carbon monoxide oxidation activity and the resistance to severe thermal and

hydrothermal deactivation The effect of modification ofalumina by the addition of

Ce02 or Ti02 on the aoerall performance of the catalyst was also studied. In

general- all Cu catalysts are more active than corresponding Cu-Crcatalysts. The

activity and stability of the catalyst vary with respect to support as AI20 3-Ce0 2

> Ah03-Ti02> AI20J• The promoting effect of these dopants could be explained

in terms of the meial-dopant interactions.



8.1 INTRODUcnON

Supported noble metal catalysts form an important class of heterogeneous catalysts

as they are extensively used for a variety of industrially applied reactions including

petroleum reforming I, organic hydrogenation and dehydrogenation reactions 2, deoxo

reaction 3 etc. High specific activity and the ability to work at milder conditions are the

main attractions in using these catalyst systems in chemical industry. Major application

of noble metal based catalysts is for the control of automobile emissions 4, 5. A

combination of Pt, Pd and Rh is used as the active component in three-way automobile

catalyst for the simultaneous reduction of NO and oxidation of CO and hydrocarbons.

Nowadays, noble metals are dispersed on monolith support for critical applications like

automobile exhaust control 6, catalytic combustion 7 etc where the catalyst is subjected

to (i) high temperature, (ii) numerous poisons and (iii) fluctuating gas compositions.

Noble metal catalysts have also found application for the oxidation of carbon

monoxide 8. The oxidation activity has been found to vary with respect to the active

metal as Pd>Pt>Rh 7. However, a strict control of air/fuel ratio is required for such

catalysts to function effectively. Furthermore, these catalysts are highly sensitive to

impurities since only a low amount of metal is present in them. Besides, the factors like

high cost, noble metal scarcity, low recycling rates and increased diversified usage of

noble metals restrict the use of these catalysts. Mainly because of these disadvantages,

attention has focused on the development of cheaper non-noble metal alternatives for

the oxidation ofcarbon monoxide in the past few years 9.

Mehandjeev, Piperov and Bliznakov examined the possibility of replacement of

noble metals with mixed oxides of Cu and Co and observed high oxidation activity at

CulCo atomic ratio of 0.5, but poor poison resistance at lower Cu loading on the

catalyst 10. Interestingly, copper chromite catalyst was claimed as an efficient non-noble

metal catalyst for automobile exhaust control 11. This catalyst was also applied for CO

oxidation 12, water gas shift reaction 13, selective oxidation of propylene 14,

hydrogenation of carbonyl compounds and olefins 15 and decomposition ofa1cohols 16.
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From an industrial point of VIew, supported metal oxides are supenor to

unsupported systems on account of their improved stability and longer life. Alumina

supported Cu-Cr catalyst was found to be as efficient as their unsupported counterparts

for CO oxidation 17. In addition, the use of monolith supported Cu-Cr catalysts for the

simultaneous NO" reduction and oxidation of carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons in

catalytic converter was addressed in the literature 18. Efficient functioning of these

catalytic systems depends, to a great extent, on the activity and stability of reaction sites

on the surface. In Cu-Cr catalysts, Cu has been proposed as the main active species and

Cr as a promoter, which reduces deactivation rates. However, some contradictions still

exist about the nature ofactive sites in Cu-Cr based catalysts 19.20.

Although Cu-Cr catalysts have been studied extensively, only scant information is

available on the suitability of such systems for the oxidation of carbon monoxide at

lower temperatures. This study aims at the development of alumina supported Cu-Cr

catalysts with improved low temperature oxidation efficiency by incorporating additives

like Ce02 and Ti02. Besides, special attention has been given to evaluate the effect of

these dopants on the resistance against particle growth in severe thermal and

hydrothermal conditions. The role of active metals in imparting activity and stability to

the catalyst was investigated. Attempts have also been made to correlate the catalytic

activity and stability with active metal dispersion and different crystalline phases present

in the lattice.

8.2

8.2.1

ExPERIMENTAL

Materials

Details regarding various chemicals and other materials used in the present study are

given in Chapter n.
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8. 2. 2 Catalyst preparation

A brief account of the impregnation technique employed for the catalyst preparation

is provided in Chapter 11. Garmna alumina extrusions ( 3 mm dia. & 10 mm height,

Surface area = 245 m2/g) were modified with Ce02 or Ti02 by impregnating with an

aqueous solution of cerous nitrate or anunonium titanyloxalate respectively. They were

dried at 120 QC for 6 hours and then calcined at 540°C for 1 hour. Both Cu and Cu-Cr

catalysts were prepared on y-Ah03, y-Ah03-Ce02 and y-Ah03-Ti02 supports keeping

copper concentration at 10 % and Cr/Cu mole ratio at around 2. Copper and chromium

were incorporated from aqueous solutions of their nitrates by incipient wetness

impregnation method. The wet extrusions were dried at 120 QC for 6 hours and then

calcined at 500 QC for 2 hours.

8. 2. 3 Analytical Methods

Details of analytical methods and other characterization techniques are given in

Chapter 11.

8. 2. 4 Catalytic studies

The catalytic behaviour of the catalysts was studied by evaluating metal dispersion

by O2 or CO chemisorption, CO oxidation activity and stability in thermal and

hydrothermal conditions. These experiments are carried out at identical conditions so as

to compare the results of various catalysts. The procedures employed for these

measurements are as follows:

a) Oxygen chemisorption

Oxygen chemisorption was performed in a pulse microcatalytic reactor attached to

thermal conductivity detector. A schematic representation of the apparatus is given in

Figure VIII. 1 The samples were reduced at 300 QC for 30 minutes, switched over to

helium and the temperature raised to and maintained at 310°C for 10 minutes. The

reactor was cooled to room temperature and then pulsed with oxygen. From the amount
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ofoxygen consumed, % metal dispersion was calculated assuming a stoichiometry of

1: l.

b) CO Chemisorption

CO chemisorption was carried out in the same pulse injection system used for

oxygen chemisorption. The samples were reduced with hydrogen at 300°C for 30

minutes and cooled to room temperature before injecting pulses of carbon monoxide. A

stoichiometry of 1:1 was taken for evaluating the metal dispersion from the amount of

CO adsorbed.

c) CO oxidation activity

CO oxidation was performed in a continuous flow test unit as represented in

Figure VIII. 2. The oxidation activity of the catalysts was evaluated in the temperature

range 150 °C-250 °C in a tubular reactor loaded with 3 cc of the catalyst. The reactant

flow used was a mixture of 130 ml/minute dry air and 20 ml/minute carbon monoxide.

The inlet and outlet concentrations of carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide formed

during reaction were analysed in a GC with FID detector. Carbon monoxide and carbon

dioxide were converted to methane before entering the detector using a microcatalytic

methanator connected after Poropak Q column in Gas Chromatograph.

d) Thermal and hydrothermal deactivation

Catalyst samples were subjected to high temperature treatments at 700°C and

800 °c for one hour and were evaluated for CO oxidation activity at 200°C.

For hydrothermal deactivation, catalyst samples were kept at 300 QC in a nitrogen

stream containing steam for 48 hours and then dried at 120 °c for one hour. The CO

oxidation activity of these samples was measured at 200°C. The continuous test facility

shown in Figure VIII. 2 was used for the hydrothermal treatment of the catalysts.
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8. 3 RFsULTS

Chemical analysis of Ah03-Ce02 and Ah03-Ti02 supports showed dopant

concentrations of 6.2% Ce02 and 4.8% Ti02 respectively. Surface area of the alumina

extrusions used for the catalyst preparation is 245 m2/g and that of Ce02 and Ti02

modified alumina was found to be 226 m2/g and 232 m2/g respectively. Cu and Cr

contents, BET surface area and pore volume of all the catalyst samples are given in

Table VIII. 1.

Table VIII. 1

Analytical, surface area and pore volume data

Cui Cu-Cr/
AhorCeOz Aho 3-CeOZ

Cui Cu-Cr/
Al z03-rio, AIz03-no,

Cu (wt%)

er(wt%)

Surfacearea
(m2/g)

Pore volume
(mJIg)

9.85

170

0.48

9.66

15.80

105

0.34

10.02

153

0.45

9.91

16.21

95

0.32

9.88

160

0.46

9.98

16.15

99

0.32

Analytical results indicate that Cu and Cr contents are quite close to the values

targeted during preparation of the catalysts. The required quantities of metal salts were

taken in the impregnating solution of volume just enough to fill the pores of the support

so as to incorporate the components completely into it. In this way, % Cu in all the

catalysts could be controlled at around 10 and Cr/Cu mole ratio at around 2. Surface

area was found to reduce on incorporating the active ingredients into the support. In

addition, surface area and pore volume of the catalysts containing Cr are lower than

those ofnon-chrome catalysts.

Figure VIII. 3 shows the XRD patterns of Cu-Cr catalysts. The patterns indicate the

presence of a number of crystalline phases including CuO, CuAh04, CuCr204 and
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CrzO). The formation of such crystalline phases in Cu-CrlAhO) catalyst was observed

by previous workers also 17.

The oxidation activity is represented as the percentage conversion of carbon

monoxide to carbon dioxide. These values at different temperatures are given in

Table VIII. 2. Figure VIII. 4, a plot of % conversion against temperature, indicates the

effect of temperature on the efficiency of the catalysts for carbon monoxide oxidation.

Cu based catalysts are more active than those containing Cu and Cr as active

components. Similar observation has been reported previously at low metal

concentrations 21.

Cu and Cu-Cr catalysts on AhO)-CeOZ support showed substantial increase in

activity than those supported on Ah03 and Ah03-TiOz. For CulAh03-CeOz, 100 %

conversion was achieved at 210°C whereas in the case of Cu-CrlAhO)-CeOZ, a

temperature of 220°C was required to get full conversion. Ti02 incorporated catalysts

also showed better performance than those prepared on alumina support, but not to the

extent of those prepared on AhO)-CeOz. For Cu and Cu-Cr catalysts on AhO)

no,

Table VIII. 2

Carbon monoxide oxidation data

Catalyst % Conversion ofCO to COz

150°C 175°C 200°C

CulAh03 9.0 23.4 59.3

Cu-Cr/AhO) 6.9 18.6 49.7

CuiAhO) -Ce02 60.7 88.3 95.9

Cu-CrlAhO) -ceo, 48.3 64.1 85.5

CuiAhOJ -TiOz 32.4 62.8 78.6

Cu-CrlAh03 -TiOz 23.4 48.3 71.7

225°C

84.8

75.2

97.9

99.3

89.7

250°C

95.2

88.3
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Figure VIII. 4

Activity versus temperature

support, the conversion ofcarbon monoxide to carbon dioxide was 100 % at 225 QC and

240°C respectively whereas those on undoped support showed full conversion only at

temperatures above 250°C. Thus the incorporation of additives like Ce02 or Ti02

reduces the reaction temperature, It is also evident that the activity of various catalysts

increases with respect to support in the order Ah03 < Ah03- Ti02< Ah03-Ce02.

Metal dispersions obtained from oxygen and carbon monoxide chemisorption are

given in Table VIII. 3 and the values are represented as bar chart in Figure VIII. 5. The

data reveal that adsorption sites are more dispersed in Cu catalysts than in Cu-Cr

catalysts and vary with respect to support as Ab03 < Ab03-Ti02 < Ah03-Ce02. Metal

dispersions with respect to CO chemisorption is much lower than those obtained by

oxygen chemisorption, indicating poor affinity of the catalyst for CO.
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Table VIII. 3

Cu dispersion data from oxygen and carbon monoxide chemisorption

% Cu dispersion

Catalyst

CulAh03

Cu-Cr/Ah03

CuiAh03 -Ce02

Cu-CrIAh03 -Ce02

CuiAh03 -Ti02

Cu-CrlAh03 -Ti02

from O2 from CO
chemisorption chemisorption

37.5 3.6

30.1 3.0

44.7 7.8

38.3 7.1

41.6 7.3

35.6 6.7

::::;:;:::,:;:::: ;.:.; :-:.;. :.;.:.:-:.:.:.;.;.:.;.:.;.:.:.;.-.

............ «<.:.:.:.:.:;:.:.CuiA1203-li02

Cu-Cr/AI203-Ce02

CuiA1203-Ce02

Cu-CrlA1203 11IllIl....,.,..,.,...,..,.....,..................,.......................,.............

CulAI203 IIlIIllh===~======~

o to 20 30 40 50

% Metal dispersion

ICl02 chemisorption mco chemisorptionl

Figure VIII. 5

Cu dispersion from oxygen and carbon monoxide chemisorption

The activity results of thermally and hydrothermally deactivated samples are given in

Table VIII. 4. These results are represented in Figure VIII. 6 and VIII. 7 respectively. It

is evident that the extent of deactivation on high temperature treatment is more for Cu

based catalysts. Similarly, Cu catalysts have experienced severe deactivation than Cu-Cr
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catalysts on hydrothermal treatment also. This observation indicates that the addition of

chromium. despite reducing the activity, improves stability against particle growth,

which is likely to occur at severe operating conditions.

Table VIII. 4

Activity of thermally and hydrothennally treated catalyst samples

Catalyst % Conversion after TT % Conversion
after HTT

700°C % 800°C % 300°CI %
Loss Loss 48 hours Loss

CulAh03 40.6 31.5 33.3 43.8 33.3 43.8

Cu-Cr/Ah03 37.2 25.2 34.0 31.6 34.0 31.6

CulAh03 -Ce02 86.7 9.6 83.5 12.9 83.5 12.9

Cu-CrIAh03 -Ce02 80.2 6.2 78.7 8.0 78.7 8.0

CuiAh03 -Ti02 61.5 21.8 56.0 28.8 56.0 28.8

Cu-Cr/Ah03 -Ti02 59.8 16.6 57.4 19.9 57.4 19.9

TT = thermallytreated HTT = hydrothermally treated

Figures VIII. 6 and VIII. 7 afford a comparison of various Cu and Cu-Cr catalysts

with respect to the support vis-a-vis resistance against thermal and hydrothermal

deactivation. It can be observed that among various catalyst samples, deactivation rate is

much less for that prepared on Ah03-Ce02. The resistance to thermal and hydrothermal

sintering varies with respect to support as Ah03 < Ah03-Ti02 < Ah03-Ce02. On the

basis of above observation, it should be expected that Ce02 and to a certain extent Ti02

play an important role as structural promoter to minimise deactivation on severe thermal

and hydrothermal treatments.
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8. 4 DISCUSSION

Supported Cu based catalysts are generally more active for the oxidation of carbon

monoxide than Cu-Cr catalysts. This observation is in agreement with previous reports

on Cu-Cr catalysts 21. Lower activity exhibited by Cu-Cr catalysts can be attributed to its

lower surface area and pore volume than those of Cu based catalysts. The lowering of

surface area and pore volume could be due to the dilution of support and the filling of

pores on introducing active components into the support. Furthermore, high Cu

dispersion in Cu catalysts may also be a reason for their enhanced activity as Cu sites

provide the main reaction centers for the oxidation ofcarbon monoxide.

CuO and CuAh04 are the possible phases in Cu based catalysts, whereas CuCr204

and Cr203 are also identified in the XRD patterns of Cu-Cr catalysts. CuO and CuAh04

phases have been reported to be present predominantly on the surface ofCu-Cr catalysts

with Cu concentration less than 12%. These phases are more active for the oxidation of

carbon monoxide as they are more reducible than CuCr204 17. However, in the case of

Cu-Cr catalysts with high Cu concentration, weakly active CuCr204 phase plays a major

role in CO oxidation, as most of the Cu on the surface is available as CuCr204 17.

Therefore, the higher activity ofCu catalysts used in the present study is due to the well

dispersed Cu sites formed by the reduction of easily reducible CuO and CuAh04 phases

on the surface of alumina. But, only a low concentration of these phases are present in

Cu-Cr catalysts due to the partial formation of inactive CuCr204 22.

Additionally, the chromium introduced may not enter fully into the alumina lattice,

but stays on the surface as small crystallites of Cr203 24. XRD patterns show the

presence ofsurface Cr203 in Cu-Cr catalysts. This inactive surface species can cover the

Cu sites so as to lower metal dispersion, adsorption capacity and hence activity.

It is obvious from the deactivation studies that Cu catalysts experience significant

loss in activity than Cu-Cr catalysts on thermal treatment. Cu sites can be stabilized in

the spinel structure of either CuAh04 in Cu catalysts or CuCr204 in Cu-Cr catalysts 25.
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CuAl204 is a partially inverse spinet with about 40% Cu ions in octahedral sites, whereas

CuCr204 is a normal spinel with copper ions in tetrahedral sites 26. It appears that Cu

ions are stabilized more in tetrahedral sites than in octahedral sites. Therefore, on high

temperature treatment, CuAh04 in Cu catalysts may undergo drastic sintering while the

formation ofstable CuCr204 spinels in Cu-Cr catalysts reduces particle growth 17.

Water has been found to be not only an inhibitor for carbon monoxide oxidation

with either oxygen or nitrogen oxides on Cu based catalysts but also a medium which

facilitates particle growth 27. Cu catalysts are significantly affected on hydrothermal

treatment than are Cu-Cr catalysts. This observation further shows the promoting effect

ofchromium in imparting stability for Cu sites via stable CuCr204 formation.

The CO oxidation activity of both Cu and Cu-Cr catalysts could be improved by the

addition of dopants such as CeOz or TiOz. However, Ce02 is superior to Ti02 in its

ability to enhance the oxidation efficiency at lower temperatures. The promoting effect

of dopants could be attributed to higher metal dispersion in the modified catalysts.

Catalysts modified with Ce02 have showed considerable improvement in dispersion as

compared to that of catalysts containing TiOz. It is interesting that similar trend is

observed for activity or Cu dispersion on comparing promoted and unpromoted

catalysts. Furthermore, these additives impart stability to resist particle growth in severe

thermal and hydrothermal deactivation processes. The stability of both Cu and Cu-Cr

catalysts varies with respect to support as Ah03 < Ah03-Ti02 < Ah03-Ce02. The

ability of Ce02 and Ti02 to enhance metal dispersion, catalytic activity and stability has

been seen previously in supported noble metal catalysts 28. 29.

The promoting effect of Ce02 or Ti02 could be interpreted ID terms of the

interactions between these additives and metal ions. The interaction between Group VIII

metals and support has been of scientific and industrial interest 30. 31. The unusual effect

observed in a series of metal/oxide support systems is called It strong metal-support

interaction It ( SMSI ). The SMSI in supported noble metal catalysts results in high

metal dispersion, small crystallite size, high sorption and high relative activity 32. 33.
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Similar effects are also expected in the case of alumina supported Cu or Cu-Cr oxides.

Several mechanisms and models have been proposed in the case of noble metal catalysts

to explain the role of CeOz and Ti02 in metal support interactions leading to enhanced

activity and stability of the catalyst.

Earler studies have provided some insight into the role of cerium oxide in increasing

the catalytic activity 3S. Non-stoichiometry sets in rare earth oxides under reducing

conditions leading to n-type semiconductivity. The activation energy for

semiconductivity, which reflects the ease with which oxygen atoms can be removed

from the lattice, has found to be very low for Ce02. The formation of Ce0194S by

evacuation followed by hydrogen treatment of Ce02 at 450 QC has been reported 36.

A phase change has also been detected using X-ray diffraction patterns on the partial

reduction of Ce02. The reduced species can be oxidised back to Ce02 with oxidising

reactants. This redox property of CeOz plays a major role in enhancing the oxidation

activity by providing parallel working sites 37 as given below

2Ce02 + CO ~ CO2 + Ce203
CeZ03 + 1/2 Oz ~ 2Ce02

In a series of lanthanide oxides, Ce02 is particularly active for both oxidation 38 and

hydrogenation 3S reactions. The high activity has been attributed to the relative ease of

oxygen vacancy formation and their involvement in the reaction mechanism. This redox

behavior has also shown by TiOz34.39.

The electronic effects have also been considered to rationalize SMSI. As per this, the

electronic interactions between the active metal atoms and reduced dopant ions at the

dopant-metal interface account for the sorptive and catalytic changes observed 34, 40. The

role of Ce02 in the phenomenon of increase of CO oxidation activity of alumina

supported noble metal 41 and Cu catalysts 42 has been studied by EPR spectra. The

enhanced CO oxidation activity observed for CeOz doped catalysts is due to the

increased reactivity of Oz- radicals adsorbed in the coordination sphere ofCe4
+ ions. The
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reactivity of these O2- radicals can be explained in terms of the metal-dopant electronic

interactions.

The work function of reduced Ce02 is much lower than that of Cu metal and

therefore electrons are transported to metal from the conduction zone of Ce02 adjacent

to it until the Fermi levels of both the solids are equalised. The interaction of CO with

0 2
- radicals leads to the formation unstable carbonate like anion intermediates on the

catalyst. The high electron density on the metal enhances the rate of formation of this

intermediate at the expense of transfer of electrons from the metal to the intermediate.

The reaction scheme can be represented as given below

O2- + CO + e" ~ C03
2


C032
- ~ CO2 + 0- + e-

The reactivity of 0 2
- radicals lying deeper relative to the Fermi level i.e. located

away from metal-dopant interface is low and the reaction with CO can occur as per the

following reactions:

O2- + CO ~ CO2 +0

0- + CO ~ CO2 + e-

This mechanism explains that the higher reactivity of 02- radicals at the metal

dopant interface leads to the enhancement ofCO oxidation activity.

The migration of dopants onto the surface of active metal has also been suggested

for explaining metal-dopant interactions 34. 43. Partially reduced species ofboth Ce02 and

Ti02 are able to migrate through or across the metal particles to cover some of their

surface. In extreme cases metal particles can be totally immersed in the oxide support,

which is termed as ' encapsulation '. As per this concept, the dopant not only shields the

surface of active metal but also enters into electronic interaction with it, thus causing

alterations in its catalytic properties.
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A tentative model, called as "Vacancy interaction model", which involves the

occupancy of oxygen ion vacancies in the oxide support by noble metal atoms has been

proposed to account for the metal support interactions 45. The vacancies are called as

nests and the process is called nesting. The same phenomenon may be applicable for

Ah03-Ce02 or Ah03-Ti02supported Cu atoms obtained on reducing the catalyst. In the

case of metal atoms located on an ideal surface i.e. without oxygen vacancies, only a

weak interaction exists between the metal atom and the surface. In such cases the atoms

will easily migrate on the surface until they coalesce to form large crystallites. This

results in the loss ofmetal dispersion, adsorption capacity and hence catalytic activity. In

contrast to the above case, the metal atoms supported on reducible oxides like Ce02 and

Ti02 can occupy the oxygen vacancies formed on the surface during reduction. This

phenomenon increases active metal dispersion and surface area, maintains high sorptive

capacity and hence results in high catalytic activity. In addition, the metal atoms are

expected to be stabilized more when occupied in these vacancies as compared to those

on the ideal surface.

Ceria appears to enhance the noble metal dispersion, thermal stability and activity in

automotive catalysts 28. However, the important feature of ceria in oxidation reaction is

the ability to store oxygen, which in turn helps to maintain required oxygen

stoichiometry during lean operating conditions 3. 4. Furthermore, the migration ofoxygen

molecules weakly adsorbed on ceria to the metallic site has been reported to facilitate

CO oxidation on RhICeria catalyst 45. However, further work will be needed to find the

role of this spill over process in oxidation reactions over ceria promoted Cu-Cr catalysts.

8. 4 SUMMARY AND CoNCLUSION

The overall performance ofalumina supported Cu-Crcatalysts shaws its suitability for use

as an effective non-noble metal system for the oxidation of carbon monoxide. The role of

chromium is to stabilise the Cu sites against thermal and hydrothermal deactivation, but it

marginally reduces the carbon monoxide oxidation activity as compared to thatof non-chrome

catalyst. The stability imparted by Cr is particularly important for high temperature operation
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of such catalysts. The additives like Ce02 or Ti02 can enhance not only the ability of the

catalyst to withstand severe thermal andhydrothermal conditions but also the law temperature

oxidation efficiency. These dopanis not only improve Cu dispersion andfacilitate reaction on it

but also provide parallel reaction sites, and thus render the catalyst to be effective even at law

temperatures. In all respects, Ce02 is much superior to Ti0 2as a promoter in Cu-Crcatalysts

for co oxidation. The exact nature of Cu-Ce02 interactions and haw these interactions

influence catalyst performance are aspects that need to be the foci offuture investigations.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The theme of the present investigation is mainly centered around the synthesis,

characterization and catalytic studies on zeolite encapsulated transition metal complexes

and metal oxide catalysts. Characterization data of zeolite complexes point out the

encapsulation of complexes and their composition, structure and thermal stability. The

catalytic behaviour of these complexes with respect to oxidation activity, recycling

ability and poison resistance has been investigated. Studies carried out on Cu-Cr/Ah03

catalyst to recognize the role of the active metal atoms and investigate the effect of

additives like Ce02 or Ti02 on CO oxidation activity and stability are also reported in

this thesis.

Chapter I of the thesis reviews the role of some important proven catalysts. The

recent trends in the development of catalyst-technology and the scope of using

heterogenized catalysts, especially zeolite encapsulated complexes, for achieving the

desired targets are described. This chapter provides a brief account of various

methodologies used for the synthesis and characterization of zeolite complexes. The

catalytic studies conducted on this system are described.

Chapter 11 gives a brief account of various reagents and materials used in the

present study. The techniques employed for the synthesis, characterization and catalytic

studies of zeolite complexes and metal oxide catalysts are described. These techniques

include: chemical analysis, CHN analysis, atomic absorption spectrophotometer, XRD,

SEM, BET surface area and pore volume, mercury porosimetry, magnetic moment by

Gouy method, reflectance spectra, FTIR spectra, EPR, TG analysis, chemisorption

studies using microcatalytic reactor and gas chromatograph

Chapter III reports on studies on the synthesis and characterization of Y zeolite

encapsulated Mn(II), Fe(III), Co(II), Ni(II) and Cu(II) complexes of dimethylglyoxime.

The zeolite NaY used for supporting the complexes was found to posses a unit cell
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formula of NaS6 [ {AI02)56 (Si02) 136 1xH20 . The unit cell formulae of metal exchanged

zeolites were also derived from the analytical data. The Si!AI ratio of metal exchanged

zeolites is the same as that of the parent zeolite indicating that the collapse of zeolite

framework by dealumination during ion exchange could be prevented in the present

study by using very dilute metal salt solutions. Surface area, pore volume, XRD and

FTIR data ofmetal exchanged zeolites also reveal the retention of zeolite framework.

The empirical formulae of encapsulated dmg complexes were calculated from the

analytical results. Minute traces of uncomplexed metal ions were found to remain in the

lattice of zeolite complexes which are unlikely to interfere in the behaviour of

encapsulated complexes. SE micrographs of encapsulated Co(H) complex before and

after soxhlet extraction indicate that the surface complexes are completely removed.

XRD patterns and Si!AI ratio indicate the retention of zeolite framework on

encapsulation. The lower surface area and pore volume of zeolite complexes as

compared to those of corresponding metal exchanged zeolites is attributed to the

encapsulation ofcomplexes in zeolite pores.

The geometries of Mn(lI) and Fe(III) complexes could not be inferred from the

magnetic moment and electronic spectral data. However, a tentative assignment of an

octahedral, distorted square planar and tetrahedrally distorted square planar symmetry

for encapsulated Co(H), Ni(II) and Cu(II) complexes respectively has been proposed.

The EPR data also support the distorted square planar structure ofCu(II) complex and

provide evidence for ionic environment around the metal ion. Furthermore, gulAll ratio

hints at the degree ofdistortion of the complexes. The formation of the complexes in the

zeolite pores was also confirmed from the IR data. The thermal degradation patterns

have not provided confirmable results due to the interferences from the deaquation of

the sample and the lack of appreciable weight losses for the decomposition of

encapsulated complexes which are present only in low amounts in the zeolite. However,

approximate stability could be ascertained in most of the cases. The encapsulation ofthe
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complexes accounts for the difference in the TG patterns of metal exchanged zeolites

and zeolite complexes.

Chapter IV deals with the encapsulation of transition metal complexes of 3-fonnyl

salicylic acid. The complexes were characterized as described previously. The

composition hints at a binuclear structure for the encapsulated complexes. Furthermore,

magnetic moment and reflectance data are close to those reported for their simple

binuclear complexes. Surface area, pore volume and XRD data are presented as an

evidence for the encapsulation of complexes without the destruction of zeolite

crystallinity. On the basis of magnetic moment, electronic and EPR spectral data, the

encapsulated Co(ll), Ni(ll) and Cu(II) complexes are expected to posses tetrahedral,

octahedral and tetrahedrally distorted square planar symmetry respectively. IR spectra

confirm the formation of complexes in the cavities and explain the coordination in them.

TG patterns also indicate the encapsulation ofcomplexes.

Chapter V provides details regarding the encapsulation of complexes of the

substituted salen like ligand, N, N'-ethylene(7-methylsalicylidenearnine). The analytical,

XRD, surface area and pore volume data are presented to explain the composition and

encapsulation of these complexes. Magnetic moment and electronic spectral data could

assign geometries only in the case of Ni{II) and Cu{II) complexes. The encapsulated

Ni(II) complex exhibits an octahedral geometry whereas a tetrahedrally distorted square

planar symmetry is observed for the Cu(II) complex. The higher ~.tAII ratio of Cu{II)

complex indicate a high degree of distortion in this case, probably due to the steric

effects of methyl groups of the ligand. IR spectral and TG data indicate the formation of

complexes in zeolites

Chapter VI deals with the encapsulation of complexes of another bulkier

substituted salen like ligand, N,N'-ethylene(5,6-benzosaticylidenearnine). Our attempts

to synthesize encapsulated Co(II) complex was unsuccessful. Characterization data

indicate the formation of monomeric complexes in Y zeolite. An octahedral and
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tetrahedrally distorted square planar structure are assigned for the encapsulated Ni(II)

and Cu(II) complexes respectively. IR and TG data also suggest the encapsulation of the

complexes.

Chapter VII discusses the catalytic properties of zeolite encapsulated complexes.

Zeolite complexes were found to be active for the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide

and the oxidation of benzyl alcohol or ethylbenzene. These systems can also catalyse the

aerobic oxidation of organic compounds. The ability for the partial oxidation of organic

compounds is the main attraction of catalysis of zeolite complexes. Encapsulated Cu(II)

complexes, especially that with 3-formylsalicylic acid were found to be more active than

others. The recycling ability of zeolite complexes was tested in the case of the most

promising catalyst, which showed only little deactivation on reusing. Poison resistance

of bulkier encapsulated complexes is higher than that of others eventhough they posses

only a lower activity. The substitution in salen ligand reduces activity but enhances

poison resistance as compared to zeolite salen complex. The geometry ofvarious zeolite

complexes accounts for the variation in the catalytic activity. The expected steric effects

in bulkier zeolite complexes reduce the mobility ofmolecules leading to reduced activity

and increased poison resistance.

Chapter VIII describes the preparation of Cu or Cu-Cr catalysts on Ah03, Ah03

Ce02 and Ah03-Ti02supports. The catalytic activity of these catalysts for the oxidation

of carbon monoxide was determined. Cu based catalysts are more active than Cu-Cr

catalysts, probably because of the enhanced metal dispersion in them. However, the

addition ofCr improves the stability of the catalyst by forming stable CuCr204 phases in

the catalyst lattice. The additives, Ce02 and Ti02, also enhance the activity and stability

of the catalyst to perform effectively in hostile thermal and hydrothermal conditions.

However, Ce02 is much superior to Ti02 as a dopant with respect to the ability to

enhance activity and stability. The promoting action of these dopants is explained in

terms of the increased metal dispersion, the redox properties and the metal-dopant

interactions which are most likely in modified catalysts.
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The general conclusions drawn from our studies are:

1. Well defined encapsulation of transition metal complexes in Y zeolite is possible by

carefully synthesizing the metal exchanged zeolite and zeolite complex at optimised

conditions.

2. The use of zeolite encapsulated complexes as catalysts avoids the practical

difficulties associated with homogeneous catalysis. The encapsulated complexes

exhibit the ability to be recycled in reactions by retarding the deactivation

processes.

3. Zeolite encapsulated complexes are suitable as catalysts for the partial oxidation

organic compounds with hydrogen peroxide and molecular oxygen. Cu(lI)

complexes, especially binucler complex of 3-formylsalicylic acid, are more active

catalysts than the complexes ofother metal ions.

4. The geometry of the encapsulated complexes plays a vital role in regulating the

functioning of the catalyst by providing vacant reaction sites. Encapsulated

complexes interact with the zeolite framework to slightly distort the geometry

which might lead to a modified catalytic activity. Therefore, the activity and poison

resistance can be optimised by varying the stereochemistry of the encapsulated

complexes by using bulkier ligands

5. The CO oxidation activity of Cu-Cr/Al-O, catalysts is dependent on the dispersion

of Cu sites indicating the structure sensitive nature of this reaction on metal oxide

systems.

6. The dopants, Ce02 or Ti02, enhance the activity and stability of the catalyst. Ce02

possess excellent features as an additive, which could be exploited in oxidation

reactions.
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